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“A river runs through 
it and it’s an 
authentic place.”

-City of Steamboat Springs Community Member
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The concept for a Downtown Plan emerged from the need to provide guidance 
for future improvements and developments that are aligned with the priorities and 
values of the Steamboat Springs community. This Plan is valuable as it strives to 
steer future municipal decision-making and the development of new or updated 
regulatory tools. This Plan allows Downtown Steamboat Springs to anticipate 
inevitable change with a proactive approach.

The existing conditions and robust community input shaped a series of aspirational 
statements and themes for the future of Downtown that are supported by goals and 
actionable strategies that can be achieved over time. 

How to Use this Plan

Document Organization
In each Vision Element section that follows, 
these elements are found:

 » Aspirational Statement

 » Goal

 » Rationale

 » Strategy table

This is the big idea for the future of Downtown concerning 
each plan element topic.

ASPIRATIONAL STATEMENT

Goal AAA1: The goals are statements to achieve the 
aspirational statements. 
Rationale
Why is this relevant? What are the reasons to address this goal? 

Strategy
Responsible 
Entity

AAA 1.1 Strategies are policy recommendations, projects 
and programs with specific actions to achieve 
the goal. 

This is the entity responsible 
for the completion of the 
strategy

Guidance for implementing and prioritizing the strategies are outlined in the Action 
Plan section of the document.
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Steamboat Springs enjoys 
a distinct four-season 

climate. The surrounding 
natural landscapes are 
a dynamic backdrop for 

Downtown.



Steamboat Springs has 
implemented a series of 
streetscape improvements 
including sidewalks, 
crosswalks and bicycle 
amenities.
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Introduction
The future of Downtown Steamboat Springs is at a crossroads. 
Future development and planning decisions can be reaction-driven, 
or a strategic plan for Downtown can provide guidance for the 
future where community values are integrated and preserved. The 
Downtown Plan seeks tovt proactively create and protect what is 
important for Downtown to remain successful.

With planning foresight, the community of Steamboat Springs has 
the opportunity to influence how land is best used in Downtown, 
plan for diverse groups of people living in Downtown, preserve 
character-giving structures, spaces and natural resources, support 
local businesses and encourage multiple forms of mobility to 
connect to these resources. 

The Downtown Plan for Steamboat Springs is a holistic framework to 
guide future decisions and prioritize action steps related to:

 » Land Use and Zoning

 » Connectivity, Parking and Mobility

 » Art, Culture and Heritage

 » Character of the Built Environment

Image credit: City of Steamboat Springs
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The character of Downtown is influenced 
by Steamboat Springs’ location, history and 
the people whom have called Steamboat 
home. The pasture-rich landscape 
brought stockmen in the early 1900s and 
a Downtown took shape to support this 
ranching economy. In 1914, Carl Howelsen 
brought his passion for ski-jumping to 
Downtown with the construction of 
Colorado’s first ski-jumps. A rich blend of 
ranching and recreation heritage still defines 
Steamboat’s Downtown today. Repurposed 
historic buildings, local businesses and 
restaurants, views to Howelsen Hill and 
Sleeping Giant, the influx of training 
Olympians, numerous summer and winter 
events, the pristine Yampa River, strong 
arts and culture community, and access to 
wide open spaces for year-round recreation 
brings locals and visitors together. This 
diversity of experiences is a key contributor 
to Downtown’s success and character.  

Context

 “A community with a resort, 
not a resort community” - Work 
Group Member

Steamboat Springs boasts a destination ski 
resort. While the community is not defined 
by this amenity alone, the relationship 
between the ski mountain and Downtown 
is important. A free transit system shuttles 
resort guests, conveniently bringing visitors 
to shop and dine in Downtown.
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Downtown Plan Goal
While significant investment has been 
made in Downtown infrastructure in the 
past few years, there has been no new 
comprehensive, long-range planning 
completed for the Downtown area since 
before the recession that began in 2008. 
The Steamboat Springs Downtown Plan 
considers complex issues that influence the 
future of Downtown including: diversity and 
scale of land uses, connectivity and mobility, 
housing diversity, arts and culture, historic 
preservation, the public realm, development 
economics and the character of the built 
environment. By addressing these topics 
in a Downtown Plan, Steamboat Springs 
can consider the ideal future for Downtown. 
The Downtown Plan provides a toolkit to 
review development proposals, determine 
policy and guidelines, and determine their 
alignment with community values.

Creation of Downtown         
Plan Process
The planning process has two key 
objectives; to clearly define the competing 
issues and to learn of the community’s 
priorities related to each topic. 

1. To clearly define the issues, all previous 
planning documents and Downtown 
studies were synthesized into a 
context presentation around these key 
elements: limits of Downtown, land 
use and zoning, connectivity (mobility), 
housing diversity, arts, culture 
and historic heritage, public realm, 
development economics and character 
of the built environment. 

2. To learn the community’s priorities 
related to each topic, a Downtown 
Plan Work Group was assembled, 
representative of different perspectives 
of Downtown. Their insight was 
included in the context presentation 
(See Appendix A: Downtown Work 
Group Contributions). Secondly, the 
broader community was asked a 
series of questions about each topic to 
learn of their priorities (See Appendix 
B: Documentation of Context and 
Summary of Community Input).

Planning Goals and Process

Previous studies, plans and documents provide a 
foundation of understanding the existing context 
in Downtown Steamboat Springs. The documents 
reviewed during this planning process include:

 » Community Development Code (2018)
 » Our Vision, Our Future: Strategic Plan for the 

Steamboat Springs Creative District (2017)
 » RiverView PUD application (2017)
 » Routt County Community Housing Steering 

Committee Final Report (2016) 
 » Downtown Improvement Plan (presentation 

materials,  2016)
 » Steamboat Springs Downtown Retail Strategy 

(2016)
 » Howelsen Park Master Plan, Draft 1.2 (2015)
 » Downtown Steamboat Springs Parking Analysis 

(2014)
 » Steamboat Technical Advisory Panel Report: A 

clear, viable vision for Yampa Street (2012)
 » Steamboat Springs Area Community Plan 

(2004)
 » Mountain Town Sub-Area Plan (1999)
 » Master Plan for Culture and Livability (1991)

EXISTING RESOURCES

3. Workshop Two was structured as an 
open house gallery-style meeting with 
engaging activities for participants. 
This format provided a transparent 
opportunity for the Steamboat 
community to review and provide 
comments on the draft Plan. Workshop 
Two featured three stations including: 
potential actions overview to introduce 
draft concepts for the Plan, a series of 
illustrations to depict potential aesthetic 
changes, and a Downtown quiz to 
assess the community’s understanding 
of existing trends and regulatory 
context. (See Appendix C: Presentation 
of Draft Downtown Plan and Summary 
of Community Input).
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Downtown’s position in the region can be evaluated 
through population, visitor, retail and housing trends as 
compared to other similar communities. Communities 
for comparison were selected based on a Western 
Slope location, proximity to a ski resort, a year-round 
population and similarly- sized historic Downtowns. 
Comparable markets selected for this analysis and 
approved by the Work Group are:

1. Downtown Crested Butte

2. Downtown Glenwood Springs

3. Downtown Durango

Population
The population of the City of Steamboat Springs is 
approximately 13,000 residents, of which 150 live in the 
Downtown study area. 

 » The Downtown Steamboat Springs study area 
shows a shrinking annual population growth rate 
(-0.80%) compared to the other downtown core 
markets, which are growing (0.69% to 0.97%).

 » Considering population density, Downtown 
Steamboat Springs has far less density (754 
population per square mile) as compared to similar 
markets (2,175 to 5,020 population per square mile). 

 » The daytime population of Downtown grows to 
2,000 employees (ESRI Business Analyst, Aug 14, 
2018).

Visitors
Compared to other Colorado resort communities with 
most of their annual sales tax reported in the first 
quarter (December to February), the visitor pattern in 
Steamboat Springs is more balanced throughout the 
year. The reasons for the strong year-round pattern 
is attributed to the lower elevation of the city, a four-
season climate and a diversity of outdoor activities and 
events. Steamboat Resort attracts one million skiers a 
year (5th in the nation).

Skier visits are a strong contributor to the Downtown, 
but the balanced visitor pattern is a position of strength 
and opportunity for Downtown (Downtown Retail 
Strategy, 2016).

Retail
While Downtown experiences a balanced influx of 
visitors, there are opportunities to improve retail sales 

and the retail experience. Steamboat Springs has 
approximately 285 businesses in Downtown with an 
average total yearly sales of $50 million (as compared 
to approximately 810 Downtown businesses in Durango 
which generates about $340 million in yearly sales). 

Retail is changing. Online purchasing has impacted the 
success of some brick and mortar stores. Successful 
retail in the future should focus on offering experiences. 
Experiential retail has the potential to provide emotional 
benefits to shoppers as they can see, touch and smell 
merchandise. Services such as hair salons cannot 
be bought online. Downtown Steamboat Springs is 
successful today because it offers an experience that 
cannot be replaced by online options. A unique tenant 
mix, Western hospitality and physical character needs to 
be preserved and enhanced. 

Retail sales performance per square foot is lower in 
Steamboat’s Downtown. Retail sales of $300 to $400 
in sales per square foot is considered a meaningful 
standard by industry standards, however, Steamboat’s 
average sales across sectors is below the benchmark 
at $246 per square foot. Restaurants and bars are 
Downtown’s greatest retail strength with clothing and 
accessory sales below average (Downtown Retail 
Strategy, 2016). 

Housing
Housing in Downtown is currently limited with a 
small mix of condominium units on Yampa Street 
and seasonal rentals and dormitory-style hotel units 
throughout.  

 » Housing monthly rental prices in Downtown 
Steamboat Springs are higher ($1,353 average) 
than the other market comparisons ($965 to $1033 
average). However, this is still below other high-end 
resort communities.

 » The average price to own a home is higher in 
Downtown Steamboat Springs ($1.2 million) 
compared to other markets ($351,178 to 
$611,862), but still lower than other high-end resort 
communities (ESRI Business Analyst, Aug 14, 2018).

Given the expense to own a home in Downtown and 
low rental rates as compared to other high-end resort 
communities, the current demand to build more housing 
in Downtown is low. 

Regional Understanding
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Steamboat Springs Location Map
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Steamboat Springs* Glenwood Springs Crested Butte Durango
Overall Population (#) 12,989 10,433 1,625 19,310

Downtown Core Population (#) 150 376 289 518

Area of Downtown (sq mi) 0.2 0.07 0.10 0.24

Density of Downtown (pop/sq mi) 755 5,020 2,890 2,176

Total 2017 Downtown Sales Revenue $196,294 $178,986 $389,002 $1,071,195

Comparable Communities

Steamboat Springs
10-minute drive to ski resort

Crested Butte
10-minute drive to ski resort

Durango
30-minute drive to ski resort

Glenwood Springs
30-minute drive to ski resort

<< 5.5-hour drive to Salt Lake City

3-hour drive to Denver >>

3-hour drive to Denver >>
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>>

<< 7.5-hour drive to Salt Lake City
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>

ESRI Business Analyst, Aug 14, 2018*Data from within the study area boundary
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Existing Land Uses and Zoning

Existing land uses in Downtown Steamboat 
Springs includes a variety of commercial, 
institutional, civic and office uses.

Districts Define Character
Downtown Steamboat Springs has 
evolved with three distinct streets, each 
with different uses and character: Lincoln 
Avenue, Oak Street and Yampa Street. The 
current zone districts are closely aligned to 
these three distinct character districts. Oak 
Street is a Downtown residential transition 
street to the “Old Town” neighborhood. 
Lincoln Avenue is both a state highway 
and the retail “Main Street”. Yampa Street 
is a dining and entertainment hub used 
for festivals and farmer’s market with  
community access to the Yampa River, 
rodeo grounds and Howelsen Hill.

A Downtown Under Capacity
The existing density of Downtown is lower 
than what could be developed under current 
zoning standards, and only three parcels 
attain maximum build-out. 

Land Use Diversity 
The diversity of existing businesses and 
services is a critical success factor for locals 
and visitors to live, work, shop and dine in 
Downtown. 

Local Businesses 
Locally owned businesses contribute 
to Steamboat’s character, an authentic 
experience of Downtown, and are the 
backbone of the local economy. Maintaining 
and enhancing the quality of the public 
environment, as well as, sensitivity to the 
costs of developing and operating local 
businesses must be priorities. 

Existing Zoning

WHAT IS FAR?

LEGEND

Commercial Oak-One

Commercial Oak-Two

Commercial Old Town

Commercial Yampa-Two

Commercial Yampa-One

Planned Unit Development (PUD)

Residential Old Town

Residential Estate-Two

Open Space and Recreation
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Lincoln Avenue 
Parcels Below Allowable Density

Buildings Below Allowable Height

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) is the ratio of building square 
footage to the size of the parcel on which the building 
is located. FAR governs a building’s relationship to 
its site context. A FAR of 1.0 means the floor area 
of a building can be the same as the area of the lot. 
FAR does not control building height. In Steamboat 
Springs, for example, the south side of Oak Street 
(adjacent to Lincoln) allows for a higher FAR than the 
north side of Oak Street (adjacent to the residential 
neighborhood).

WHAT IS FAR?

Known Redevelopment Opportunities
LEGEND

Dyke property (for sale)

Western Lodge (for sale)

1125 Lincoln apartments 
(approval overturned)

City public parking lot

Lockhart Auction Property 

Parking lot

Search and Rescue Building 
and parking lot

City Fire and Police Buildings

City parking lot

County buildings and open lot

County offices parking lot

Future pedestrian bridge at 7th 
Street (approved)

608 Yampa Street

Riverview PUD

Wells Fargo

Post Office (relocate for 
improved access)

Historic District

1
2

3

4

5 6

7

8

9 10 11

12

13 14

15 16

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

14

15

16

9

10

11

12

13
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Connectivity and Mobility

Existing Connectivity
Vehicular circulation is the primary mode 
of transportation today. Traffic congestion 
has been perceived as being an issue in the 
past and in certain times of the year. Traffic 
volumes increase in the summer months.

Transit
Downtown is served by local and regional 
bus services. All areas within Downtown 
are within a ¼ mile of bus stop or a 
10-minute walk, and bus shelters provide 
transit users a refuge during wait times (see 
Existing Transit Map).   

Pedestrians
The Downtown Improvement Plan has 
improved pedestrian connectivity through 
the implementation of sidewalks. Bikes 
are allowed on all streets, and some street 
portions are painted/ dedicated bike ways.

Parking
According to the most recent parking 
study, there are approximately 2,770 public 
and private parking spaces in Downtown 
through a combination of on-street and 
off-street parking. On average, 10% of the 
most convenient and desirable on-street 
spaces are occupied by long-term users (2 
hours +).

Mobility Challenges
The existing public parking supply is ample 
according to the a recent parking analysis, 
however, there are opportunities for 
improved management include wayfinding 
signage, metered parking, and offsite 
parking with shuttle service. Walkability 
and bikeability are opportunities to alleviate 
some of the connectivity issues Downtown 
and enhancing the experience walking 
from a parking spot to a destination. 
Downtown Plan participants cited the 
need for more designated crosswalks, 
better intersection signal timing, consistent 
sidewalk maintenance and snow removal 
as important considerations for improving 
Downtown pedestrian connections. 112  |  Appendix

358

253

165

136

129

83

23

89

45

26

Lack of parking for business customers

Lack of parking for business owners and employees

Lack of sidewalks/ disconnected sidewalks

Lack of bike facilities/ amenities

Dangerous intersections

Sidewalk maintenance

Street maintenance

Snow removal

Infrequent bus times

ADA accessibil ity

4. What uses would you like to see added or more of in Downtown? 
(Select top three)

5. What are the biggest connectivity/ mobility challenges in Downtown? 
(Select top three)

241

181

220

38

87

245

281

34

93

34

Specialty retailers, like a local jewelry designer

“Daily needs” retailers, l ike a small grocery

Restaurants and bars

Office space

Lodging, hotels and/or conference meeting facilities

Destinations like theaters, museums or community
centers, etc

Plazas, open space and/or parks

Civic facilities for the city, county and public safety

Residential

Other (please specify on a comment card)

WHAT WE HEARD: “Transportation is vital for a busy 
tourist town. City should find a way to run bus later 
to accommodate the many late night employees it 
supports.“ 

WHAT WE HEARD: “Multi-modal transportation, bike 
and pedestrian concepts will help with parking and 
traffic... if it’s easier for people to use.” 

WHAT WE HEARD: Public Workshop One participants 
identified“dangerous intersections” as the biggest 
connectivity and mobility challenge in Downtown for 
pedestrians on Lincoln Avenue. 

WHAT WE HEARD: Public Workshop One participants 
noted the lack of parking for business customers, 
business owners and employees as the biggest 
connectivity and mobility challenges in Downtown. 
Owners and employees compete with customers for 
convenient parking. 

WHAT WE HEARD: Public Workshop One participants 
said,“Parking is a problem because I can’t find a parking 
spot directly in front of the store or restaurant I am 
going to.” 

What are the biggest connectivity/ mobility 
challenges in Downtown? (Select top three)

Public Open House Responses 

Online Responses
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LEGEND

Summer and winter 
transit stops

Additional summer 
transit stops

LEGEND

Pedestrian Sidewalks and Crosswalks

On-street Dedicated Bike Lanes

On-street Sharrow Bike Routes

Separated Multi-use Trail

Signalized Intersection

Parking Area (approx. 2,770 spaces)

Existing Transit Map

Existing Parking and Bicycle and Pedestrian Map

S
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Civic Uses

City of Steamboat Springs

Routt County Courthouse

Public Uses

Bud Werner Memorial Library

The Tread of Pioneers Museum

Steamboat Art Museum

Places of Worship

St. Paul’s Episcopal Church 

United Methodist Church

Holy Name Catholic Church

Parks and Open Space

Open Space (unnamed)

Little Toots Park

Eagle Scout Park

Workman Park

Dr. Rich Weiss Park

1
2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

13

LEGEND

11

9
2

1

3

4

5

6 7 8

10
12

Character of Built Environment
to visit Steamboat for its heritage and 
character. Preservation of this heritage 
keeps the Steamboat tourism economy rich 
and prevents it from becoming a “generic 
town”. However, there are currently no 
regulations or laws in place to protect these 
historic structures beyond the goodwill of 
the current property owners. Compliance 
with historic preservation guidelines is 
advisory, not mandatory. 

Public Realm
Public Realms are the everyday spaces we 
all move through and linger, they are open 
to everyone. It includes spaces between 
the buildings-plazas, parks, open space and 
sidewalks. Recent efforts have brought a 
nearly complete sidewalk network to the 
Downtown. 

Downtown is in close proximity to parks and 
open space with nearby Howelsen Hill and 
Yampa River, however, there is not a central 
gathering park or plaza.

Yampa River Access
The existing zoning encourages a 
meaningful relationship and transition to 
the Yampa River through the step down of 
building heights, access and views along 
the river. 

Through community conversations during 
the Downtown planning process, the 
preservation of Downtown character was 
consistently highlighted. While individual 
definitions of “character” vary, three key 
contributors are most common:  

1. Views to Howelsen Hill, Sleeping Giant 
and the ski resort area.

2. Historic buildings.

3. Local businesses featuring quality 
services, arts and crafts, and delicious 
cuisine.

Preservation of Arts, Culture 
and Historic Heritage
Steamboat has well-established cultural 
resources from public art, music and food 
destinations, buildings with incredible 
stories and people who drive creativity and 
preserve the local ranching heritage. Jane 
Blackstone, Economic Development Director 
of Steamboat Springs Chamber Resort 
Association, says: “We are not inventing 
an arts community; we are a community 
that already has that rich depth of arts and 
culture.” 

Heritage and preservation of historically 
significant features are a critical component 
to Downtown’s identity. People come 

Existing Public Realm: Parks, Plazas, Open Space

Yampa River Core Trail

Public access to Yampa River

Context Parks and Open Space
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Yampa River Access Connects 
to Downtown

Small-Scale Commercial on Oak 
Street Transitions to Neighborhood

Newer Redevelopments are 2 and 3 Stories with Top Floor Setbacks

Pedestrian Frontages are Active Historic Buildings are Integrated
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Community Engagement Overview
Framework for Understanding
On Wednesday, April 11, 2018, the 
community was invited to participate in the 
Downtown Plan’s First Public Workshop. A 
morning and an evening meeting with digital 
live polling attracted 42 participants to the 
outreach event while an online digital survey 
collected 634 responses. The purpose of 
this Workshop I was to present context 
information and facilitate conversations 
with the community about key topics 
that define the future of Downtown. 
Priorities and critical success factors for 
the plan were established based on the 
participants feedback. The topic areas 
included: land uses and zoning, parking and 
mobility, housing diversity, arts and culture 
and historic preservation, public realm, 
development economics, and character of 
the built environment. 

Prioritization of Future Actions
The Downtown Plan Public Workshop II 
took place on Thursday, July 12, 2018 at 
the Steamboat Art Museum. The planning 
team prepared a gallery-style workshop for 
the community organized in a morning and 
evening session.

The gallery-style meetings were organized 
into four interactive stations including:

 » Public Workshop I Feedback Summary

 » Potential Actions Overview

 » Illustrating the Downtown Plan

 » Downtown Quiz

The Public Workshop II meetings attracted 
approximately 57 workshop participants 
who provided input through prioritization of 
potential actions and written comments.

Trends in Discussions
Over the course of the planning process, 
community members shared appreciation 
for Downtown, their hopes for the 
preservation of its character, and desired 
changes for the future. The following trends 
emerged. 

Defining Downtown Character
 » Downtown character is more than 

buildings, however, the scale and quality 
of historic buildings are significant 
contributors to character. 

 » People add character. Downtown is for 
visitors AND locals. Local businesses 
are essential. 

 » Access to the Yampa River is special to 
Steamboat Springs and attracts visitors.

 » Views from Downtown should be 
preserved. 

Land use and Zoning
Diversity of land uses supports the 
goal of locals and visitors in Downtown. 
Encouraging additional diverse housing 
options benefits locals and Downtown 
businesses. Experiential retail is a market 
advantage for Steamboat. While the market 
cannot sustain retail on all street frontages, 
a critical mass should be maintained in the 
core.

Connectivity and Mobility 
Recent sidewalk improvements have 
improved pedestrian access in Downtown 
and comfort, convenience and safety for 
pedestrians should continue to be prioritized. 
Parking availability and proximity to a 
destination is strongly perceived as an issue, 
especially during weekends and events. The 
transit system’s schedule could be modified 
to meet the needs of Downtown employees. 

Art, Culture and Heritage
Historic preservation is critical to culture. 
More public and private art could be 
considered in Downtown, especially 
to support Steamboat’s western and 
recreational heritage. 

Public Realm
Adjacent parks, open space and street 
festivals are appreciated, but Downtown 
lacks a central public gathering space.  
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Photo credit: Jim Steinberg Photography

In the space provided below, define your ideal story for Downtown Steamboat Springs. 
Complete these thoughts.

I love Downtown Steamboat Springs because...

For the downtown to be vibrant in the future we 
need to do these things now...

DEFINING A VISION FOR DOWNTOWN 
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
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16. Which physical elements contribute most to Downtown’s identity? 
(Select top three)

17. What, if any, physical elements should be improved? (Select top 
three)

64

157

84

405

23

268

30

421

Streets

Green space

Sidewalks

Historic buildings

Other buildings

Local businesses

Signage and wayfinding

Views of Howelsen, Sleeping Giant, or the ski area

185

275

200

271

205

76

112

Streets (width, speed, frequency of stop signs/lights)

Green space

Sidewalks

Street furnishings (benches, planters, banners)

Historic buildings

Other buildings

Signage and wayfinding
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13. What amenities best contribute to the history/ heritage of 
Steamboat and should be preserved? (Select top three)

14. What is your opinion about public art in Downtown? (Select one)

15. How satisfied are you with the current physical conditions of 
Downtown? (Select one)

448

24

227

357

255

120

Historic buildings

Other buildings

Local businesses

Surrounding parks/ open space

Street trees and landscaping

Public art

36

300

139

16

17

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

No opinion

219

30

265

There is the right amount

There are too many

There should be more

See Appendix for all Community Post Card Answers

Community Input Board: Potential Actions for 
Historic Preservation

Which physical elements contribute most to 
Downtown’s identity? (Select top three)

What amenities best contribute to the 
history/ heritage of Steamboat and should 
be preserved? (Select top three)

Storytelling postcards

Example survey polling questions Interactive gallery exhibit

Public Open House Responses 

Online Responses
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Opportunities and Challenges
Opportunities
Diversity and scale of land uses: There is potential 
for additional density to generate more land uses in 
Downtown. The Plan considers strategies to generate 
a diversity of land uses including the role of housing, 
office space and government and public services 
Downtown.

Connectivity, parking and mobility: While 
measurable progress has been made to increase 
mobility options in the Downtown, the Plan considers 
additional connectivity, parking and mobility strategies 
to balance vehicular access and circulation with comfort 
and safety for cyclists and pedestrians.

Housing diversity: Housing options are limited in 
Downtown. As Downtown develops over time, the Plan 
describes strategies for integrating housing diversity into 
the mix of land uses. 

Arts, culture and historic preservation: The well-
loved historic, culture and art assets in Downtown 
contribute to Downtown character. The Plan 
recommends strategies to preserve historic fabric and 
integrate additional art.

Public realm: The Plan addresses sidewalks, plazas, 
alleys, open space and parks through strategies to 
complete sidewalk networks and recommendations for 
Downtown public spaces.

Development economics: While development 
opportunities exist in Downtown, cost and construction 
barriers discourage new development. Strategies 
to encourage development representative of the 
community’s values are recommended. 

Challenges
The future of Downtown is at a crossroads. Future 
development and planning decisions can be reaction-
driven, or a strategic plan for Downtown can provide 
guidance for the future where community values are 
integrated and preserved. The Downtown Plan seeks to 
address the latter. 

The Downtown Plan offers a vision for a future that 
has a place for diversity in Downtown including: local 
retailers, local’s housing, access to the river and 
community events with amenities that support tourism.

Preserving and maintaining the character of Downtown 
requires the recognition that many properties are 

not historic and may redevelop in the future. This 
redevelopment must be seen as an opportunity to 
strengthen the character of Downtown rather than 
detract from it. 

The Downtown Plan considers a balanced decision-
making approach in regards to:

Diversity and scale of land uses
 » Considering the vitality ground-floor retail brings and 

the potential for other types of ground-floor uses. 

 » Continuing to locate civic and public services 
in Downtown, or planning for locations out of 
Downtown.

 » Encouraging attainable and locals housing and the 
development economics of high-end housing in 
Downtown. 

Connectivity, parking and mobility
 » Building an expensive Downtown parking garage, or 

investing in other solutions. 

 » Implementing metered parking, or continuing free 
parking. 

 » Addressing the need for parking solutions while 
completing the pedestrian sidewalk network with 
additional crosswalks.

 » Adding more Downtown bicycle facilities (routes 
and storage) within a narrow public right-of-way. 

Public realm
 » Integrating additional Downtown gathering spaces 

within a narrow right-of-way.

 » Preserving views to surrounding mountains and 
open space while accommodating developments 
that could provide diversity in land uses (including 
housing). 

 » Adding public art and street furnishings in a narrow 
right-of-way and planning for removal of snow.

 » Improving alleys for new businesses and pedestrian 
circulation while maintaining their service function.

Development economics
 » Define approval and entitlement procedures which 

support reducing development costs.  

 » Encouraging innovative construction technology to 
reduce environmental impacts and construction 
costs which support community character.  

Character of the built environment and historic 
preservation

 » Encouraging new development projects which 
support preservation of Downtown character and 
context sensitive design.
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“It’s a wonderful 
Downtown to walk 
around, do some 
shopping, see friends 
and have a meal.”

-City of Steamboat Springs Community Member

Image credit: Noah Wetzel



The Railroad 
traverses through 
Downtown Steamboat 
Springs.
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Downtown 
Plan 
Vision
The Steamboat Springs Downtown Plan (Plan) defines and 
synthesizes complex and often competing issues that are influencing 
the future of Downtown. The community’s ideal Downtown can only 
be achieved through:

 » Understanding and defining the community’s vision for each 
Plan element contributing to the future of Downtown,

 » Prioritizing and recommending funding mechanisms for 
Downtown beyond municipal improvements.

 » Establishing zoning and development codes and procedures that 
enable and ensure to the extent possible the desired outcome of 
building mass/scale, land uses and public realm.

 » Leveraging funding mechanisms for public/private 
improvements.

Image credit: City of Steamboat Springs
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Plan Summary

Plan  
Elements:

Plan  
Element  
Vision:

Plan  
Element  
Goals:

LUZ1: Maintain land uses 
that contribute to street-
level vibrancy and a critical 
retail core.

LUZ2: Encourage a 
diversity of land uses 
that support locals and 
tourists.

LUZ3: Support existing 
and potential local 
Downtown retailers.

LUZ4: Improve 
experiential retail.

LUZ5: Improve housing 
diversity.

LUZ6: Increase lodging 
opportunities.

Land Use and 
Zoning

LUZ

Downtown Steamboat Springs 
will continue to offer a diversity of 
land uses including commercial 
retail, restaurants and bars, housing, 
cultural amenities, and civic uses. 
These land uses will balance the 
preservation of existing historic and 
natural character while supporting 
locals and visitors of the future.

The Downtown Plan balances 
priorities and diverse interests into 
four major plan element categories: 

 » Land Use and Zoning

 » Connectivity, Parking and 
Mobility

 » Art, Culture and Heritage

 » Character of the Built 
Environment

Each plan element is guided by an 
aspirational statement, goals, and 
strategies. Strategies can be found 
in the Vision Elements Chapter.

Aspirational Statement

Goals
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ACH CB

CPM1: Support 
mobility decisions with 
current analysis and 
recommendations based 
on a local/regional 
transportation plan.

CPM2: Support the 
Steamboat Springs Transit 
services to locals and 
visitors within Downtown.

CPM3: Improve the 
experience of parking in 
Downtown.

CPM4: Improve bicycle 
routes and facilities.

CPM5: Improve the 
comfort, convenience and 
safety for pedestrians.

ACH1: Preserve and 
protect the existing 
historic structures in 
Downtown.

ACH2: Strengthen 
Downtown as a historic 
district.

ACH3: Support, promote 
and manage events in 
Downtown for the benefit 
of locals and visitors.

ACH4: Support, enhance 
and diversify public art.

CB1: Strengthen the 
arrival to Downtown.

CB2: Celebrate the 
proximity of the Yampa 
River to Downtown.

CB3: Integrate 
redevelopment to adjacent 
historic structures through 
context-sensitive design.

CB4: Create a central 
gathering space.

CB5: Create a cohesive 
look and feel of 
Downtown’s public realm.

CB6: Improve operations 
and maintenance in 
Downtown, including 
alleys.

Character of the 
Built Environment

Connectivity, 
Parking and 
Mobility

Art, Culture and 
Heritage

Downtown Steamboat Springs 
will welcome and accommodate 
multi-modal users – transit 
riders, personal vehicle drivers, 
cyclists and pedestrians to a safe 
and comfortable environment 
throughout the year.

The art, culture and heritage of 
Downtown provides a sense of 
identity and pride for the local 
community and attracts visitors. As 
Downtown continues to develop 
and change over time, the existing 
spirit of the arts, culture and 
heritage will be preserved and 
celebrated.

Downtown Steamboat Springs 
will continue to value the existing 
character of the built environment and 
historic structures as new context-
sensitive development is introduced. 
The public realm must contribute 
to Downtown as a Steamboat 
destination. Physical features, 
maintenance and operations should 
reflect clean, comfortable and well-
designed public spaces to be enjoyed 
year-round.

Goals Goals Goals

Aspirational Statement Aspirational Statement Aspirational Statement

CPM



Downtown Steamboat 
Springs offers views to 
the nearby ski resort, 
Howelsen Hill recreation 
area and the locally 
known mountain - Sleeping 
Giant.
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This section provides a framework of strategies that work as a guide for 
future decisions and policies. The Downtown Vision Elements include:

 » Land Use and Zoning

 » Connectivity, Parking and Mobility

 » Art, Culture and Heritage

 » Character of the Built Environment

Vision 
Elements

Image credit: City of Steamboat Springs
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Downtown’s success is tied to its appeal to both visitors and 
residents. Uses that cater to daily living (i.e. grocery store, post 
office, city/ county offices, etc.) contribute to vibrancy and attract 
residents to live, work and shop in Downtown which in turn 
supports businesses, an active street life and attracts tourists to visit 
a “real town.” 

The existing building heights and square footage of what is built 
in Downtown today is lower than what could be there under the 
requirements and standards of the current Community Development 
Code. This is due to several factors. High land, development and 
construction costs are not supported by current market demands 
and return on investment for two-story and three-story buildings.

Vitality is improved with year-round occupied Downtown housing 
units that serve different market types including families, seniors, 
and year-round employees. While the zone districts encourage a 
diversity in land uses, residential is a small component of the current 
Downtown mix. Residents living in Downtown are necessary for 
an active Downtown. More residents living in Downtown means 
more support for local businesses and a sense of energy that 
attracts other people. An active Downtown will support the retail 
environment while enabling a greater variety of merchants. 

Land Use and Zoning 

Downtown Steamboat Springs will continue to offer a diversity of land 
uses including commercial retail, restaurants and bars, housing, cultural 
amenities and civic uses. These land uses will balance the preservation 
of existing historic and natural character  while supporting locals and 
visitors of the future. 

ASPIRATIONAL STATEMENT

DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMICS IN 
DOWNTOWN

One of the major opportunities of the 
Downtown Plan effort is to address 
the challenge of balancing economic 
growth, affordability, and community 
character. 

There are a number of risks associated 
with development in Downtown. 
The cost of land and construction 
related to current market conditions 
are significant barriers to new 
development and redevelopment, 
including housing. Steamboat 
competes with other regional and 
national communities for investors 
and commercial contractors. 

In addition, developers find the city’s 
development code to add to cost 
of construction. Current standards 
challenge new development because 
the costs to build are so high, and 
the development code does not 
allow building design that leverages 
structurally efficient construction and 
cost savings inherent in larger scale or 
simpler forms. 

Development in Downtown could 
generate more residential units. A 
variety of unit types and prices would 
in turn bring a mix of residents to 
further activate the Downtown and 
diversify the types of businesses that 
might serve them.  
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Goal LUZ1: Maintain land uses that 
contribute to street-level vibrancy and a 
critical retail core. 
Rationale

Ground-floor retail activates street frontages and creates a vibrant 
energy in Downtown.

Goal LUZ2: Encourage a diversity of land 
uses that support locals and tourists. 
Rationale

Existing land uses are influenced by the current zoning code with 
physical implications to the future built environment. Diversity in land 
uses is essential for a successful and market competitive Downtown, 
and ensures a variety experiences are available. Additional 
employees in Downtown provide year-round customers. 

"A small community cannot support 
expansive retail use; consider 
identifying (areas within the) 
commercial core where ground floor 
retail/restaurant is not required." 
(Downtown Plan Work Group member 
comment)

Strategy Responsible Entity
LUZ 1.1 Preserve retail, restaurant and institutional land uses as the only allowable 

ground-floor use in the zone districts on Lincoln Avenue and Yampa 
Street between 5th Street and 10th Street. Allow greater diversity of uses, 
including office and residential on ground floor outside of this core area.

Planning & Community 
Development 

Strategy Responsible Entity
LUZ 2.1 Allow other types of complementary ground floor land uses east of 5th 

and west of 10th St. that contribute to local and visitor services as uses 
by-right. These might include; health and recreation centers, lodging, 
active offices, small-scale craft manufacturing, education or other uses 
which contribute to a pedestrian-active street frontage.  

Planning & Community 
Development 

LUZ 2.2 Prioritize the economic and social value of maintaining city administration 
offices in Downtown to encourage a sense of transparency, 
approachability and interactions with the community. Employees in 
Downtown provide year-round customers for local businesses.

General Services Department 

LUZ 2.3 Maintain the potential for the diversity and variety of land uses to 
increase over time and respond to future market conditions. 

Planning & Community 
Development

LUZ 2.4 Do not modify the Community Development Code (CDC) to decrease the 
allowed scale of development that is currently in place.

Planning & Community 
Development

What we heard
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Strategy Responsible Entity
LUZ 4.1 Allow and encourage retailers to partner in festival and event 

programming of Downtown. For example, encourage retailers to stay 
open for First Friday Art Walk. 

Main Street Steamboat, Chamber 
Resort Association

LUZ 4.2 Ensure that retail uses reflect the local lifestyle and shopping trends of 
the community and visitors by conducting a needs assessment every 5 
years. 

Main Street Steamboat 

LUZ 4.3 Develop a Downtown retail media strategy that includes social media 
platforms such as Twitter, FaceBook and Instagram. 

Main Street Steamboat,  
Chamber Resort Association

LUZ 4.4 Allow retailers to offer limited smaller uses within their store which 
contribute to diversity in Downtown. For example; artists in residence, 
startup entrepreneurial work space or non-profits supporting community 
roles.

Planning & Community 
Development; Main Street 
Steamboat

LUZ 4.5 Encourage pop-up stores as temporary uses in vacant spaces. Planning & Community 
Development, Main Street 
Steamboat

LUZ 4.6 Maintain awareness of national small-scale retail and dining trends. Main Street Steamboat, Chamber 
Resort Association

Goal LUZ4: Improve experiential retail. 
Rationale

Retail is always changing. Today, online purchasing has dramatically 
impacted brick and mortar stores. In contrast to online retail, 
successful small-town or resort retail is based on unique local 
experiences. Experiential retail can provide emotional benefits to 
shoppers with the ability to see, touch and smell merchandise. 
Services such as salons or barbers cannot be bought online. 
Steamboat Springs’ Downtown is successful today because it 
offers an experience that cannot be replaced online. Because of 
Steamboat’s western heritage and steady local population, the 
Downtown is well positioned to offer distinct experiences relative to 
the region. 

What we heard

When Workshop One participants 
were asked about what the primary 
street-level uses in Downtown should 
be, retail uses received the highest 
cumulative responses. (Question #3)

Goal LUZ3: Support existing and potential local Downtown retailers. 
Rationale

The existing local retailers contribute to the character and appeal of Downtown. 

Strategy Responsible Entity
LUZ 3.1 Interview local business owners to understand the reasons they continue 

to operate in Downtown. Use this information to support and retain 
existing business assets. 

Main Street Steamboat

LUZ 3.2 Complete the planned Downtown public restroom facilities to support the 
needs of local retailers by accommodating their shoppers and visitors. 

Planning & Community 
Development; Public Works; 
Parks & Recreation; General 
Services

LUZ 3.3 Identify additional local clusters, such as outdoor retail manufacturers, 
that could be part of an “only in Steamboat” local business experience.

Main Street Steamboat; Chamber 
Resort Association

LUZ 3.4 Strengthen the visual recognition of the Historic District. Planning & Community 
Development; Main Street 
Steamboat; Historic Routt 
County
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Strategy Responsible Entity
LUZ 5.1 Provide incentives through the development review process by allowing 

flexibility in exchange for workforce affordable housing (i.e. reduced 
parking requirements, reduced setback requirements, increased FAR 
allowances, first-floor retail requirements).

Planning & Community 
Development

LUZ 5.2 Engage in public private partnerships between the City and Developers 
to provide attainable housing units on city-owned parcels and incorporate 
housing into City facility projects.

Yampa Valley Housing Authority; 
Planning & Community 
Development

Goal LUZ5: Improve housing diversity.
Rationale

Locals housing in Downtown is essential for encouraging vitality, 
supporting local businesses and addressing a regional issue. 
However, current sales prices do not support the construction of 
attainable or even market-rate housing for the local community. 
According to the 2016 Routt County Community Housing Steering 
Committee Final Report, a gap in the housing supply is identified:

 » Seasonal housing 2030 goal: 500 beds

 » Low income 2030 goal: 1,000 beds

 » Entry level 2030 goal: 1,000 beds

 » Move up 2030 goal: 750 beds

Although Downtown Steamboat cannot accommodate all of the 
Routt County housing needs, the Downtown area can contribute. 

What we heard

33% of Workshop One participants 
believe that Oak Street is an 
appropriate location for additional 
Downtown housing options. (Question 
#7)

Goal LUZ6: Increase lodging opportunities.
Rationale

Lodging uses and types are limited in Downtown. Lodging is an 
important land use to Downtown because the accommodations host 
a variety of visitors year-round, activating street life and contributing 
to the local economy. Without offering accommodations to suit 
the diversity of potential visitors, the Downtown could leak lodging 
reservations to nearby markets.

What we heard

Workshop Two participants are 
supportive of additional lodging 
uses in Downtown. (Potential Actions 
Exhibits)

Strategy Responsible Entity
LUZ 6.1 Increase opportunities for lodging uses by modifying the CDC to allow 

hotels as a by-right use instead of a conditional use in Commercial Old 
Town, Commercial Yampa One and Two, and Commercial Oak Two. 

Planning & Community 
Development 

LUZ 6.2 Encourage hotels by providing discounted development fees for land use 
applications for hotels. 

Planning & Community 
Development 

LUZ 6.3 Modify the CDC to allow the same building height for hotels as residential 
on the uppermost floor.

Planning & Community 
Development
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LEGEND
Zone District Proposed Changes

PROPOSED ZONING PL AN

Commercial Oak-One No change

Commercial Oak-Two LUZ6.1; LUZ6.3; CPM3.11

Commercial Old Town LUZ1.1; LUZ6.1; LUZ6.3; CPM3.11; CB3.2

Commercial Old Town Overlay LUZ2.1; LUZ6.1; LUZ6.3; CPM3.11; CB3.2

Commercial Yampa-Two LUZ1.1; LUZ6.1; LUZ6.3; CPM3.11; CB3.2

Commercial Yampa-One LUZ1.1; LUZ6.1; LUZ6.3; CPM3.11; CB3.2

Planned Unit Development (PUD) No change

Residential Old Town No change

Residential Estate-Two No change

Open Space and Recreation CB 2.1; CB2.2

AREA OF NO CHANGE TO COMMERCIAL OLD TOWN ZONE DISTRICTCOMMERCIAL OLD TOWN 
OVERLAY AREA

CB2.1
CB2.2

LUZ1.1

LUZ2.1
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NORTH 0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

AREA OF NO CHANGE TO COMMERCIAL OLD TOWN ZONE DISTRICT

SHOULD THE PRIVATE PARCELS AT THE TERMINUS 
OF 8TH AND 7TH STREET BECOME AVAILABLE IN 
THE FUTURE - PARKS WOULD BRING COMMUNITY 
BENEFIT AND INCREASED RIVER ACCESS.

COMMERCIAL OLD TOWN 
OVERLAY AREA

LUZ2.1
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Downtown Steamboat Springs will welcome and accommodate 
multi-modal users – transit riders, personal vehicle drivers, 
cyclists and pedestrians to a safe and comfortable environment 
throughout the year. 

ASPIRATIONAL STATEMENT

Connectivity, Parking and Mobility

The challenges of getting around in Downtown Steamboat Springs 
has been a popular topic for public discourse for several decades. 
From 1947 when the City expierimented with parking meters 
Downtown to 1974 when a study identified the issue of Downtown 
employees occupying parking spaces all day, to today as the 
community celebrates the addition of many new sidewalks in 
Downtown yet is also eager for a long-awaited parking solution.

This Plan seeks to balance the priorities of getting around Downtown  
through a holistic and incremental approach to connectivity, parking 
and mobility that can work for Downtown residents, visitors and 
workers. The following goals address a multi-modal approach for the 
future of Downtown including:

 » Transit - Busses can continue to alleviate some pressure for 
Downtown roadway and parking inventory if the routes and 
schedules are convenient for users.

 » Parking - Inventory, availability, location and awareness are all 
critical considerations in this Plan.

 » Bicycling infrastructure - Connecting the bike network, 
providing support amenities for cyclists and making the system 
attractive year-round will diversify the modes used to get around.

 » Pedestrian infrastructure - Sidewalks and safe roadway 
crossings are essential to creating the “park once and walk” 
system in Downtown for drivers. A connected and high 
quality pedestrian system in Downtown will offer a safe and 
comfortable route to all Downtown destinations.

What we heard

Public Workshop One participants 
noted the lack of parking for business 
customers, business owners and 
employees as the biggest connectivity 
and mobility challenges in Downtown. 
(Question #5)

WHAT ABOUT A 
DOWNTOWN PARKING 
GARAGE?

A parking garage in Downtown 
Steamboat Springs is currently 
cost-prohibitive. The average cost 
to construct an above-grade parking 
garage is historically $40,000 per 
parking space (depending on site-
specific design constraints). Some 
site-specific design constraints, like 
the presence of high ground water, can 
increase this average cost. This Plan 
recommends addressing Downtown 
mobility with a holistic approach with 
the goals of diversifying mobility 
options and allowing the existing 
parking to better serve residents and 
visitors.
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Goal CPM1: Support mobility decisions 
with current analysis and recommendations 
based on a local/regional transportation 
plan. 
Rationale

A multi-modal transportation plan is an important guide for 
transportation investments, strategies and other related mobility 
decisions. Steamboat’s “Traffic Analysis for Downtown Streetscape 
Project” was created in 2008 and includes recommendations for 
traffic signals and timing, lane improvements and transit stops. 

Strategy Responsible Entity
CPM 1.1 Update the local transportation study regularly to inform future mobility 

decisions.  
Public Works 

Strategy Responsible Entity
CPM 2.1 Introduce and/or promote the use of intercept parking lots located 

outside of Downtown. (Note: the success of this strategy depends on the 
implementation of paid parking.)

Planning & Community 
Development; Public Works; 
Transit

CPM 2.2 Adjust the transit schedule to ensure that the schedules of Downtown 
employees are adequately accommodated (i.e. – late night restaurants 
and bar employees).

Transit

Goal CPM2: Support the Steamboat 
Springs Transit services to locals and 
visitors within Downtown. 
Rationale

Transit service provides an effective method for bringing tourists 
to Downtown from the ski resort and has the potential to reduce 
further dependency of the personal automobile and Downtown 
parking supply for locals. 

What we heard

"Transportation is vital for a busy 
tourist town. City should find a way 
to run a bus later to accommodate 
the many bars and late night 
workers it supports." (Workshop 
One participant comment)
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Strategy Responsible Entity
CPM 3.1 Explore creation of a Downtown Parking District to increase the supply 

of available parking by supplementing with private parking lots available 
for public use. Evaluate incentives for private parking lot owners to 
participate such as establishing some reserved parking spaces for the 
owners, complementary snow plowing in the winters and/or restriping in 
the summers.

Planning & Community 
Development

CPM 3.2 Create public and private partnerships to building additional public parking 
into new private developments in a variety of locations throughout 
Downtown.

Planning & Community 
Development

CPM 3.3 Consider metered parking on Lincoln Avenue, Oak Street and Yampa 
Street to encourage parking supply turnover. Use revenue to fund mobility 
improvements.

Public Works; Police

CPM 3.4 Improve visibility and consistency of existing directional signage to public 
parking by reducing outdated or unnecessary Downtown signage. 

Public Works; Planning & 
Community Development 

CPM 3.5 Coordinate winter snow removal on Downtown streets and parking lots to 
avoid snow storage in parking spaces.

Public Works

CPM 3.6 Review the existing time-limited parking system to coordinate with 
permitted land uses and update to reallocate the 2-hour, 4-hour, and 
8-hour spaces. Increase the number of 2-hour and 4-hour time-limited 
spaces in the core area.

Public Works; Police

CPM 3.7 Enforce time-limited parking. Consider parking funds to hire additional 
enforcement staff. 

Public Works; Police

CPM 3.8 Expand time-limited parking to seven days per week. Public Works

CPM 3.9 Introduce a mobile app to indicate available parking spots in Downtown. Public Works; Police

CPM 3.10 Manage summer event parking to lessen impact to locals. Public Works; Police

CPM 3.11 Modify the CDC to exempt above-grade structured parking from Floor 
Area Ratio (FAR) when wrapped with active uses.

Planning & Community 
Development

Goal CPM3: Improve the experience of 
parking in Downtown. 
Rationale

Although recent parking studies identify an adequate parking supply, 
community members express concerns over parking inconvenience. 
While competition for prime parking can be considered a marker of 
a successful and vibrant retail core, public workshop participants 
report dissatisfaction over the Downtown parking. The issues 
reported include the time it takes to find a parking space and the 
availability of spaces near a destination. 

A “park once” approach has the potential to provide benefits in 
Downtown as community members and visitors are encouraged to 
walk to their destination.
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Goal CPM4: Improve bicycle routes and 
facilities. 
Rationale

Similar to the potential outcomes of supporting transit ridership 
and pedestrian experiences, adequate cycling infrastructure can 
also contribute to diversifying the Downtown mobility options. 
Coupled with other approaches mentioned in this section, providing 
connected and clearly identified bicycle routes will reduce the 
pressure on Downtown traffic and parking supply. 

Strategy Responsible Entity
CPM 4.1 Complete the Downtown bicycle loop with designated street markings 

including Oak Street between 10th and 11th and 5th Street between 
Lincoln and Oak. 

Public Works 

CPM 4.2 Introduce spur trail markings to connect the Downtown bicycle loop with 
the existing Core Trail, Old Town Residential, Colorado Mountain College 
and Lower Spring Creek Trail.

Public Works; Parks & 
Recreation

CPM 4.3 Ensure that bike lanes are plowed in the winter time so that year-round 
cyclists can continue to commute or recreate on the routes established in 
Downtown.

Public Works 

CPM 4.4 Enforce an ordinance against storing bicycles in public walkways, while 
concurrently introducing additional bike storage options throughout 
Downtown.

Police

19% of Public Workshop One 
participants selected "dangerous 
intersections" as the biggest 
connectivity and mobility challenge 
in Downtown. (Question #5)

Strategy Responsible Entity
CPM 5.1 Complete the sidewalk projects as identified in the Downtown 

Improvement Plan (2016). 
Public Works 

CPM 5.2 Work with CDOT to add traffic signals and pedestrian crossings on 
Lincoln Avenue at the 6th Street and 10th Street intersections.

Public Works 

CPM 5.3 Work with CDOT to create a safe pedestrian mid-block crossing east of 
3rd Street to provide improved safety and a more direct connection to the 
Core Trail.

Public Works

CPM 5.4 Work with CDOT to reduce the speed limit on Lincoln Avenue through 
traffic calming. 

Public Works 

CPM 5.5 Enforce speed limits throughout Downtown. Police Department

CPM 5.6 Enforce private snow plowing of public sidewalks. Police Department

Goal CPM5: Improve the comfort, 
convenience and safety for pedestrians. 
Rationale

A comfortable and complete pedestrian network will connect 
destinations and increase foot traffic in the areas where commercial 
retail and food and beverage establishments are most dense, 
resulting in additional customers and sales. The connected 
pedestrian networks will support the “park once” zone in 
Downtown by introducing comfortable routes from parking areas to 
destinations.

What we heard
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PROPOSED MOBILIT Y PL AN

LEGEND

Pedestrian Sidewalks and 
Crosswalks

On-street Dedicated Bike Lanes

On-street Sharrow Bike Routes

Separated Multi-use Trail

Traffic signal

Pedestrian Sidewalks and 
Crosswalks

On-street Dedicated Bike Lanes

Traffic Signal

Rapid Flashing Beacon

Parking Meter Kiosk

Bike Route Wayfinding Signage

EXISTING PROPOSED
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Art, Culture and Heritage

The art, culture and heritage of Downtown provides a sense of 
identity and pride for the local community and attracts visitors. 
As Downtown continues to develop and change over time, the 
existing spirit of the arts, culture and heritage will be preserved 
and celebrated.

ASPIRATIONAL STATEMENT

Art, culture, and heritage are strong and recognizable elements of 
Downtown Steamboat Springs. These values are manifested in the 
public art program and the Steamboat Springs creative district, the 
numerous and diverse community events that enliven Downtown 
throughout the year as well as the cherished historic buildings within 
the historic district.

The Steamboat Springs community recognizes the contributions that 
art, culture and heritage play in defining the Downtown. The majority 
of Public Workshop One and online survey participants (86.65%) 
consider the historic Downtown buildings to contribute to the 
history and heritage of Steamboat Springs. About half of the survey 
participants believe there should be more public art in Downtown 
(51.26%).

In the 2017 Colorado Creative District application, Jane Blackstone, 
Economic Development Director of Steamboat Springs Chamber 
Resort Association, recognizes the way the arts have been infused 
in the community when she said, “We are not inventing an arts 
community; we are a community that already has that rich depth of 
arts and culture.”

Within this plan element section Blackstone’s sentiment is echoed. 
The goals and strategies focus on strengthening, protecting, and 
enhancing to ensure that the cultural assets are available and 
enhanced for future generations to enjoy.
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Goal ACH1: Preserve and protect the 
existing historic structures in Downtown. 
Rationale

The majority of Public Workshop One participants consider existing 
historic buildings to be the most significant contributor to the identity 
and heritage of Steamboat Springs and that the preservation of 
historic character is the most important element to address in the 
Downtown Plan. The historic character will only be evident to the 
community and its visitors when the existing collection of historic 
structures are protected from demolition, sensitively restored and 
actively occupied.

Steamboat’s western heritage is a significant draw to visitors. 
Tourists feel like they are in a “real town.” If historic structures 
are lost, this competitive market advantage will also be lost. It is 
imperative for Downtown to establish and celebrate its competitive 
advantage as a historic district.

What we heard

"Historic preservation is critical to 
our economy; people come to visit 
Steamboat for its heritage and 
character as well as its amenities." 
(Downtown Work Group member 
comment)

Strategy Responsible Entity
ACH 1.1 Strengthen the City’s historic preservation program for Downtown to 

ensure preservation of historic assets. 
Planning & Community 
Development

ACH 1.2 Update the list of Downtown’s locally designated historic structures, 
including all National Historic Register and Routt County structures. 

Planning & Community 
Development

ACH 1.3 Create a summary list of state and federal incentives for the maintenance 
and renovations of contributing structures as an easy reference by 
property owners. Provide digital access to the summary on the City’s 
website.

Planning & Community 
Development

Goal ACH2: Strengthen Downtown as a 
historic district.
Rationale

Areas of the Downtown are recognized by the National Park Service 
as a Historic District, however, this designation has an opportunity to 
be supported by regulatory policies and enforcement practices.

Strategy Responsible Entity
ACH 2.1 Update the 2001 Historic Preservation Guidelines with a holistic 

approach to preservation, rehabilitation, context-sensitive site design and 
redevelopment within the historic district.

Planning & Community 
Development

ACH 2.2 Strengthen the visual queues of the district through signage and 
wayfinding, landscape, sidewalks and site furnishings.

Planning & Community 
Development; Main Street 
Steamboat
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Goal ACH3: Support, promote and manage 
events in Downtown for the benefit of 
locals and visitors. 
Rationale

The Steamboat Springs community boasts numerous public events 
hosted in Downtown throughout the year including First Friday Art 
Walks, the Steamboat Springs Marathon, Halloween Stroll, Winter 
Carnival, parades and Farmers’ Markets. These events are critical to 
the local economy by attracting visitors and provide an opportunity 
for locals to gather.

What we heard

There needs to be criteria set 
for permitting existing events and 
for new events." (Workshop One 
participant comment)

Strategy Responsible Entity
ACH 3.1 A single entity should schedule events on a centralized master calendar 

to avoid over-programming and promote events. 
Main Street Steamboat; 
Chamber; City

ACH 3.2 Each Downtown event shall require an approval process prior to being 
scheduled to reduce the conflicts of concurrent events.

Main Street Steamboat; City

ACH 3.3 Streamline summer programming and events to reduce over-
programming burdens for the local community. 

Main Street Steamboat;  
Chamber; City 

ACH 3.4 Consider additional winter programming to balance events throughout 
the year and attract additional Downtown visitors in the “off-seasons”.

Main Street Steamboat; 
Chamber; City

ACH 3.5 Evaluate existing events and programming for inclusion of children and 
youth. 

Main Street Steamboat; 
Chamber; City
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Goal ACH4: Support, enhance and 
diversify public art. 
Rationale

Public art can pay tribute to the heritage of Downtown with 
thoughtful installations of murals, sculpture and programs. A robust 
public art program will also help fulfill the mission of the Downtown 
Creative District, which Steamboat Springs secured in 2017.

What we heard

"Public artwork should be a priority 
and include an endowment for 
maintenance of public art pieces as 
well as measures for cooperating 
with private landowners..." 
(Downtown Plan Work Group member 
comment)

Strategy Responsible Entity
ACH 4.1 Provide support to the Steamboat Springs Creative District in the form of 

financial resources or organizational/capacity resources.
City

ACH 4.2 Continue administering the mural program in the Downtown as a public 
art strategy with an emphasis on conveying western heritage. 

Steamboat Springs Creative 
District

ACH 4.3 Encourage public art on private and public property. Planning & Community 
Development; Steamboat 
Springs Arts Council

ACH 4.4 As redevelopment occurs, evaluate public private partnerships to provide 
artist housing or artist in residence programs.

Planning & Community 
Development; Steamboat 
Springs Arts Council

ACH 4.5 Encourage alleys for use in the mural program. Planning & Community 
Development; Steamboat 
Springs Arts Council
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ART, CULTURE AND HERITAGE
Historic Buildings Preserved

Historic Districts and Wayfinding

Context Sensitive Design -  
Integrate historic building scales and proportions into new building design. 

Historic Buildings Preserved
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Mural

Winter Events
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Downtown should look and feel different than other areas of 
Steamboat Springs, reflect Downtown’s heritage and offer 
experiences appropriate to locals and visitors. New buildings should 
integrate with historic structures and foster pedestrian activity at the 
street-level. 

The public realm is an important piece of the built environment and is 
made up of all the spaces between buildings, along sidewalks and in 
public spaces such as parks. This is what knits Downtown together. 

Downtown Steamboat Springs will continue to value the existing 
character of the built environment and historic structures as new 
context-sensitive development is introduced. The public realm 
should contribute to Downtown as a Steamboat destination. 
Physical features, maintenance and operations should reflect clean, 
comfortable and well-designed public spaces to be enjoyed year-
round.

ASPIRATIONAL STATEMENT

Character of the Built Environment
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Goal CB1: Strengthen the arrival to 
Downtown. 
Rationale

Community members believe Downtown “starts” at the Hot 
Springs when approaching from the east, however, Downtown 
is characterized by low density uses, office, parking lots and 
inconsistent pedestrian mobility. The Downtown welcome banner 
is located at 4th Street and Lincoln, an intersection that does not 
allow pedestrian crossings. Until these properties redevelop with a 
urban framework consistent with the rest of the core, streetscape 
measures are needed to reinforce the sense of arrival from the east 
and from the west.

What we heard

"[Provide] ...a way to remind 
motorists that they are entering 
Downtown, that there are lots of 
kids and pedestrians on the street." 
(Downtown Work Group Member)

Strategy Responsible Entity
CB 1.1 Update and implement Downtown streetscape design. Planning & Community 

Development; Public Works

CB 1.2 Move the 4th Street banner and other entry features to the east along 
Rich Weiss Park. 

Planning & Community 
Development; Public Works 
Department

CB 1.3 Fill in street trees along Lincoln Avenue, east of 3rd. Planning & Community 
Development; Parks & Recreation

CB 1.4 Incorporate gateway signage into an overall signage and wayfinding plan. Planning & Community 
Development

CB 1.5 Evaluate opportunities to minimize curb cuts along Lincoln Avenue which 
disrupt the historic grid and impede pedestrian mobility. 

Public Works

CB 1.6 Work with CDOT to add a traffic signal and pedestrian crossings at 6th 
and Lincoln.  

Public Works

CB 1.7 Work with CDOT to replace overhead cobra lighting on Lincoln 
between the Hot Springs and 10th with fixtures more appropriate to the 
Downtown scale. 

Public Works 

Strategy Responsible Entity
CB 2.1 Open views to the Yampa River across City parks. Parks & Recreation

CB 2.2 Complete a series of pocket parks at the end of all cross streets to 
preserve views and access to the Yampa River.

Planning & Community 
Development; Parks & Recreation

Goal CB2: Celebrate the proximity of the 
Yampa River to Downtown. 
Rationale

The Yampa River is a significant contributor to Downtown character 
and an amenity for locals and tourists. Recent redevelopment 
along Yampa Streets recognizes the importance of the river, but 
opportunities exist to further the Downtown’s relationship with the 
Yampa. 

What we heard

When asked about the uses 
that could be added or more 
of in Downtown, Workshop One 
participants selected, "plazas, open 
space, and parks" more than any 
other answer. (Question #4)
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Strategy Responsible Entity
CB 4.1 Engage with Routt County about formalizing the use, programming and 

site design of the County Courthouse lawn area as a Steamboat Springs 
public square, civic gathering and event space.

Planning & Community 
Development; Main Street 
Steamboat

CB 4.2 Evaluate other future redevelopment sites (such as the Space Station 
site) as alternative long-term options.

Planning & Community 
Development; Parks & 
Recreation

Goal CB4: Create a central gathering 
space. 
Rationale

In previous years, the County Courthouse lawn was used for 
community gatherings. While festivals, markets and events can take 
place on closed streets, the loss of a central park or plaza space for 
larger civic gatherings in Downtown is missed.  

What we heard

When asked about the uses 
that could be added or more 
of in Downtown, Workshop One 
participants selected, "plazas, open 
space, and parks" more than any 
other answer. (Question #4)

Goal CB3: Integrate redevelopment 
to adjacent historic structures through 
context-sensitive design. 
Rationale

A major tenant of redevelopment within a historic district 
emphasizes that what is new should complement but be distinct 
from historic buildings. New buildings should meet the needs of 
users while also blending harmoniously with the existing setting. 
For designers, this can be achieved by thoughtfully considering an 
infill building’s relationship to the street, massing, scale, proportions, 
fenestration and materials in a way that respects adjacent or nearby 
historic structures.

Through preservation of existing historic structures and the addition 
of new context-sensitive development, the existing Downtown 
historic character will be preserved and celebrated.

What we heard

When asked about criteria for 
new or redeveloped buildings in 
Downtown, 51% of Workshop One 
participants prefer that it "is 
designed in a context-sensitive 
manner." (Question #21)

Strategy Responsible Entity
CB 3.1 Update the 2001 Historic Preservation Guidelines with a holistic 

approach to preservation, rehabilitation, context-sensitive site design and 
redevelopment within the historic district.

Planning & Community 
Development

CB 3.2 Evaluate and refine the CDC’s requirement for upper floor building 
setbacks to ensure design that is sensitive to historic structures.

Planning & Community 
Development
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Goal CB5: Create a cohesive look and feel 
of Downtown’s public realm. 
Rationale

The Downtown’s approach to lighting, seating, bike racks, trash 
receptacles and signage is uncoordinated and inconsistent from 
street-to-street. A holistic design to the public realm has the 
opportunity to knit various land uses and buildings together, 
encourage the flow of pedestrians and create a sense of vibrancy.   

What we heard

"Too many non-essential city signs 
create visual clutter." (Workshop 
One participant comment)

Strategy Responsible Entity
CB 5.1 Explore funding mechanisms to offer improvements and services beyond 

what the local government offers, establishing consistency in approach to 
the public realm and integrated planning efforts.  

Main Street Steamboat

CB 5.2 Build upon the success of the Downtown Improvement Plan by 
implementing a comprehensive plan for site furnishings (seating, bike 
storage, waste management and planters), lighting, signage and 
wayfinding and street trees. Maintain distinct character between Oak 
Street, Lincoln Avenue and Yampa Street.  

Public Works

CB 5.3 Develop and implement a replacement strategy for fully shielded fixtures 
to reduce light pollution and protect Downtown’s night sky.

Public Works; Yampa Valley 
Electric Association

CB 5.4 Develop a comprehensive and coordinated approach to holiday and 
seasonal lighting.

Main Street Steamboat

CB 5.5 Develop a long-term succession plan for Downtown street trees. Parks & Recreation

CB 5.6 Develop a reoccuring schedule for routine sidewalk cleaning and 
maintenance.

Public Works

CB 5.7 Study opportunities to convert alleys to public space in limited meaningful 
locations.

Planning & Community 
Development; Public Works

Goal CB6: Improve operations and 
maintenance in Downtown, including alleys. 
Rationale

The current approach to Downtown operations and maintenance 
relies on the individual participation of each property owner to 
complete sidewalk repairs, snow removal and cleaning of public 
sidewalk areas. By coordinating these efforts under a single-entity, 
such as a Business Improvement District, the standards of care will 
be more consistent and reliable throughout Downtown.  

What we heard

"[Please provide a] ...policy on 
alley use, such as trash and grease 
disposal." (Downtown Work Group 
member comment)

Strategy Responsible Entity
CB 6.1 Explore funding mechanisms to assist with sidewalk cleaning, 

maintenance and snow removal. Divide efforts into three zones to reflect 
different level of intensity (Lincoln Avenue between 5th and 10th Streets, 
Yampa Street/ Cross Streets and Oak Street). 

Public Works

CB 6.2 Coordinate waste management services and deliveries with snow 
removal.

Public Works

CB 6.3 Repair and clean alleyways. Consolidate and screen dumpsters and 
grease disposal areas.

Public Works
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6TH & LINCOLN - PROPOSED CONDITION

Consolidate 
street 
furnishings at 
corners

Modify top-
floor setback 
to respect 
existing scale 
while providing 
flexibility to 
avoid repetitive 
“wedding cake” 
buildings

Top-floor 
residential

Create healthy 
conditions for 
street trees

Infill 
development, 
context-
sensitive design

Ground-floor 
retail on Lincoln 
Avenue

BUILT ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES
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6TH & LINCOLN - PROPOSED CONDITION

Consolidate 
signage on lamp 
posts

Preserve views 
from Downtown

Prioritize 
a single 
pedestrian 
lighting fixture 
in Downtown

Enforce historic 
building 
protections

Paid parking 
kiosks (this is 
less visually 
impactful than 
parking meters).

Signalize all 
Downtown 
intersections 
with crosswalks

Utilize the 
County 
Courthouse 
lawn as public 
greenspace

BUILT ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES
Maintain Historic Street Frontages

Develop Cohesive Signage and Wayfinding, Historic District Designation, 
Lighting and Site Furnishings Program
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES

Develop Consistent Lighting 
Fixtures and Distribution

Alleyways as business access, 
bicycle and pedestrian corridors

Increase River Access through Additional Cross Street Parks



Downtown Steamboat 
Springs is the venue 
for a diversity of 
community events.
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Action 
Plan
Guidance for implementing and prioritizing the strategies are 
outlined in this section.
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or recreate on the routes established in Downtown. 
(CPM4.3) 

 » Move the 4th Street banner and other entry features 
to the east along Rich Weiss Park. (CB1.2)

 » Explore funding mechanisms to offer improvements 
and services beyond what the local government 
offers, establishing consistency in approach to the 
public realm and integrated planning efforts. (CB5.1)

 
TEN RECOMMENDATIONS 
REQUIRING DIRECT 
INVESTMENT/EXPENSES

 » Complete the planned Downtown public restroom 
facilities to support the needs of local retailers 
by accommodating their shoppers and visitors. 
(LUZ3.2) 

 » Prioritize the economic and social value of 
maintaining city administration offices in 
Downtown to encourage a sense of transparency, 
approachability and interactions with the community. 
Employees in Downtown provide year-round 
customers for local businesses. (LUZ2.2)

 » Engage in public private partnerships between the 
City and developers to provide attainable housing 
units on city-owned parcels and incorporate housing 
into City facility projects. (LUZ5.2)

 » Consider metered parking on Lincoln Avenue, Oak 
Street and Yampa Street to encourage parking 
supply turnover. Use revenue to fund mobility 
improvements (CPM3.3)

 » Work with CDOT to create a safe pedestrian 
mid-block crossing east of 3rd Street to provide 
improved safety and more direct connection to the 
Core Trail. (CPM5.3) 

 » Strengthen the visual queues of the district through 
signage and wayfinding, landscape, sidewalks and 
site furnishings. (ACH2.2)

 » Update and implement Downtown streetscape 
design. (CB1.1)

 » Work with CDOT to add a traffic signals and 
pedestrian crossings on Lincoln Avenue at the 6th 
Street and 10th Street intersections. (CPM5.2) 

 » Complete a series of pocket parks at the end of all 
cross streets to preserve views and access to the 
Yampa River. (CB2.2)

 » Build upon the success of the Downtown 
Improvement Plan by implementing a 

Action Plan Strategies
Preserving Downtown Character
First and foremost, Downtown plan participants 
expressed a strong desire for Downtown character to 
be preserved. This means preservation of the historic 
fabric AND preserving the opportunity for locals 
to live, shop, dine and work in Downtown. People 
influence Downtown character just as much as the built 
environment. 

The plan prioritizes goals and strategies which support 
preservation of the historic fabric and strengthens the 
opportunity for locals to engage in Downtown. 

TEN RECOMMENDATIONS THAT 
CAN BE IMPLEMENTED SOON

 » Preserve retail, restaurant and institutional land 
uses as the only allowable ground-floor use in the 
zone districts on Lincoln Avenue and Yampa Street 
between 5th Street and 10th Street. Allow greater 
diversity of uses, including office and residential on 
ground floor outside of this core area. (LUZ1.1)

 » Allow other types of complementary land uses east 
of 5th and west of 10th Street that contribute to 
local and visitor services as uses by-right. These 
might include: health and recreation centers, lodging, 
active offices, small-scale craft manufacturing, 
education or other uses which contribute to a 
pedestrian-active street frontage. (LUZ2.1)

 » Maintain the potential for the diversity and variety 
of land uses to increase over time and respond to 
future market conditions. (LUZ2.3)

 » Interview local business owners to understand the 
reasons they continue to operate in Downtown. 
Use this information to support and retain existing 
business assets. (LUZ3.1)

 » Identify additional local clusters, such as outdoor 
retail manufacturers, that could be a part of an “only 
in Steamboat” local business experience. (LUZ3.3)

 » Allow retailers to offer limited smaller uses 
within their store which contribute to diversity 
in Downtown. For example: artists in residence, 
startup entrepreneurial work space or non-profits 
supporting community roles. (LUZ4.4)

 » Expand time-limited parking to seven days per week. 
(CPM3.8)

 » Ensure that bike lanes are plowed in the winter time 
so that year-round cyclists can continue to commute 
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 » Review the existing time-limited parking system to 
coordinate with permitted land uses and update to 
reallocate the 2-hour, 4-hour, and 8-hour spaces. 
Increase the number of 2-hour and 4-hour time-
limited spaces in the core area. (CPM3.6)

 » Modify the CDC to exempt above-grade structured 
parking from Floor Area Ratio (FAR) when wrapped 
with active uses. (CPM3.11)

 » Enforce an ordinance against storing bicycles in 
public walkways, while concurrently introducing 
additional bike storage options throughout 
Downtown. (CPM4.4) 

 » Update the list of Downtown’s locally designated 
historic structures, including all National Historic 
Register and Routt County structures. (ACH1.2)

 » Explore funding mechanisms to offer improvements 
and services beyond what the local government 
offers, establishing consistency in approach to the 
public realm and integrated planning efforts. (CB5.1)

comprehensive plan for site furnishings (e.g. seating, 
bike storage, waste management and planters), 
lighting, signage and wayfinding and street trees. 
Maintain distinct character between Oak Street, 
Lincoln Avenue and Yampa Street. (CB5.2)

TEN RECOMMENDATIONS 
REQUIRING STAFF TIME

 » Interview local business owners to understand the 
reasons they continue to operate in Downtown. 
Use this information to support and retain existing 
business assets. (LUZ3.1) 

 » Strengthen the City’s historic preservation program 
for Downtown to ensure preservation of historic 
assets. (ACH1.1)

 » Increase opportunities for lodging uses by modifying 
the CDC to allow hotels as a use by-right use 
instead of a conditional use in Commercial Old Town, 
Commercial Yampa One and Two, and Commercial 
Oak Two. (LUZ6.1)

 » Update the local transportation study regularly to 
inform future mobility decisions. (CPM1.1)

 » Explore creation of a Downtown Parking District 
to increase the supply of available parking by 
supplementing with private parking lots available for 
public use. Evaluate incentives for private parking 
lot owners to participate, such as establishing 
some reserved parking spaces for the owners, 
complementary snow plowing in the winters and/or 
restriping in the summers. (CMP3.1) 
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Goal LUZ1: Maintain land uses that contribute to 
street-level vibrancy and a critical retail core. 
LUZ 1.1: Preserve retail, restaurant and institutional land 
uses as the only allowable ground-floor use in the zone 
districts on Lincoln Avenue and Yampa Street between 
5th Street and 10th Street. Allow greater diversity of uses, 
including office and residential on ground floor outside of 
this core area.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

Goal LUZ2: Encourage a diversity of land uses 
that support locals and tourists. 
LUZ 2.1: Allow other types of complementary land uses 
east of 5th and west of 10th St. that contribute to local 
and visitor services as uses by-right. These might include: 
health and recreation centers, lodging, active offices, small-
scale craft manufacturing, education or other uses which 
contribute to a pedestrian-active street frontage.  

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 2.2: Prioritize the economic and social value of 
maintaining city administration offices in Downtown to 
encourage a sense of transparency, approachability and 
interactions with the community. Employees in Downtown 
provide year-round customers for local businesses.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

LUZ 2.3: Maintain the potential for the diversity and variety 
of land uses to increase over time and respond to future 
market conditions.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 2.4: Do not modify the Community Development Code 
(CDC) to decrease the allowed scale of development that is 
currently in place.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

Goal LUZ3: Support existing and potential local 
Downtown retailers. 
LUZ 3.1: Interview local business owners to understand the 
reasons they continue to operate in Downtown. Use this 
information to support and retain existing business assets.

Timing: Evaluate 
every 5-7 years.

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street, 
Chamber

LUZ 3.2: Complete the planned Downtown public 
restroom facilities to support the needs of local retailers by 
accommodating their shoppers and visitors.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

LUZ 3.3: Identify additional local clusters, such as outdoor 
retail manufacturers, that could be part of an “only in 
Steamboat” local business experience.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 3.4: Strengthen the visual recognition of the Historic 
District.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget, Main 
Street

Goal LUZ4: Improve experiential retail. 

LUZ 4.1: Allow and encourage retailers to partner in festival 
and event programming of Downtown. For example, 
encourage retailers to stay open for First Friday Art Walk.

Timing: Next 
season

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 4.2: Ensure that retail uses reflect the local lifestyle 
and shopping trends of the community and visitors by 
conducting a needs assessment every 5 years.

Timing: 0-5 
years

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street

LUZ 4.3: Develop a Downtown retail media strategy that 
includes social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook 
and Instagram.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street

LUZ 4.4: Allow retailers to offer limited smaller uses within 
their store which contribute to diversity in Downtown. For 
example: artists in residence, startup entrepreneurial work 
space or non-profits supporting community roles.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 4.5: Encourage pop-up stores as temporary uses in 
vacant spaces.

Timing: 0-5 Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 4.6: Maintain awareness of national small-scale retail 
and dining trends.

Timing: 0-5 Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

Goal LUZ5: Improve housing diversity.

LUZ 5.1: Provide incentives through the development review 
process by allowing flexibility in exchange for workforce 
affordable housing (e.g. reduced parking requirements, 
increased height allowances, reduced setback requirements, 
increased FAR allowances, first-floor retail requirements).

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

Land Use and Zoning
Work Group priorities are highlighted below.
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LUZ 5.2: Engage in public private partnerships between the 
City and developers to provide attainable housing units on 
city-owned parcels and incorporate housing into City facility 
projects.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget, grants, 
state tax credits

Goal LUZ6: Increase lodging opportunities. 

LUZ 6.1: Increase opportunities for lodging uses by 
modifying the CDC to allow hotels as a by-right use instead 
of a conditional use in Commercial Old Town, Commercial 
Yampa One and Two, and Commercial Oak Two. 

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 6.2: Encourage hotels by providing discounted 
development fees for land use applications for hotels.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

LUZ 6.3: Modify the CDC to allow the same building height 
for hotels as residential on the uppermost floor.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

ACTION STRATEGY MATRIX: LAND USE AND ZONING 
Impact: potential effectiveness at achieving the vision for the plan element (aspirational statement) and goal. 
Effort: City staff time or budget, or required commitment of a partner organization (ie CDOT), staff time or budget

Effort Scale

Low Effort - Low Impact

Low Effort - High Impact

High Effort - Low Impact

High Effort - High Impact
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LUZ2.4

LUZ4.2 LUZ5.1

LUZ2.3

LUZ3.3LUZ1.1

LUZ6.3

LUZ6.1

LUZ4.4

LUZ4.1LUZ2.1

LUZ4.5

LUZ4.6LUZ3.1

LUZ6.2 LUZ4.3LUZ2.2

LUZ5.2LUZ3.2

LUZ3.4
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Goal CPM1: Support mobility decisions with 
current analysis and recommendations based on 
local/ regional transportation plan.  
CPM 1.1: Update the local transportation study regularly to 
inform future mobility decisions. 

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

Goal CPM2: Support the Steamboat Springs 
Transit services within Downtown. 
CPM 2.1: Introduce and/or promote the use of intercept 
parking lots located outside of Downtown (success is 
dependent on paid parking implementation)

Timing: 2-3 years Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 2.2: Adjust the transit schedule to ensure that 
the schedules of Downtown employees are adequately 
accommodated (e.g. late night restaurants and bar 
employees).

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
SST

Goal CPM3: Improve the experience of parking in 
Downtown. 
CPM 3.1: Explore creation of a Downtown Parking District 
to increase the supply of available parking by supplementing 
with private parking lots available for public use. Evaluate 
incentives for private parking lot owners to participate, 
such as establishing some reserved parking spaces for the 
owners, complementary snow plowing in the winters and/or 
restriping in the summers.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

CPM 3.2: Create public and private partnerships to build 
additional public parking into new private developments in a 
variety of locations throughout Downtown.

Timing: 2-3 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 3.3: Consider metered parking on Lincoln Avenue, 
Oak Street and Yampa Street to encourage parking supply 
turnover. Use revenue to fund mobility improvements.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 3.4: Improve visibility and consistency of existing 
directional signage to public parking by reducing outdated or 
unnecessary Downtown signage.

Timing: 2-3 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 3.5: Coordinate winter snow removal on Downtown 
streets and parking lots to avoid snow storage in parking 
spaces.

Timing: Next 
winter season

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

CPM 3.6: Review the existing time-limited parking system 
to coordinate with permitted land uses and update to 
reallocate the 2-hour, 4-hour, and 8-hour spaces. Increase 
the number of 2-hour and 4-hour time-limited spaces in the 
core area.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 3.7: Enforce time-limited parking. Consider parking 
funds to hire additional enforcement staff.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 3.8: Expand time-limited parking to seven days per 
week.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 3.9: Introduce a mobile app to indicate available 
parking spots in Downtown.

Timing: 2-3 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street

CPM 3.10: Manage summer event parking to lessen impact 
to locals.

Timing: Next 
summer season

Relative Cost: 
0 - include in 
current event 
management

Funding Source: 
n/a

CPM 3.11: Modify the CDC to exempt above-grade 
structured parking  from Floor Area Ratio (FAR) when 
wrapped with active uses.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

Connectivity, Parking and Mobility
Work Group priorities are highlighted below.
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Effort Scale

Low Effort - Low Impact

Low Effort - High Impact

High Effort - Low Impact

High Effort - High Impact
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ACTION STRATEGY MATRIX: CONNECTIVITY, PARKING AND MOBILITY
Impact: potential effectiveness at achieving the vision for the plan element (aspirational statement) and goal. 
Effort: City staff time or budget, or required commitment of a partner organization (ie CDOT), staff time or budget

CPM1.1 CPM3.3

CPM5.4

CPM5.2CPM2.2

CPM2.1

CPM3.4

CPM3.10 CPM4.2

CPM4.3

CPM5.6

CPM3.11

CPM4.1

CPM3.6

CPM5.5

CPM5.3

CPM5.1

CPM3.1

CPM3.5

CPM3.2

CPM3.9

CPM3.8

CPM4.4

CPM3.7

Goal CPM4: Improve bicycle routes and facilities. 

CPM 4.1: Complete the Downtown bicycle loop with 
designated street markings including Oak Street between 
10th and 11th and 5th Street between Lincoln and Oak.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 4.2: Introduce spur trail markings to connect the 
Downtown bicycle loop with the existing Core Trail, Old 
Town Residential, Colorado Mountain College and Lower 
Spring Creek Trail.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 4.3: Ensure that bike lanes are plowed in the winter 
time so that year-round cyclists can continue to commute or 
recreate on the routes established in Downtown.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 0 
- include in current 
maintenance

Funding Source: 
n/a

CPM 4.4: Enforce an ordinance against storing bicycles in 
public walkways, while concurrently introducing additional 
bike storage options throughout Downtown.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

Goal CPM5: Improve comfort, convenience and 
safety for pedestrians. 
CPM 5.1: Complete the sidewalk projects as identified in the 
Downtown Improvement Plan (2016).

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: 0 
- utilize currently 
approved budget

Funding Source: 
City budget

CPM 5.2: Work with CDOT to add traffic signals and 
pedestrian crossings on Lincoln Avenue at the 6th Street 
and 10th Street intersections.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$$

Funding Source: 
CDOT

CPM 5.3: Work with CDOT to create a safe pedestrian mid-
block crossing east of 3rd Street to provide improved safety 
and a more direct connection to the Core Trail.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$$

Funding Source: 
CDOT

CPM 5.4: Work with CDOT to reduce the speed limit on 
Lincoln Avenue through traffic calming.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
CDOT

CPM 5.5: Enforce speed limits throughout Downtown.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 0 - 
utilize current law 
enforcement

Funding Source: 
n/a

CPM 5.6: Enforce private snow plowing of public sidewalks.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: 0 - 
utilize current law 
enforcement

Funding Source: 
n/a
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Goal ACH1: Preserve and protect the existing 
historic structures in Downtown. 
ACH 1.1: Strengthen the City’s historic preservation program 
for Downtown to ensure preservation of historic assets.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

ACH 1.2: Update the list of Downtown’s locally designated 
historic structures, including all National Historic Register 
and Routt County structures.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

ACH 1.3: Create a summary list of state and federal 
incentives for the maintenance and renovations of 
contributing structures as an easy reference by property 
owners. Provide digital access to the summary on the City’s 
website.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

Goal ACH2: Strengthen Downtown as a historic 
district. 
ACH 2.1: Update the 2001 Historic Preservation Guidelines 
with a holistic approach to preservation, rehabilitation, 
context-sensitive site design and redevelopment within the 
historic district.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

ACH 2.2: Strengthen the visual queues of the district 
through signage and wayfinding, landscape, sidewalks and 
site furnishings.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

Goal ACH3: Support, promote and manage events 
in Downtown for the benefit of locals and visitors. 
ACH 3.1: A single entity should schedule events on a 
centralized master calendar to avoid over-programming and 
promote events.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street

ACH 3.2: Each Downtown event shall require an approval 
process prior to being scheduled to reduce the conflicts of 
concurrent events.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

ACH 3.3: Streamline summer programming and events to 
reduce over-programming burdens for the local community.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

ACH 3.4: Consider additional winter programming to balance 
events throughout the year and attract additional Downtown 
visitors in the “off-seasons”.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street

ACH 3.5: Evaluate existing events and programming for 
inclusion of children and youth.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street

Art, Culture and Heritage
Work Group priorities are highlighted below.
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ACH1.3 ACH3.3ACH1.1ACH4.2

ACH3.1 ACH4.3 ACH2.1 ACH4.1

ACH2.2 ACH4.4ACH3.2 ACH4.5

Effort Scale

Low Effort - Low Impact

Low Effort - High Impact

High Effort - Low Impact

High Effort - High Impact
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ACTION STRATEGY MATRIX: ART, CULTURE AND HERITAGE 
Impact: potential effectiveness at achieving the vision for the plan element (aspirational statement) and goal. 
Effort: City staff time or budget, or required commitment of a partner organization (ie CDOT), staff time or budget

ACH3.4ACH1.2

ACH3.5

Goal ACH4: Support, enhance and diversify public 
art. 
ACH 4.1: Provide support to the Steamboat Springs Creative 
District in the form of financial resources or organizational/
capacity resources.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

ACH 4.2: Continue administering the mural program in the 
Downtown as a public art strategy with an emphasis on 
conveying western heritage.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Public private 
partnerships

ACH 4.3: Encourage public art on private and public 
property.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Public private 
partnerships

ACH 4.4: As redevelopment occurs, evaluate public private 
partnerships to provide artist housing or artist in residence 
programs.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Public private 
partnerships

ACH 4.5: Encourage alleys for use in the mural program.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Public private 
partnerships
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Goal CB1: Strengthen the arrival to Downtown. 
CB 1.1: Update and implement Downtown streetscape 
design. 

Timing: 2-3 years Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 1.2: Move the 4th Street banner and other entry features 
to the east along Rich Weiss Park.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 1.3: Fill in street trees along Lincoln Avenue, east of 3rd.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 1.4: Incorporate gateway signage into an overall signage 
and wayfinding plan.

Timing: 2-3 years Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 1.5: Evaluate opportunities to minimize curb cuts along 
Lincoln Avenue which disrupt the historic grid and impede 
pedestrian mobility.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
With redevelopment

CB 1.6: Work with CDOT to add a traffic signal and 
pedestrian crossings at 6th and Lincoln. 

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$$

Funding Source: 
CDOT

CB 1.7: Work with CDOT to replace all overhead cobra 
lighting on Lincoln between the Hot Springs and 10th with 
Downtown-scaled fixtures.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
CDOT

Goal CB2: Celebrate the proximity of the Yampa 
River to Downtown. 
CB 2.1: Open views to the Yampa River across City parks.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 2.2: Complete a series of pocket parks at the end of all 
cross streets to preserve views and access to the Yampa 
River.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

Goal CB3: Integrate redevelopment to adjacent 
historic structures through context-sensitive 
design. 
CB 3.1: Update the 2001 Historic Preservation Guidelines 
with a holistic approach to preservation, rehabilitation, 
context-sensitive site design and redevelopment within the 
historic district.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 3.2: Evaluate and refine the CDC’s requirement for upper 
floor building setbacks to ensure design that is sensitive to 
historic structures.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

Goal CB4: Create a central gathering space. 

CB 4.1: Engage with Routt County about formalizing the 
use, programming and site design of the County Courthouse 
lawn area as a Steamboat Springs public square, civic 
gathering and event space.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 
0-$$ depending 
on programming 
needs

Funding Source: 
City and County 
budget

CB 4.2: Evaluate other future redevelopment sites as long-
term options.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

Goal CB5: Create a cohesive look and feel of 
Downtown’s public realm.  
CB 5.1: Explore funding mechanisms to offer improvements 
and services beyond what the local government offers, 
establishing consistency in approach to the public realm and 
integrated planning efforts. 

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

CB 5.2: Build upon the success of the Downtown 
Improvement Plan by implementing a comprehensive 
plan for site furnishings (e.g. seating, bike storage, waste 
management and planters), lighting, signage and wayfinding 
and street trees. Maintain distinct character between Oak 
Street, Lincoln Avenue and Yampa Street. 

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 5.3: Develop and implement a replacement strategy for 
fully shielded fixtures to reduce light pollution and protect 
Downtown’s night sky.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

Character of the Built Environment
Work Group priorities are highlighted below.
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Effort Scale

Low Effort - Low Impact

Low Effort - High Impact

High Effort - Low Impact

High Effort - High Impact
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ACTION STRATEGY MATRIX: CHARACTER OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Impact: potential effectiveness at achieving the vision for the plan element (aspirational statement) and goal. 
Effort: City staff time or budget, or required commitment of a partner organization (ie CDOT), staff time or budget

CB1.2 CB1.7 CB6.3

CB3.2
CB5.2

CB5.4CB1.1

CB1.4 CB6.2

CB2.1

CB2.2

CB4.1

CB5.7

CB6.1CB3.1

CB5.1CB1.3

CB1.5

CB5.3CB1.6

CB5.6

CB4.2

CB5.5

CB 5.4: Develop a comprehensive and coordinated approach 
to holiday and seasonal lighting.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget

CB 5.5: Develop a long-term succession plan for Downtown 
street trees.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
n/a

CB 5.6: Develop a reoccurring schedule for routine sidewalk 
cleaning and maintenance.

Timing: Ongoing Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
Main Street

CB 5.7: Study opportunities to convert alleys to public space 
in limited meaningful locations.

Timing: 3-5 
years

Relative Cost: 
$$

Funding Source: 
City budget

Goal CB6: Improve operations and maintenance in 
Downtown. 
CB 6.1: Explore funding mechanisms to assist with sidewalk 
cleaning, maintenance and snow removal. Divide efforts into 
three zones to reflect different levels of intensity (Lincoln 
Avenue between 5th and 10th Streets, Yampa Street/ Cross 
Streets and Oak Street).

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
n/a

CB 6.2: Coordinate waste management services and 
deliveries with snow removal.

Timing: As soon 
as possible

Relative Cost: 0 Funding Source: 
n/a

CB 6.3: Repair and clean alleyways. Consolidate and screen 
dumpsters and grease disposal areas.

Timing: 1-2 years Relative Cost: $ Funding Source: 
City budget
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BUILDING THE CONTEXT 
HOMEWORK
Office, Institutional, and 
Civic Land Use
Response 1
What does it take for Office, Institutional, 
and Civic Land Use to be successful in 
downtown?

Office:

I would put the private office space in the 
same category as housing – policy needs to 
allow for more height and density if office 
space is something that will prosper in the 
downtown area.

Land and rents will be comparatively high to 
surrounding area but will be a highly sought 
after space – what kind of business can this 
attract?  

• High margin financial industry

• Headquarters for profitable 
manufacturing

• Outdoor retailer

Economic Development view – how 
can successful downtown office space 
encourage business to add one more job, 
i.e. expand?

• Attractive place to work for recruitment

• High cost could be counterintuitive to 
expansion

• Broadband infrastructure tie ins

Institutional:

What has city/county identified for use 
downtown?  Ensure that any decision is in 
line with the downtown plan AND the vision 
2030

Parks and gathering places

• Little toots and the like – how to 
maintain/grow use

• Can public policy be instituted to 
continue to enhance the experience of 

the river area?  Regulation on tubers, 
designated fishing areas, expansion 
down river of access points, etc.?

Support local groups striving to keep the 
Yampa River Clean and give them a voice in 
development of access points

Civic: 

One of the town’s greatest attribute is the 
ability for public access to the river.  The 
town has invested money in designated 
areas for river recreation for tubers, fishing 
and general access.  This needs to be 
a top priority to continue and expand if 
possible.  It is one of the greatest assets the 
downtown area has going for it.

What can we do to promote more efficient 
travel?

• Designated park and rides

• Continued free bus funding

• Accommodate ride sharing programs 
and companies

• Maintenance and expansion of 
designated walk/bike paths to outlying 
areas

• Train if the railroad company can be 
reasoned with

Response 2
It is important that some of our city services 
remain downtown. While moving the police 
and fire out of the business district makes 
good sense, it is still important to keep 
the public facing areas of city government 
downtown. Having city employees 
working downtown help the vitality of the 
area, however the city campus needs 
improvement.

The city has outgrown their current offices. 
This block could be redeveloped to move 
parking from Lincoln Avenue to Oak Street. 
The public facing services could be located 
on Lincoln in a “city store front” eliminating 

A. Downtown Work Group 
Contributions

a dead zone in downtown thus improving 
pedestrian flow.  

Rezoning to open up the use of round floor 
store fronts on the periphery between 3rd 
and 6th on Lincoln and on our side streets 
in the same area leaving the concentration 
of retail between 6th and 11th streets would 
be helpful.

I would like to see Yampa Street preserved 
rather than developed, the existing city 
buildings that will eventually be empty, 
repurposed and the green areas purchased 
by the city to remain green areas. 

Retail, Restaurants and 
Bars Land Use
Response 1
Operating a restaurant is a tough business 
especially when your restaurant is in 
a seasonal resort town. The financial 
pressures that restaurants face are 
significant. The two primary expenses of a 
restaurant ( known as prime cost) are cost 
of goods and labor cost. Cost of goods is 
high due to high transportation cost and 
labor is high due to the high cost of living 
and a tight labor market. In addition to prime 
cost expenses restaurants face challenges 
in most other expense categories as well. 
Utility costs are high due to the harsh 
winters; Common area maintenance is 
high due to snow removal and of course 
occupancy expense is high.

Steamboat has plenty of restaurant spaces 
and I believe more will come as the base 
area is developed. I’m not sure that we 
need to make it easier to develop new 
restaurant spaces. However, if we don’t 
allow commercial property owners to 
capitalize on their properties, commercial 
rents will increase to a level that isn’t 
sustainable for restaurant operators.

Perhaps we need to provide greater 
opportunity for commercial property owners 

to utilize their properties for mixed use 
currently not permitted along with greater 
density? This would potentially create more 
restaurant spaces but most likely residential 
and office space would fill more of the gaps 
as well.

Along with good decision-making regarding 
downtown development we need to 
consider outside influencers such as 
housing, drug and alcohol abuse / mental 
illness and childcare. I realize these topics 
aren’t part of this discussion but they are all 
influencers on downtown businesses and 
the success of Steamboat as a whole. We 
should make sure we are considering the 
whole picture when deciding what to do in 
every corner of our community.

Transit, Mobility and 
Parking
Response 1
No parking meters. It changes the small 
town character of downtown. Perhaps a 2 
story parking garage on the City’s parking 
lot at 10th and Lincoln with some mini-retail 
stores facing Lincoln on the street level in 
a public/private venture. (Good example of 
this type of development in Boulder).

Response 2
Adding bike lanes to 11th street and 
reducing the # of parking spaces on that 
very busy street is a terrible idea. I don’t 
support it.

Response 3
Lots of parking spots downtown are 
reserved for lodging shuttle buses, but how 
many of them are being used? (There are 
still lots of Art-Spot signs reserving parking 
spaces, but that program went defunct 
years ago.)

Response 4
The area we are dealing with is 
approximately 4400 ft. long by 1100 ft wide; 
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serving approximately 12,000 residents + 
12,000 to 15,000 seasonal/event visitors.

Things that are not working.  Nothing seems 
to be critically “not working” NOW, but 
the signs are growing that many things will 
soon NOT work such as; 

• Congestion at 3rd & Lincoln (post office 
& Wells Fargo); Rush-hour backup from 
3rd St. south – worst situation extends 
to Anglers Drive

• Congestion at 3rd & Oak; during school 
rush hours - Cars delivering students at 
start & end of school day;  

• An example of traffic and general 
mobility is the congestion entering town 
at 3rd and Lincoln

• Parking is also somewhat “stressed” 
but not totally dysfunctional – NOW

I believe parking currently is a serious issue.  
Living in a small town, the majority of the 
residents expect to be able to go out and 
park reasonably close to their destination.  
Meaning parking within a block or two of 
where they want to be.  This is certainly 
different then what is expected when living 
in a larger city.  So even though the parking 
studies done throughout the years say 
we don’t have a parking problem because 
people can park within 4 or 5 blocks of their 
desired location, many of the residents of 
Steamboat Springs would disagree.  This is 
important to realize as we saw last year a 
growing voice to residents’ frustration with 
the number of visitors in town.  Our town 
is dependent on our visitors and simply 
can’t ignore a situation that is pitting the 
locals against them.  The city’s solution 
of Howelsen and the Transit center simply 
don’t meet the expectations of the locals 
or visitors and thus are not used.  I would 
argue that the majority of residents would 
say that we do have a parking problem, so if 
the studies agree or not, it is a problem.

Parking in certain of areas of downtown 
are problematic such as Yampa Street in 
the evening with all the restaurants.  This 
causes people to circle around looking for 
spots which is detrimental to the pedestrian 
mobility in that area.

The parking downtown relies on private 
parking areas to help alleviate some of the 
issues.  There is no guarantee that these 
private parking areas will remain available for 
public use in the future.

The city has continuously demonstrated a 
lack of concern for parking.  For example 
they are looking at replacing a significant 
amount of parking to put in bike lanes 
downtown.  They give variances to 
developers to not have to put in as much 
parking

Looking ahead, which is the objective of 
a PLAN, things to consider are:

• Paid parking, looking at other mountain 
town models

• One or more parking facilities have to 
be part of the parking solution going 
foward

• Bump outs make it impossible to make 
right-on-red turns off Lincoln, restricts 
traffic flow

• A master plan for bike paths and 
coordinated construction of bike 
pathways; incorporate alleys as bike 
paths

• Improved sidewalks and strict 
enforcement of sidewalk maintenance, 
(especially in winter)

• Enhanced bus service to outlying 
communities. More frequent service, 
quality buses with wi –fi, and generally 
making the service more attractive to 
increase ridership.

• Programmed “smart lights” to enhance 
downtown traffic flow

• Inventory existing shuttle bus stops; 
remove any that are obsolete and label 

the part time/seasonal ones so as to 
allow parking at other times

• Minimize events for which US 40 is 
closed, e.g: only 4th of July & Winter 
Carnival – move others to Yampa St.

• Congestion 13th & Lincoln  - 
improvements to Lincoln to allow 
smoother traffic flow in merging

• Mobility: enforce sidewalk maintenance 
ordinance (especially in winter)

• Ride sharing; Uber, Lyft, possibly 
develop a local business

• Require new residential developments 
to provide adequate off street parking 
for residents and guests

Other:

• Transit: incentivize visitors not staying in 
Old Town to take bus or private shuttle 
in to town

• Parking: add grade-level (WF upper lot), 
Howelsen and rodeo ground alternatives 
as needed, 

• proposed bike lane on 11th St. 
eliminates some parking

• Provide public restrooms throughout the 
downtown

Housing Diversity
Response 1
Basic Economic Facts and Issues and 
Questions:

Current sales prices do not support the 
construction of attainable market rate 
housing--ie there are currently no residential 
projects under construction downtown that 
would meet the needs of households in the 
80% - 120% Area Median Income.

In addition to market rate housing, the 
Routt County Housing Steering Committee 
defined four distinct segments of the 
market required to provide housing diversity 
in Steamboat:

• Seasonal

• Low Income

• Entry Level

• Move Up

There are significant barriers to providing 
any of these four types of housing in the 
downtown area:

• Cost of below grade parking.

• Mixed use construction requires the use 
of concrete and steel which increases 
costs compared to lumber.

• High construction costs and limited 
commercial contractors.

• High land costs as compared to 
surrounding areas.

Economic conditions and market forces 
make it unlikely that Seasonal, Low Income, 
and Entry Level housing will ever be 
provided by investors and public subsidies 
to offset high construction costs is likely not 
feasible.

Are there zoning and local governmental 
policies that the community could modify to 
incentivize the market to provide Move Up 
Housing?

Can upfront fees be deferred by the City to 
help bring down the initial construction cost?

Does housing diversity throughout 
Steamboat contribute to a successful 
downtown?

Pro of diversity - keeps local families in the 
downtown area to ensure the community 
character and feel of a small town remain 
intact.  This encourages community 
cohesion and is attractive to tourism.

Cons of diversity - the economic impact of 
tourism money or second homeowners is 
diminished.  The downtown businesses are 
designed to take advantage of high tourist 
traffic and thrives when not relying solely on 
local patronage.  
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Success in Twenty Years:

Downtown will still be a vibrant and unique 
retail and entertainment district frequented 
by local residents who live in Steamboat full 
time.

Recommended Action Items:

Review the feasibility of zoning incentives 
to create Move Up housing, including 
increased heights, density and reduced 
setbacks in return for deed restrictions. 

If implemented, deed restrictions should be 
simple and limited to primary residences, 
employment in Routt County and exclude 
nightly rentals. 

Review existing zoning, foster an honest 
community dialog based on a common set 
of facts on the impact of changes to existing 
zoning to create additional residential units.

Review the feasibility of horizontal mixed 
use and horizontal mixed income that would 
eliminate the requirement for commercial on 
the first floor.

Support the Yampa Valley Housing 
Authority’s (YVHA) mission to create 
affordable housing throughout the 
community.  A strong base of local residents 
with-in the City’s current limits is vital to 
keeping downtown vibrant year-round and 
gives downtown a unique character.

Support YVHA’s projects such as the 
potential renovation of the Alpiner.

Research the possibility of deferred, 
upfront fees for local construction that 
is transferable if sold to another local 
homeowner but payable upon sale to a 
second homeowner.

Incentivize long term rental of downtown 
units and homes in the immediate area if 
possible.

Art and Culture
Response 1
Steamboat Springs has well established 
cultural resources, including Strings Music 
Festival, Perry Manfield, Chief Theatre, 
Symphony Orchestra, Free Concert Series, 
Emerald Mountain Opera, First Friday 
Artwalk.  Steamboat Springs Arts Council 
(SSAC) is active in engaging art and culture 
in the community and recently succeeded 
in gaining Creative District status for 
Steamboat Springs.  SSAC works with the 
City to inventory and maintain local public 
art.  SSAC oversees public art such as a 
building mural program. 

Success over the next 20 years: Steamboat 
shall continue to foster support for artists 
and creative endeavors.  Public artwork 
should be a priority and include an 
endowment for maintenance of public art 
pieces as well as measures for cooperating 
with private landowners to adopt artwork 
that could be located on their land.  Updates 
to the City’s public art policy should occur 
regularly as necessary.

Studio spaces shall be made available to 
local artists and creatives in or adjacent to 
the Downtown Core.

Alleys in the downtown core will become 
avenues for public art, such as mural 
projects, in conjunction with being cleaned 
up and made available as viable urban 
spaces.

The City shall work in partnership with SSAC 
and Steamboat Creates to broaden the 
scope and abilities to attract art and cultural 
based tourism along with bringing Creatives 
to the community as visitors or future 
residents.

Strategies for implementation:

• Public art should be allowed on both 
private and public property.

• New developments should include 
transfer fees that are designated for art 
and culture.

• City should implement a tax on 
properties in City limits with a portion of 
tax dollars allocated for support of the 
Creative District and Steamboat Creates.

• Policy on alley use, such as trash 
and grease disposal, should work to 
facilitate use as public spaces and 
should include enforcement.

Response 2
The new local creative district, Steamboat 
Creates, thriving history museum, and other 
groups are working hard to contribute to 
the vibrancy, economic development, and 
arts and culture programming that will make 
Steamboat Springs a world class destination 
for culture and creativity.

Steamboat Creates believes Steamboat 
Springs can thrive through arts and culture 
initiatives that focus on creativity, boost 
the creative economy and attract cultural 
tourists, creative business that will retention 
and grow jobs. 

Political willingness, financial investments, 
educational and business development for 
the creative sector will diversify our rural 
economy and celebrate Steamboat Springs’ 
unique story. 

As a community we need to prioritize and 
fund arts programming in local schools and 
educational outlets that will help improve 
academic performance, creative problem 
solving, perseverance, collaboration and 
decision making, as well as strengthen the 
future of arts and culture in our community.

It is critical that we start to look at 
community issues through a creative 
lens. Providing specialized support for the 
creative sector will lead to a return on that 
investment greater than you might think. 
Involving the creative sector in community 
issue discussions will lead to outside the 

box thinking and creative problem solving. 
One example is addressing affordable 
housing for the creative workforce. We 
believe having affordable live/work spaces 
and/or shared maker spaces will enliven the 
community, celebrate our heritage, draw 
a youthful population, revitalize spaces, 
increase property values, and more. 

Arts and culture needs to be at the table for 
discussions around downtown community 
development, the built environment and 
creative placemaking in Steamboat’s open 
spaces, parks, and facilities. We can move 
from utilitarian, generic amenities towards 
interesting, creative and memorable 
if the municipality allows the creative 
sector to participate in the planning and 
implementation of improvements and 
renovations. A railing can become a work of 
art that connects our community as well as 
have a traditional use, if a creative artist is 
included in the project.

Support from the municipality, local 
businesses, the School District, the 
Chamber, MainStreet and City Departments 
will expand the impact of creative industries, 
artists and entrepreneurs, and educators 
to connect our communities and advance a 
thriving and vibrant Steamboat Springs. We 
need to be able to feel the vibrant creative 
energy as we walk down the street so 
people can connect to the heart and soul 
of this community as a compliment to the 
beautiful natural environment and world 
class outdoor activities that are abundant. 

Implementation and encouragement of 
cultural activities, heritage festivals, care 
and acquisition of cultural assets like public 
art (murals, sculptures and temporary 
installations), incorporating creative design 
into utilitarian objects (such as painted 
trash cans or utility boxes, art benches, 
creative crosswalks, etc.) will increase the 
public’s limited access to quality arts. That 
is important because it helps us have a 
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competitive advantage to other mountain 
towns by moving from simply functional to 
vibrant and memorable.

Public Realm
Response 1
Steamboat needs attractive public 
restrooms downtown (and elsewhere in 
commercial districts)

Response 2
Public Realms are the everyday spaces we 
all move through and linger, they are open 
to everyone according to definition.  In 
my opinion our public realm is very miss-
matched.  This I feel is due to the fact that 
our town was built by different people 
at these different times.  The current 
downtown plan is working to fix this.  
However we have to be careful that the 
public realm continues to be unique with our 
western heritage preserved.  Miss-matched 
in not always a bad thing as it give character.  

Sidewalks:  People like to walk around 
downtown Steamboat.  The sidewalks can 
be very crowded in the summer and full of 
snow in the winter.   Our new sidewalks 
system has done a great job making the 
sidewalks wider and user friendly.  However 
there seems to be snag at 11th and 5th.  
The businesses want the sidewalks to 
connect to Oak and Yampa but not at the 
expense of losing all the parking, but that is 
not what this paper is about.   

Sidewalk maintenance should be addressed.  
It is not uncommon for there to be puke 
on the sidewalks in certain parts of town 
(gross) and lots of trash on others.  How 
do we encourage the business owners to 
keep their sidewalks clean?  Do we hire 
a sidewalk cleaner to power wash every 
morning?  In the winter the sidewalks 
are not shoveled consistently and many 
times the business owners shovel huge 
mounds which are very difficult for our 

aging population to maneuver.  Sidewalk 
maintenance once again comes into place.  
Finally if the sidewalks are to be the main 
means of transportation around town they 
need to include signs that have way finding 
on them.  How to get to the Core Trail, 
where the River parks are, where is free 
parking?  

Parks: A very important part of making 
our town look nice and a gathering place 
however we are surrounded by breath taken 
scenery  but not everyone is physically 
fit enough to park take in that aspect of 
Steamboat Springs so it is important that 
these gathering places embrace that.   

Little Toots-great park for all, lots of green 
space, great gazebo.  Very popular stop on 
family bike rides, could use a unique feature 
like a couple of bench swings for older Core 
Trail users to enjoy the youth at the park.   
Also perhaps look into opening up Soda 
Creek access.

River Queen-looks like a new playground 
is going in which is great.  Open space 
great, Elk Statue amazing, great entrance to 
downtown.

Cemetery Park-not really used but a great 
view of down town.  Not sure how to get 
people to go to a park.  Perhaps a large 
public piece of art or several outdoor art 
sculptures, sign?  Another thought maybe 
move Community Gardens to here since 
they will create a destination, a reason for 
some folks to go to park.  

C-Hole- full of kids, locals and tourist.  
Important to keep clean, can obtain lots of 
trash in the low water season

D-Hole-Signage might be good to this one.  
Once again full of kids, mainly locals at this 
one.  Perhaps signage along bike path as 
the where the good swimming holes are on 
the river.  This park is easy to access on the 

East side with a nice beach but not so on 
west side, perhaps improving this.

Garden Park-More benches, make it look 
more open to the public, it currently seems 
a bit private.  Perhaps a stone walk way 
around it with an entrance.  Nice benches 
on the creek and a great name.  

5th Street Park, Lions Club Park- Not very 
user friendly, always marked off to stay 
off grass, no benches, one ugly picnic 
table.  This park needs help, in the heart of 
downtown but not fun.  

Urban Plazas: Our architects and builders 
seem to leave this out of all their designs 
utilizing all space for structures, perhaps 
encourage this aspect of building.   The 
only current spot that comes to mind as 
an Urban Plaza is the space in front of the 
Court House.  The addition of the bronze 
children statue was nice but more could be 
added to encourage lingering here, however 
it is on a highway so perhaps not the nicest 
spot to linger. 

Response 3
The Yampa Street Promenade and the 
Oak Street sidewalks are an excellent start 
to improving walkability in Downtown 
Steamboat. The completion of this project 
with improvements to the sidewalks on our 
side streets, will create an ease of mobility 
that did not exist before. The addition of 
benches to this project is necessary for 
several reasons. Creating places for the 
public to stop and enjoy the scenery and 
gather socially is in keeping with the spirit 
of the project and something that our 
community expects and demands. 

The Oak Street Sidewalks and the sidewalks 
of our connecting streets should have 
a different character than Yampa Street. 
These areas should have vocational benches 
in appropriate places. Parking lots should 

have public trash and recycle centers as well 
as bike racks for bike parking. 

Yampa street furniture should be sprinkled 
with an occasional “art bench” in keeping 
with the mission of our Creative District. 
There are several opportunities for themed 
“parklettes” and areas of activity. Seating 
areas adjacent to parks or recreation areas 
with fire pits, water features and interactive 
art would stretch the length of Yampa, 
both encouraging the public to linger and 
encourage bike traffic to use the appropriate 
bike lanes rather than the sidewalk. 

Yampa Streets adjacency to the river should 
be celebrated as we move into the future. 
Increased access to the river with the 
acquisition of the property at 655 Yampa to 
create an additional public space, as well as 
the development of the parking lot at 9th 
and Yampa into a public space to improve 
the continuity of the Riverwalk. There is also 
a space between the river and the core trail 
at 12th street that could easily become a 
place for public gathering. These locations 
could not only improve access to the river 
but act as bike corals for our growing bike 
community. 

We should also look at our Alleys and 
how they can evolve in the future. These 
alleys are already used by pedestrians 
and cyclists, so a plan to make them safe 
and clean is paramount. Consolidation of 
waste with communal receptacles by block, 
improvement to our oil collection systems 
and a closed loop system for composting 
food waste should all be part of this plan. 
In the future, alley entrances to businesses 
may become more common and the need 
to regulate the use of alleys may also evolve. 
These spaces are already the home of many 
murals in Steamboat Springs. I expect this 
trend to continue along with the desire to 
add benches and flowers.
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Flowers on each street as well as banners, 
additional pedestrian wayfinding, branding 
of sub areas and consistently maintained 
light poles are also a must. 

Development Economics
Response 1
The community needs to develop a basic 
understanding of the facts influencing 
economics to engage in a productive 
conversation about the future of 
development in downtown.  

The community must understand the 
variables that it controls, their influence on 
development, and the consequences of 
modifying them.

Basic Understanding of Developer (Investor) 
Economics:

• Current sales prices do not support the 
construction of market rate housing—
result: there are currently no residential 
projects under construction downtown.

• Return on equity investment is a 
function of risk associated with a project. 
These risks include entitlements, 
fluctuating labor and material costs, and 
sales velocity/absorption rate.

• Investors must have a reasonable 
chance of achieving a 20% return on 
equity to invest in a project.

• Development competes on a regional 
and national scale for investors.

• Absorption rate—how many units 
can be sold at what price is key to a 
project’s proforma.

• There will be no new development 
until sales prices increase, or the costs 
decrease.

There are significant costs barriers to 
development in Downtown Steamboat:

• Regional Economics—Steamboat 
competes with Denver, I-70, and Grand 
Junction for commercial contractors.

• This is a limited local subcontractor pool 
for commercial construction.

Sample pro-forma to construct the Howelsen Place Yampa Street Building in 2018 (Response 1)

• There is minimal area for staging for 
projects.

• Current building setbacks in the CDC 
result in an in-efficient structural, 
mechanical, and plumbing designs (i.e. 
units cannot be stacked).

• Snowmelt of decks and sidewalks 
results in high initial construction costs 
and on-going HOA costs.

• CDC setbacks require rooftop patios 
which are expensive related to a single 
flat roof. 

• Below grade parking is very expensive—
approximately $50,000 per space.

• Mixed use construction requires the use 
of concrete and steel instead of wood 
framing.

• High land costs.

Current standards essentially prohibit new 
development because the costs to build are 
so high, and the development code does 
not allow building design that leverages 
structurally efficient construction and cost 
savings inherent in larger scale projects. 
Attached is a sample proforma for the 
Howelsen Place Yampa Street building if it 
was constructed in 2018.

Success in Twenty Years:

Development in the downtown core would 
manifest itself in more residential dwelling 
units that result in a greater number of 
dwelling units, at a variety of price points 
that bring a mix of full time and part time 
residents.

A larger residential population at the core is 
necessary for an active Downtown, which 
fosters further development and economic 
prosperity.  An active Downtown supports 
the retail environment while enabling a 
greater variety of merchants.

Recommended Action Items:

Enabling the investment in residential 
development in Downtown requires greater 

flexibility in the development code, and a 
recognition that an active core comprises 
a variety of uses, with residential use as a 
primary ingredient.  

A small community cannot support 
expansive retail use; consider identifying a 
commercial core where ground floor retail/
restaurant is not required.

The development code must allow for 
greater density in Downtown to support 
a range of dwelling unit type and pricing.  
Consider changes to dimensional standards, 
such as height and setbacks, which are 
needed so that buildings can be designed to 
make development feasible.  

The entitlement process cannot be 
political.  Elected officials must support an 
updated development code and the City 
Departments function so that development 
plans move through the process efficiently.  
Developers need to have assurance 
at an early stage that their proposal is 
fundamentally acceptable, prior to spending 
significant resources.  Development will not 
occur if proposals are subject to the varied 
opinions of elected officials notwithstanding 
the code.

In order to put capital at risk, developers 
must have confidence that their investment 
in entitlements will result in concrete 
approvals.

Character, Authenticity and 
Heritage
Response 1
Market rate vs. charming locally owned 
stores- I think the high rents are a challenge 
to the words “character” and “authenticity” 
and I wonder what we could do to help 
the locally-owned businesses that have 
a real contribution to our community? I 
am thinking about Boggs, the Bottleneck, 
Mocha Molly’s, etc. 
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SS is not a “themed” community.  Every 
building tells its own story of when it was 
built and the modest means of most early 
residents. We were not a town built on gold 
and silver like Aspen or Georgetown. We 
are not “ye olde western towne.”

Response 2
Don’t let the push for increased density 
overwhelm the authentic character of 
downtown. How many more 4 story 
commercial/condo complexes can 
downtown handle and still have the human 
scale and character that we appreciate 
today.  

Codes and Rules and regulations are 
problematic to establish and to enforce. 
Control exists with variances. Character, 
Authenticity and Heritage must be the prime 
consideration before granting any variances. 

SS is not a “themed” community.  Every 
building tells its own story of when it was 
built and the modest means of most early 
residents. We were not a town built on gold 
and silver like Aspen or Georgetown. We 
are not “ye olde western towne.” 

Developers and Realtors if educated in the 
detailed history of the City and committed 
to maintaining its character could play a 
major role in setting the tone when selling 
and developing properties in the downtown 
area.

Historic designations should be identified 
and recognized by those involved in 
developments in the Downtown Area 
Plan; The Downtown Historic District (on 
the National Register) is located within the 
DAP area; Inventory of downtown historic 
buildings. 

Remind property owners in the National 
Historic District of the financial incentives 
(state and federal tax credits, city sales tax 
rebates, access to grants, etc.) available 

for them to preserve/ rehab their historic 
properties.

The Preservation Commission has been 
unable to get some signage, either at each 
end of downtown and/or on top of existing 
street names (they are called sign toppers) 
to identify that most of downtown is a 
National Register Historic District.  It’s a 
big deal.  Visitors love knowing this and it 
should be actively promoted. Right now it’s 
not.

Steamboat needs attractive public 
restrooms downtown (and elsewhere in 
commercial districts)

Parking meters would change the small 
town character of downtown. Perhaps a 2 
story parking garage on the City’s parking 
lot at 10th and Lincoln with some mini-retail 
stores facing Lincoln on the street level in 
a public/private venture. (Good example of 
this type of development in Boulder).

Trees; Steamboat Springs has been 
designated (26 years ago) as a “Tree City 
USA, by the Arbor Day Foundation. This 
designation carries responsibilities that the 
City may, or may not, be in compliance with. 
Trees, whether those in the downtown area 
plan or elsewhere help define Steamboat’s 
character. We must employ a process to 
protect our “historic” trees in Old Town. 

Connections into Study 
Area - In and Out
Response 1
There is realistically only one way in and 
out of downtown Steamboat and that is 
Highway 40.  In the future we will continue 
to see the traffic on this road grow as the 
population of Routt County continues to 
increase.  

I think we need to “calm” this traffic.  This 
can be done with better design and traffic 
control.  The obvious way to “calm” traffic 

is to design roads or driving features to 
slow down the traffic.  One obvious way 
is to make the speed limit 20 or even 
15.  Downtown is working toward being a 
vibrant shopping, walking, dinning, creative 
district; cars speeding through town are not 
advantageous to this movement.   

Also a way to remind motorist that they 
are entering downtown, that there are lots 
of kids and pedestrians on the street.   A 
welcome sign will help a little with this.  
We have a great sign and park at the West 
entrance of town at the River Queen 
Park.  Perhaps a sign on the East Entrance 
would make sense too.  Lots of flowers 
in the summer in front of these signs are 
important, as cliché as it is, flowers make 
people happy.  They want to slow down and 

“smell the roses”. 

Another thought is that there should be 
signs directing people to parking.  We want 
them to stop, get out of their cars and get 
them on the street.  The largest parking lots 
are the Howelsen Hill and behind FM Light 
and Sons.  Get them onto Yampa and Oak 
as soon as possible unless they are drive 
through traffic.  

As for Yampa I think we want to strive to 
keep cars off this road, especially in the 
summer.  There are tons of tubers, bikers 
and walkers on this street.  I am not familiar 
with what is currently in place but speed 
bumps, narrow roads, lots of planters 
and a very slow speed limit should be 
implemented here 15 mph.  

For Oak, I think it should be explored 
to make 5th and 11th one way options.  
However you do not want to make cars 
think this is a by-pass to downtown, rather 
encourage slower traffic to continue onto 
Oak perhaps 15 mph again.  I think a 
stop sign at 6th by the Tread of Pioneers 
is necessary, there is lots of traffic here 
especially kids from Boys and Girls Club and 

Soda Creek Elementary.  This would also 
make the number of stops on Oak more 
that Lincoln and perhaps deter folks from 
thinking Oak is faster.  

I think the main goal is to make sure the 
entrance to downtown is well marked and 
makes one feel at home, calm and invited in.

Historic Preservation
Response 1
Historic Buildings at Risk- Unfortunately, 
Steamboat’s historic character, identity and 
authenticity that can be seen and felt in its 
historical buildings is at risk since there are 
currently no regulations or laws in place to 
protect these structures beyond the good 
will of the current property owners. All 
historic registers are honorary and although 
the City’s historic preservation advisory 
committee can recommend a 90-day 
moratorium before demolition of a historic 
structure, this will not save historically 
significant buildings from the next developer 
with the next big project that could make 
them millions. Since heritage, character and 
authenticity lies at the core of Steamboat’s 
brand, the downtown experience, marketing, 
and is a tourism driver, the DAP should 
create recommendations for how to protect 
our greatest assets. This current risk.

Avoid Density- Don’t let the push for 
increased density overwhelm the authentic 
character of downtown. How many more 
4 story commercial/condo complexes 
can downtown handle and still have 
the human scale and character that we 
appreciate today.  (I think of the horrible 
changes in Denver’s Third Avenue Cherry 
Creek shopping district that have ruined 
the formerly inviting and human scaled 
neighborhood)

Keep downtown look and feel- exposed 
brick, signs following guidelines, etc. Keep 
our downtown the way it is!
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Inform Historic Property Owners- Since 
there is so much turnover in ownership/
stewardship of buildings downtown, we 
need to be better about communicating the 
following with new owners/stewards: the 
history of their building; how their building 
contributes to the downtown historic district. 
Or if it isn’t a part of the district, how that 
building contributes to the unique character 
of Steamboat Springs; resources available 
to better steward their building; benefits of 
emphasizing their building’s history as part 
of business’ story

Tax Incentives- Communication to private 
owners within the National Historic District 
about incentives for preserving their historic 
resources (e.g. state and federal tax credits 
and rebates on locally purchased materials) 
when they preserve or rehab their historic 
properties. For example, the owner/
developer of Cloverdale actually didn’t know 
about the tax credits that were available 
until after they had finished rehabbing the 
building. 

I see HRC needing to take a greater role 
on the above two issues, but we also need 
support from the city’s planning department 
and HPC, particularly when new projects go 
before them. 

Trees! When I read the downtown design 
guidelines, there is emphasis on what 
kind of trees/landscaping to plant, but 
little mention of keeping the trees that are 
already here. This is especially important on 
Oak Street. The large spruce trees are part 
of our cultural landscape. 

National Historic District Signage- 
demarcating the downtown historic district, 
on both ends of Lincoln. The plaques on 
buildings are great. But I think we need 
more. Promote and make visible our 
historical resources and district. HPC has 
been trying to initiate this but needs City 
staff assistance.

Stronger plans and policy for developers, 
more fees with new builds and stronger 
enforcement of Community Development 
Codes- It seems there have been a lot of 
variances granted recently. Those codes 
were implemented for a reason and the city 
should enforce them. Or, if they need to be 
updated, they should go through a vigorous 
public process. It is not the City’s problem 
or responsibility to solve a developer’s issue 
that they created in their own business 
models or projections when they purchased 
their properties. While we may have city 
ordinances for setbacks etc. I am constantly 
seeing variances being passed which are 
allowing for buildings to be compromised, or 
even obstructed by newer, taller buildings. 
While these changes may seem small on an 
individual bases, when cumulative they are 
and will be large.

Document all historical buildings, especially 
any left on Yampa St.

Re-hire Historic Preservation planner 
since historic preservation and character/
authenticity is at our core of values and 
tourism. This position existed at the City and 
now does not.

The town of Telluride is one example of a 
community that is doing a wonderful job 
implementing changes and saving their 
historic structures. The entire community 
seems to value their history and are 
working together to keep it unique, rather 
than manipulating the system, applying for 
variances and hardships to push projects 
through the planning commission and city 
council. 

Design reviews for new builds must 
be more critical of the larger impact to 
our setting. The downtown plan (and/
or city design guidelines) should include 
specific language about what aspects of 
our downtown corridor and environment 
are critical to our visual character. If not 

already, it should include lists of exterior 
building materials (for rehab/reno and new 
builds) that are acceptable to help show 
off our historic structures rather than hide 
them. It should make it mandatory that 
any additions or changes to a historic 
structure be reversible. Additions need to 
be sympathetic to the original structure and 
blend and fade into the background, not 
overwhelm the historic structure by size and 
design in order to maintain our streetscape.

Response 2
• Historic preservation is critical to 

our economy; people come to visit 
Steamboat for its heritage and character 
as well as its amenities

• Preservation of that history and 
character are thus important or our 
tourism becomes “plain vanilla” and 
likely declines

• This must be enforced through 
regulation, NOT voluntary listing and 
preservation actions ( we do not 

“volunteer” to drive at a certain speed; it 
is regulated in community interest)

• A number of incentive programs have 
been devised in other communities that 
offset perceived value loss when

• historic designations are enacted

• And a number of incentive programs 
have also been enacted elsewhere to 
encourage redevelopment within a 
preserved structural character

• Steamboat can learn from others about 
the effectiveness of such programs

• Preserving historical character elevates 
all values as it maintains the unique 
character of the community and thus it 
appeal and value
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WHAT IS STEAMBOAT 
SPRINGS DOWNTOWN 
CHARACTER?
The Downtown Plan Work Group members 
assisted the team in defining “what is 
Steamboat Springs downtown character?”

The Work Group was presented with the 
following questions:

Q1: What physical features in Downtown 
best define Steamboat Springs character?

Q2: What specific activities, events and 
services must be maintained, or added, in 
the future to keep diverse groups of people 
living and visiting in Downtown?

Response 1
Answer 1: Relatively low rise buildings (2-3 
stories), brick, wood, “old west” facades, 
wide sidwalks, banner signage over the 
street, seasonal decorative elements on 
light poles and over the street.

Answer 2: Government offices – both City 
and County, diverse retail, “street markets” 
and similar events, some commercial office 
activity, restaurants, some residential of 
diverse pricing.

Response 2
A1: The physical features that best define 
downtown Steamboat Springs are the old 
court house, the old façades, the trees, the 
views to Emerald/Howelson Hill and to the 
ski area, and the river.

A2: Lighting the trees is an important 
service to create a sense of place, along 
with the lights on Yampa Street. The 
farmers market, the Fourth of July Parade, 
and Winter Carnival are all key events and 
activities to be maintained. I’d like to see 
additional public art, specifically murals.

Response 3
A1: Historic buildings, width of Lincoln 
Ave, distance the buildings are set back 
from the street, courthouse and it’s green 
space, landscape views (ie: Mt. Werner 
and Sleeping Giant), access and location 
of Yampa River, trees lining the sidewalks, 
similar (for the most part) height of buildings, 
clean, well kept and occupied store fronts, 
spots for tourists to stop and take photos 
(ie: FM Light’s horse)

A2: Winter Carnival, Farmers Markets, 4th 
of July parade and events, Halloween

Response 4
A1: (no response)

A2: Interactive and informational tours 
people can take to learn the history of our 
town, perhaps a Barn loop tour of a number 
of historical barns we have here, with 
stories told at each stop, movies or sound 
that could be played at each stop, even 
perhaps through an app that people could 
access via their phone at each stop as they 
go.

Community gatherings.

Continued efforts to preserve historical 
aspects of our community as opposed to 
rebuilding new.

Image series follows.

The “hippie dip” could be expanded a 
bit, and provides a very special place for 
visitors and locals to gather and enjoy their 
experience here in downtown Steamboat 
Springs; old and young alike, and it is 
free.  This is the beginning of our beautiful 
downtown character, and lures people with 
its beautiful water and accessibility to easy 
enjoyable fun.

The historical buildings are a huge part of 
what makes downtown so special and 
would not be the same without it.  We 
should continue our efforts to preserve the 
old, and allow for new that incorporates this 
character well, such as below, next picture.

The updating of Yampa Street allows 
for people to gather and have so many 
downtown activities where people can 
gather and walk their dogs and do so 

The Art Depot should continue to offer 
classes in mixed art for all ages and levels, 
as this allows for the experience that locals 
and visitors alike are looking for.  This is 
also made use of a historical building, and 
should continue to be preserved and have 
its stories told.
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Winter Carnival and events are extremely 
important and historical legacy to continue.

Tubing and flyfishing accessibility, beautiful 
bridges, the state of the Yampa River must 
be preserved and maintained to allow 
for future visitors and locals to be able to 
enjoy.  Interpretive signs and information 
are important on preserving and how to 
preserve as well as historical information 
about each area of the river/ downtown.

many outdoor activities is essential to the 
downtown character of Steamboat Springs.

This is what I LOVE the most.

Farmers Market is great and these types of 
events are absolutely pertinent to our towns 
downtown character.

Downtown horses, cattle, parades are 
extremely important in continuing to 
recognize the historical aspects that make 
our town special and unique to us.  

The historical pieces such as the ski picture 
above, as seen at many businesses as well 
as our precious Tread of Pioneers Museum 
make Steamboat visitors and locals alike 
know how special the giants that passed 
before us are, and how they have created 
and helped us to maintain the authentic 
historical heritage this town seems to be 
able hold so tight to and continue for them.

The murals and art should continue, as this 
makes Steamboat special to be able to 
see such beautiful murals depicting our life 
and lifestyles while walking and shopping 
downtown.
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maintain I see the river access as a 
clear service of this town. I hope that 
as we continue to grow and develop we 
keep this as a priority. Forgive me for 
referencing Salida again but the way that 
they have highlighted the Arkansas as a 
primary feature of their downtown really 
compliments the character of the town. 
There are parks built right down by the water 
with seating areas, kids playgrounds and it 
really draws you not only to the river but to 
the rest of downtown.

Response 6
A1: Historical buildings; views of skyline and 
mountains; quaint/unpretentious heritage 
captured in downtown buildings, including 
Oak St.; viewscape of ski mountain to the 
east and sleeping giant to the west; access 
and proximity of river running through 
downtown and the effect of a river in 
the downtown; key cultural centers like 
SAM, Depot, museum; clean and inviting 
storefronts, sidewalks, etc.; lack of big box 
or all the same type of goods and services; 
a real town with real people, access to 
parks, open spaces, gathering spaces, etc.

A2: Historical buildings and their features 
through restrictions and guidelines 
protecting these historical resources for 
future generations; lack of chain/big box 
stores; traffic is getting worse—continue to 
explore ways to mititage noise and traffic 
in the heart of our downtown; need more 
public gathering spaces near the river and 
in downtown for events, small gatherings, 
WITH river access. etc.- perhaps develop 
Workman Park. Consider 9th and Yampa 
parking lot and improvements to Little Toots 
including use of the old community center 
in Little Toots park. Consider improvements 
to other river front areas. Consider creating 
some sore of town center square with 
benches, unique play elements like kid 
spray park, etc.

Response 5
A1: When I think back to the first time I 
visited Steamboat, summer of 2005, I can 
still remember the views. When you’re 
walking downtown to eat, shop or just 
wander you can’t help but get that beautiful 
view of Mt. Werner along with the Yampa 
river. At that time we didn’t have The 
Olympian, Alpenglow, Howelson Place 
or any of the other newer developments. 
When I walked around downtown you 
could feel the character of the American 
West. Keep in mind, I had never been west 
of St Louis before I came out here. You 
see brick buildings everywhere you go but 
there was something about the way the 
downtown was laid out that let you know 
this used to be an Old West thoroughfare. 
The sidewalks were easy to navigate, the 
store fronts colorful and inviting. I liked the 
mix of different types of retail shops. To 
this day Homesteader is still a favorite. I 
feel like every nice town I go to has a great 
kitchen store in their downtown. I remember 
having a marg on the rooftop, views of 
Mt Werner and the Sleeping Giant sinking 
their Yampa Valley Curse talons into me. As 
we have evolved into our downtown circa 
2018 I can say I have been impressed at 
the ability to have new builds, new ideas 
and new facades but this still seems to 
feel like the small Western town we aspire 
to be. I really enjoy the new colors we 
get with stores like Fringe, Tall Tulips and 
the various other fronts that have added 
some flare to their day to day. FM Light 
has really stepped their game up with the 
window displays. I also like that you are 
just a stone’s throw away to various parks. 
When you get hot or tired you could rest 
under the big trees of Little Toots. If you 
need a book, read it under the shade at 
Bud Werner and watch people surf C Hole. 
Lastly, I have really enjoyed our focus and 
dedication on visual arts. The new murals 
add a splash of character. There was always 
a small sense of jealousy walking around 

Keep heritage events like 4th of July, Winter 
Carnival, Farmer’s Market, Halloween, etc. 
which engages both locals and visitors and 
has roots in our history. Reconsider events 
like Mustang Roundup etc. that has more of 
a Moab or Craig feel.

The feel of downtown and character is 
compromised by traffic and its noise. 
Continue to search for solutions to divert 
through traffic on HWY 40, especially 
trucks, and provide some pedestrian friendly 
streets and spaces to escape noise and and 
traffic that impacts small town charm and 
character. Consider providing real incentives 
for carpools, bike commuters, and 
commercial trucks and cars moving through 
Steamboat on HWY 40 to use alternate 
routes.

See images below.

Denver, especially the River North district, 
and seeing the freedom of expression that I 
see as important in our growth. I especially 
love the Natural Grocers mural…to the 
point that we shot some of our wedding 
photos in front of it. To summarize I would 
say it is important to have clean, organized 
facades with thoughtful window displays. I 
enjoy uniformity without looking like every 
building is the same. I think we have done 
a good job with the height and organization 
of buildings. Having art and open spaces 
is important to keep. Access to the river 
is also a very important benefit of our 
downtown. The lights on the trees in the 
Winter is a nice added touch.

A2: There are a lot of events, both for 
Summer and Winter, that I enjoy and would 
like to see stick around. The Farmer’s 
Market has been a great and growing 
event. I love that we do the Mustang car 
show even though I’m not a big fan of the 
car itself. Having a warm blooded event 
like that on Father’s Day weekend makes 
a lot of people happy and I know many 
look forward to that each year. I love the 
Yampa River Festival but would like to see 
us grow that into more of a FibArk event 
like they hold in Salida. The event has been 
growing year over year so I see us working 
towards that eventually. The main difference 
between the two that I see is that FibArk 
draws in some of the top river athletes in 
the country where as ours seems like more 
of a local’s celebration. One thing I feel we 
lack in this town are mountain biking races. 
While we have the town challenge for locals 
throughout the summer we don’t seem 
to have many IMBA affiliated races even 
with an IMBA chapter here in Routt County 
Riders. With Emerald, Buff Pass and Mt 
Werner all so accessible I hope to see some 
top Enduro, Cross Country and other various 
races come to Steamboat in the future. As 
far as services to
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independent businesses, as well as the 
cultural sector. 

Looking specifically at the built environment: 
Steamboat Springs’ historic buildings are 
an important compenent of downtown’s 
character and should, whenever possible, 
be preserved. A historic building’s attributes, 
like materials (local brick, sandstone, and 
Yampa river rock), architectural style, height, 
and setback from the street, all contribute 
to the character of downtown. While new 
construction should be slightly differentiated 
from the historic buildings, it must also 
be compatible with the district as a whole 
(especially regarding height). 

A2: Historically, downtown Steamboat 
Springs has been the vibrant commercial 
core of Steamboat Springs and Routt 
County. Special attention should be paid 
to ensure commercial activity remains, 
with particular emphasis on attracting 
and maintaining independent businesses. 
Additionally, cultural activities and attractions 
should be maintained or enhanced.   

Downtown Steamboat Springs is a National 
Historic District, though most people 
probably do not know this. I recommend 
increased signage – perhaps different 
colored street signs, or small signs at each 
end demarcating the district – to increase 
visibility of/give meaning to this distinction.  

Response 8
A1: The character of downtown is made up 
of many elements. 

• The Western charm of not all but some 
of the buildings. 

• The connection between the downtown 
neighborhood and the businesses. 

• The neighborhood connection makes it 
possible for a large number of people to 
walk or ride bikes to dinner or events. 

• The streets and sidewalks are clean. 
Storefronts are occupied and are, for the 
most part, well kept. 

• The hometown street events. 

• Vibrancy and thriving businesses. 

A2: Something we don’t think about often 
are the things that are missing. 

• There aren’t a lot of hoodlums, thugs, 
teenagers, potheads (you choose the 
label) milling around. 

• We don’t have a significant number 
of homeless wandering the streets or 
begging for money.  

Response 9
A1: Downtown Steamboat is best defined 
as the intermix of our natural gifts (the 
yampa river, Howelson/Emerald Mountain) 
with a historic downtown.  Specifically 
a downtown built around the historic 
courthouse with (some) buildings remaining 
from that era.  The parks (workman) and 
view cooridors of Howleson and the River 
are essential to create a good mix with a 
vibrant commericial sector.

A2: For downtown to be vibrant we need 
events need that target both locals and 
tourist.  Current events that do a good job of 
this are: 4th of July events, Winter Carnival, 
Farmers Market (event’s that seem to fail 
this are things such as the Mustang Rally 
and Ride the Rockies).   Additional we need 
to keep a good mix of independent retailers 
that are bringing experiences and products 
that are not easily duplicated online.

Response 10
A1 and A2: Much of what people are calling 
character is coming from the community 
feeling and vibrancy of downtown

created by the people. I recommend that 
we look at ways to continue to attract locals 
and visitors to our

Response 7
A1: Short answer: 

• Historic buildings

• Yampa River and lots of “greenery” 
(trees and parks) 

• View of Mt. Werner and view/proximity 
of Howelsen Hill 

• Connectivity – walkability and bikeability 

Long answer: 

Before digging into the tangible physical 
character of Steamboat Springs, I think 
it’s important to consider the intangible 
character that defines the Steamboat 
Springs community (the “feeling” that 
makes people happy to live here and 
visitors wanting to come back): collectively 
as a community I think we strive to be 
welcoming and inclusive, not pretentious, 
active and connected to the natural 
environment, and stimulating, artistic, and 
creative. Downtown, the physical place, 
should reinforce that intangible communal 
identity. 

In order to reinforce the above: our plan 
could focus on connectivity, preserving our 
historic structures,  protecting viewsheds, 
increasing access to and usability of the 
river, parks, and public spaces, preserving 
trees (esp. on Oak St.), and promoting 
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downtown. I believe that means more 
density but as you have pointed out we 
still have a fair amount of developable land 
downtown. It definitely means attracting the 
kinds of retail shops that people seek out 
and having enough of them. It also means 
supporting arts and cultural events that give 
people a reason to come downtown.

I like the idea of changing the permitted 
use depending what block someone is 
building on. Your example of the Wells 
fargo property was fitting. Do we really 
need retail on the ground floor of that block 
or would it make more since for it to be 
residential, hotel or office space?

I would hold developers to high standards. 
What gets built today will be a fixture of 
our community for decades to come. So 
regardless of density / or permitted use 
lets make sure the architecture is fit for 
downtown.

Response 11
A1 and A2: Ask any local and tourist why 
they are in Steamboat Springs and they 
will answer  - the natural beauty, access to 
outdoor recreation, and the sense of a “real” 
community that are unique to Steamboat 
Springs. It has been described by Paul 
Bonnifield and others as “sense of place”.  
Therefore, the physical features that best 
define our “sense of place” are those that 
highlight our natural surroundings, outdoor 
amenities, and the history and culture 
of our community.  Views of Howelsen 
Hill, Sleeping Giant, the river and the big 
mountain should be preserved.  Where 
possible, trees should not be removed, 
or requirements for replanting should be 
established.  In addition, plans should work 
to preserve or enhance in-town parks and 
open spaces.  Where possible, streams 
should remain daylighted.  Historic buildings 
should be incorporated into downtown 
development plans to ensure the history 

and agricultural culture of our community 
are maintained.

Events and activities that highlight these 
aspects of our community – Winter Carnival, 
International ski competitions (Nordic 
jumping and cross country races), Fourth of 
July Parade, etc. should continue.  

See images below.
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B. Public Workshop 1

On Wednesday, April 11, 2018, the 
community was invited to participate in the 
Downtown Plan’s First Public Workshop. A 
morning and an evening meeting with digital 
live polling attracted 42 participants to the 
outreach event while an online digital survey 
collected 634 responses. The purpose of 
this Workshop I was to present context 
information and facilitate conversations 
with the community about key topics 
that define the future of Downtown. 
Priorities and critical success factors for 
the plan were established based on the 
participants feedback. The topic areas 
included: land uses and zoning, parking and 
mobility, housing diversity, arts and culture 
and historic preservation, public realm, 
development economics, and character of 
the built environment.

SUMMARY OF 
COMMUNTY INPUT
Baseline Data
• Most of the survey participants are 

year-round residents of the Steamboat 
Springs area (84.40%). The Public 
Workshop 1 participants boasted 
a higher percentage of Downtown 
business owners, Downtown workers, 
and Downtown residents.

• Survey participants engage in a variety 
of activities downtown including: 
attending festivals, socializing, sitting 
and relaxing, walking and passing 
through, attending cultural events, 
working, dining, or shopping (from 
44.23% to 96.15%). More Public 
Workshop 1 participants work in 
Downtown compared to the online 
survey (71.15% versus 37.70%).

Downtown Land Use and 
Zoning
• The preferences for street level 

land uses was split among survey 
participants. The most popular answers 
were: depends on which street 
(36.17%), retail, restaurant, and office 

infrequent bus times, street 
maintenance, and ADA accessibility.

• When asked what causes real or 
perceived parking problems, survey 
participants reported that there is not 
enough parking spaces in Downtown 
(53.56%) and it takes too long to find a 
parking space (39.85%). Other popular 
choices are the difficulty of parallel 
parking in traffic (29.43%), and the 
lack of parking in front of the desired 
destination (17.55%).

Housing Diversity
The topic of housing in downtown is 
important to the community. Survey 
participants prefer to accommodate more 
locals with attainable housing options 
compared to accommodating second 
homeowners with high-end housing.

• When asked about the most appropriate 
locations for housing, the most selected 
options include East of 5th and West 
of 9th (45.16%), Oak Street (43.26%), 
and anywhere in downtown (32.26%). 
Less popular options include the 
cross streets (26.76%), Yampa Street 
(13.85%) and Lincoln Avenue (4.93%).

• The survey participants indicated that 
the two biggest barriers to developing 
housing diversity in downtown include 
high development costs (62.24%) and 
high construction costs (53.51%).

• The three housing market types 
selected as appropriate to locate in 
Downtown include move up housing 
(71.73%), high end/second homes 
(46.68%), and entry level housing 
(55.41%). Other market types include 
low income housing (25.05%) and 
seasonal housing (31.31%) but were not 
selected at a high rate.

• Of all the housing products considered 
by the survey participants, attainable 
options were selected at a higher rate 
than high end options including for 
rent apartments, condominiums, and 
townhouses/duplexes.

(31.74%), or only retail and restaurant 
(28.01%). 

• Survey participants are open to more 
land uses such as plazas, parks and 
open space (49.82%), theaters, 
museums and community centers 
(43.44%), specialty retailers (42.73%), 
daily needs retailers (32.09%), 
restaurants and bars (39.01%), and 
lodging, hotels and/or conference 
meeting facilities (15.43%). The less 
preferred land use options include 
residential, office space, and civic 
facilities.

Connectivity, Parking, and 
Mobility
The Public Workshop One survey 
participants consider connectivity, parking 
and mobility to be a critical topic to address 
in the Downtown Plan. The existing 
public parking stock is ample according 
to the Downtown Steamboat Springs 
Parking Analysis (Oct. 16, 2014) but some 
opportunities for improved management 
include wayfinding signage, metered 
parking, offsite parking with shuttle service, 
and changing the general attitude about 
parking in front of destinations. Walkability 
and bikeability are opportunities to alleviate 
some of the connectivity issues downtown 
and enhancing the experience walking from 
a parking spot to a destination. Participants 
cited the need for more designated 
crosswalks, better intersection signal timing, 
consistent sidewalk maintenance and 
snow removal as important considerations 
for improving downtown pedestrian 
connections.

• The most selected connectivity and 
mobility challenges in Downtown 
include a lack of parking for business 
customers and business owners/
employees. Other concerns consist of 
a lack of sidewalks and disconnected 
sidewalks, a lack of bike facilities and 
amenities, snow removal, dangerous 
intersections, sidewalk maintenance, 

Arts, Culture and Historic 
Preservation
The existing historic character surfaced 
often as a priority for the Downtown 
Plan. The community is interested in 
establishing protections of historic buildings 
for preservation into the future. The idea 
of arts and culture manifests in downtown 
public art and numerous community events. 
Although these elements of downtown are 
cherished, the survey participants would 
invite additional public art opportunities and 
a system for better coordinating planning 
and infrastructure needs for an existing 
robust summer event calendar. 

• Survey participants indicate that the 
number of Downtown events during 
the summer and winter is appropriate 
(52.22% and 59.96% respectively). 

• The majority of survey participants 
(86.65%) consider the historic 
downtown buildings to contribute to 
the history and heritage of Steamboat 
Springs. Other popular choices include 
surrounding parks and open space 
(69.05%), local businesses (43.91%), 
street trees and landscaping (49.32%) 
as well as public art (23.21%).

• About half of the survey participants 
believe there should be more public art 
in Downtown (51.26%).

Public Realm
Survey participants prioritize historic 
character, local businesses, and views of 
surrounding open space and mountains 
as contributing to a distinct downtown 
identity. The addition of a dedicated 
centralized gathering space surfaced often 
in survey questions, written responses, 
and in discussion. Although some public 
realm elements are difficult to balance with 
snow plowing access needs, the survey 
participants expressed interest in improving 
and/or adding street furnishings, alley ways, 
public greenspace, sidewalks, bike storage 
facilities, plantings, and public art.
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• When asked about survey participants’ 
satisfaction levels with the current 
condition of Downtown, more 
participants reported being satisfied or 
very satisfied (66.01%) than dissatisfied 
(30.45%). 

• Survey participants mostly selected 
three options for what elements 
contribute to downtown’s identity 
including the views of Howelsen, 
Sleeping Giant, and the ski area 
(82.71%), historic buildings (79.57%), 
and local businesses (52.65%).

• The most selected options for what 
physical elements can be improved 
include street furnishings (53.24%), 
streets (36.35%), green space 
(54.03%), historic buildings (40.28%), 
and sidewalks (39.29%).

• When asked about what elements the 
survey participants would like to see 
added to downtown, the most selected 
options include a central gathering 
space (50.88%), benches (56.19%), 
bike storage (42.83%), plantings 
(50.69%), and public art (45.58%). 
Other popular options include water 
features and/or fountains (36.35%), 
lighting (30.65%), signage and banners 
(13.75%), shade (36.54%) and play 
features (19.65%).

Development Economics
Survey participants understand the complex 
nature of development in Downtown 
Steamboat Springs. In general, it is 
recognized that increasing density through 
an additional floor of building could result 
in achieving goals with increasing housing 
diversity and decreasing the ground floor 
retail rent prices. Development economics 

downtown character. The alleyways present 
an opportunity to further enhance the 
quality of the downtown built environment.

• The criteria the survey participants 
consider important for new or 
redeveloped buildings in Downtown 
include: preserving key views to the 
surrounding mountains (75.05%), is 
designed in a context sensitive manner 
(70.06%), and required parking is 
accommodated on the site (65.87%).

• The County Courthouse is currently 
the tallest building in downtown and 
survey participants were asked if this 
standard should continue. The Public 
Workshop One in-person results 
show that 51 percent of participants 
somewhat agree or strongly agree while 
another 30 percent strongly disagree. 
However, 60.14 percent of the online 
survey participants agree or somewhat 
agree while 39.87 percent disagree or 
somewhat disagree.

Closing
• Survey participants considered the most 

important elements to include in the 
Downtown Plan. A large percentage 
of the participants want to see historic 
character preserved (72.75%). Closely 
following was the interest in support for 
existing businesses (57.92%) and more 
trees, parks and public gathering spaces 
(42.48%). Other choices included 
opportunities for new businesses, better 
pedestrian and bicycle connections, 
barriers to development addressed and 
improved transportation.

can be balanced by addressing the 
significant barriers of high development 
costs and high construction costs. Local 
businesses and restaurants are a beloved 
component to ground floor activation in 
downtown.

• Most of the Public Workshop One 
in-person survey participants (55% 
combined) consider an additional floor 
in buildings to be viable when it results 
in increased housing diversity and more 
affordable retail.

• Comparatively, most of the Public 
Workshop One online survey 
participants (48.42%) consider buildings 
with an additional floor to be out of 
character with Downtown.

• The survey participants indicated that 
the two biggest barriers to developing 
housing diversity in downtown include 
high development costs (62.24%) and 
high construction costs (53.51%). (from 
Housing questions)

Character of the Built 
Environment
Under the topic of character of the built 
environment, historic character surfaced 
again as a priority when most survey 
participants indicated a preference for new 
and redeveloped buildings in downtown to 
be designed in a context sensitive manner. 
Another important element contributing 
to downtown character are the views 
to surrounding mountains. Workshop 
participants consider the vibrant center 
of downtown to be between 5th and 9th 
Streets. Placemaking elements like floral 
displays and lighting are also important to 
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PUBLIC WORKSHOP 1 - CONTEXT PRESENTATION SLIDES
Purpose

Development Economics

Art, Culture and 
Historic 
Preservation

Public Realm

Housing Diversity

Diversity and Scale of Land Uses

Connectivity: Parking, 
Transit, Mobility

Character of the Built 
Environment

Key Topics

1.Diversity and scale of land uses (ie, retail, restaurant, office, civic, 
residential)

2.Connectivity: Transit, Mobility and Parking

3.Housing Diversity

4.Arts, Culture and Historic Preservation

5.Public Realm (sidewalks, plazas, open space and parks)

6.Development Economics

7.Character of the Built Environment

Downtown Plan
April 2018

Today’s Agenda

1. Your story.

2. Build the foundation for each topic area.

3. What is your vision for the future of Downtown Steamboat Springs? 
(Questionnaire)

Our Challenge
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Not all streets in Downtown are the sameYour Story - what is your answer to…

Lincoln Avenue

State Highway US40 
and Steamboat’s Main 
Street

LINCOLN AVENUE

Keypad Polling Devices

0 key= option 10

When the polling opens 
you will select any key 
and your keypad light 

should flash green

Note: If you want to change your 
answer: select the buttons all 
over again- the last ones you 
select will register

Oak Street

Downtown to 
Residential Transition 
Street

OAK STREET

What best describes you? (Select all that 
apply)

1. I am a year-round resident of the Steamboat Springs area
2. I am a seasonal resident of the Steamboat Springs area
3. I live in Downtown
4. I work in Downtown
5. I visit/recreate in Steamboat (I do not live here)
6. I am a business owner in Downtown
7. I attend school in Steamboat
8. Other
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Existing Land UseYampa Street

A Festival Street with 
Nightlife and River 
Access

YAMPA STREET

Current Zone DistrictsCross Streets

Cross Streets Provide 
Routes and Views to 
Recreation

Lincoln Avenue Zoning

Downtown Land Use + Zoning
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Existing Build Outs
• Most of Lincoln Avenue is not built to as high a density as existing zoning would allow

• Density is concentrated in the center of the corridor between 5th and 10th Streets

• Only three parcels attain the maximum build out

Oak Street Zoning 

Study Area Cross SectionFloor Area Ratio (FAR)

FAR is the relationship 
between the total amount 
of usable floor area that is 
permitted for the building 
and the total lot area.

1.0 FAR

4.0 FAR

Redevelopment Opportunities in Downtown

Some parcels are known to be 
identified for redevelopment

Yampa Street Zoning
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Connectivity

What do you do in Downtown? (select all 
that apply)

1. Shop
2. Dine
3. Work
4. Attend cultural events
5. Walk/ pass through
6. Sit/ relax
7. Socialize
8. Attend festivals
9. I do not visit Downtown
10. Other

Connections: Vehicular

Streets are All 
Two-Way Traffic

What should the primary street level uses be 
in Downtown? (select one)

1. Retail and restaurant
2. Retail, restaurant, and office
3. Depends on which street
4. Any ground floor use should be allowed on any street
5. Other

Connections: Transit

11th St 7th St 3rd St9th St 5th St

What uses would you like to see added or 
more of in downtown? (Select top three)

1. Specialty retailers, like a local jewelry designer
2. “Daily needs” retailers, like a small grocery
3. Restaurants and bars
4. Office space
5. Lodging, hotels and/or conference meeting facilities
6. Destinations like theaters, museums or community centers, etc
7. Plazas, open space and/or parks
8. Civic facilities for the city, county and public safety
9. Residential
10. Other (please specify on a comment card)
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What causes real or perceived parking 
problems? (select top two)

1. Parking is not in front of my destination
2. It takes too long to find a space
3. Its too hard to parallel park with traffic 
4. Not enough parking spaces 
5. Timed parking is too short
6. Timed parking is too long
7. Other

Connections: Bicycle and Pedestrian Routes

Housing Diversity

Parking Existing Conditions

Downtown Housing InventoryWhat are the biggest connectivity/ mobility 
challenges in Downtown? (select up to three)

1. Lack of parking for business customers
2. Lack of parking for business owners and employees
3. Lack of sidewalks/ disconnected sidewalks
4. Lack of bike facilities/ amenities
5. Dangerous intersections
6. Sidewalk maintenance
7. Street maintenance
8. Snow removal
9. Infrequent bus times
10. ADA accessibility
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What are the greatest contributing barriers to 
developing housing diversity in Downtown? 
(select top three)

A. Building code restrictions
B. Zoning restrictions
C. Development review process (time/ convenience)
D. Development costs 
E. Inadequate transportation services
F. Inadequate infrastructure
G. Cost of construction (materials/ labor)
H. Lack of demand
I. I don’t know

Community-wide Challenges in Four Market Types

1. Seasonal 2. Low Income 3. Entry Level 4. Move Up
• High rents
• Low supply
• Tight labor market

• Lack of funding
• Limited transportation
• Low wages
• Lack of community 

support
• Lack of infrastructure

• Lack of funding
• Resistance to 

annexation
• Limited transportation
• Low wages
• Lack of community 

support
• Lack of political 

leadership
• Rapid appreciation of 

existing supply
• Financial barriers for 

consumers
• Lack of infrastructure

• Low wages
• Lack of community 

support

Which of these housing market types belong 
in Downtown? (select all that apply)

1. Seasonal
2. Low income
3. Entry level
4. Move up
5. High end/ second homes

Downtown-Specific Strategies

• Housing supply is not keeping up with market demand 
leading to rapidly increasing home prices and rental 
rates. 

• Our goal is to identify downtown-specific strategies 
which contribute to the broader community vision.

• What strategies are right for Downtown? 

What kind of housing do you prefer in 
Downtown? (select top three)

1. Townhome/ duplex (high end)
2. Townhome/ duplex (attainable)
3. Condominium (high end)
4. Condominium (attainable)
5. Apartments (high end, for rent)
6. Apartments (attainable, for rent)

Is there an area of Downtown most appropriate 
for housing? (select all that apply)

1. Lincoln Avenue
2. Oak Street
3. Yampa Street
4. Cross Streets
5. East of 5th and West of 9th

6. Anywhere
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History and Heritage as Tourism
People Architecture Events

RecreationRanching

Art, Culture and 
Historic Heritage

During summer, what statement best describes 
the number of programmed events/ activities in 
or adjacent to Downtown? (select one)

1. Downtown has too many
2. Downtown has the appropriate number
3. Downtown does not have enough

Art, Culture and Historic Inventory

During winter, what statement best describes 
the number of programmed events/ activities in 
or adjacent to Downtown? (select one)

1. Downtown has too many
2. Downtown has the appropriate number
3. Downtown does not have enough

Heritage

Image: “Our Vision Our Future: 
Strategic Plan for Steamboat 
Springs Creative District”
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Public Realm: Plazas, Parks, Open SpaceWhat amenities best contribute to the history/ 
heritage of Steamboat and should be preserved? 
(select top three)

1. Historic buildings
2. Other buildings
3. Local businesses
4. Surrounding parks/ open space
5. Street trees and landscaping
6. Public art

How satisfied are you with the current physical 
conditions of Downtown? (select one)

1. Very satisfied
2. Satisfied
3. Dissatisfied
4. Very dissatisfied
5. No opinion

What is your opinion about public art in 
Downtown? (select one)

1. There is the right amount
2. There are too many 
3. There should be more

Which physical elements contribute most to 
Downtown’s identity? (select top three)

1. Streets
2. Green space
3. Sidewalks
4. Historic buildings
5. Other buildings
6. Local businesses
7. Signage and wayfinding
8. Views of Howelsen, Sleeping Giant, or the ski area

Public Realm
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Development/ Construction - Risks

• High land costs.

• Market - housing sells for less than the cost to build.

• Steamboat competes with regional and national investors. 

• Steamboat competes with Denver, I-70 communities and Grand 
Junction for commercial contractors.

• A limited local subcontractor pool contributes to labor costs.

• Minimal areas for construction staging.

What, if any, physical elements should be 
improved? (select top three)

1. Streets (width, speed, frequency of stop signs/lights)
2. Green space
3. Sidewalks
4. Street furnishings (benches, planters, banners)
5. Historic buildings
6. Other buildings
7. Signage and wayfinding

Community Development Code – Cost Drivers

• Top floor setbacks result in lost efficiencies for structural, 
mechanical and plumbing designs. 

• Required snowmelt of decks and sidewalk are expensive 
to construct and maintain.

• Below grade parking is approximately $50,000 per space.

• Mixed use construction requires the use of concrete and 
steel instead of wood framing. 

Are you interested in adding any of these 
elements to Downtown? (select all that apply)

1. Benches
2. Shade
3. Lighting
4. Bike storage
5. Play features
6. Water features and/or fountains
7. Plantings
8. Signage/ Banners
9. Central gathering space
10. Public art

Residential Contributes to Downtown Economics

• Development in Downtown could contribute to more 
residential units. 

• A variety of unit types and prices would bring a mix 
full-time and part-time residents. 

• A larger residential population in Downtown would 
further activate the core, foster development and 
economic prosperity. 

Development 
Economics
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Roof Types Impact the Perception of Height
Aspen Art Museum Aspen Little Nell

44’
44’30’

10’

• For example, a solid mass with a flat roof, 
like the Aspen Art Museum is perceived to 
be tall.

• Although the Little Nell is the same height, 
the height is perceived to be less.

• A pedestrian-level arcade further breaks 
up the mass.

Character of the Built 
Environment

Top Floor Setbacks

Yampa Street Building Code

Downtown Buildings

Yampa Street Lincoln Avenue Oak Street

Top Floor Setbacks and Historic Context

• Historic buildings do not have setbacks

• Tenant of Historic Preservation: “what’s new should complement but be distinct 
from historic buildings”

Lincoln Ave historic buildings Potential historic preservation new construction

Pop Quiz! Which building do you think is taller? 
(select one)

1. Aspen Art Museum is way taller
2. Aspen Art Museum is slightly taller
3. Aspen Little Nell is way taller
4. Aspen Little Nell is slightly taller
5. They are the same height

Aspen Art Museum Aspen Little Nell
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What statement reflects your view of a 3 or 4 
story building in Downtown? (select only one)

1. Additional “sellable” floors could make street level retail less expensive
2. An additional floor could increase housing diversity
3. Buildings with an additional floor are out of character with downtown
4. Other 

Activated Storefronts

What criteria should apply to new or redeveloped 
buildings in Downtown? (select all that apply)

1. Does not block any key views to the surrounding mountains
2. Is designed in a context sensitive manner
3. Allows for more attainable retail rent prices
4. Offers diversity in housing options
5. Required parking be accommodated on site
6. Other 

Building Materials and Scale

Should the County Courthouse be the tallest 
building in Downtown? (select one)

1. Strongly agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree 
4. Strongly disagree

Frontage Impacts Public Realm
Ground level setbacks Split-level setbacks
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Closing

What are the most important 
recommendations for the Downtown Plan to 
include? (select top three)

1. Support for existing businesses
2. Opportunities for new businesses
3. Barriers to development are addressed
4. Historic character is preserved
5. Improved transportation
6. Expanded programming, events and activities
7. More job opportunities
8. Better pedestrian and bicycle connections
9. More trees, parks and public gathering spaces

Next Steps

• April – The City will continue to present context information to various groups.

• April - Online version of the presentation/ polling questions.

• May – Prepare draft downtown plan

• July – Public Workshop 2, presentation/ discussion of downtown plan ideas

• August - Adoption
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1. What best describes you? (Select all that apply)

2. What do you do in Downtown? (Select all that apply)

3. What should the primary street level uses be in Downtown? (Select 
all that apply)

PUBLIC WORKSHOP 1 
RESULTS
The Downtown Plan Public Workshop 
One presents context information to the 
community and determines some initial 
community preferences.

For the chart summaries that follow, this 
legend offers a graphic distinction between 
presentation participants and online forum 
participants:

Table #: Workshop One Summary of Participants
Venue Dates Number of Participants

Public Workshop Presentation AM April 11, 2018 34

Public Workshop Presentation PM April 11, 2018 18

Public Workshop Subtotal 52

Public Workshop Online Forum April 11 to May 11, 2018 634

Total 686

Public Workshop One Presentation participants

Public Workshop One Online Forum participants

579

54

127

153

28

87

10

26

I am a year-round resident of the Steamboat Springs area

I am a seasonal resident of the Steamboat Springs area

I live in Downtown

I work in Downtown

I visit/recreate in Steamboat (I do not live here)

I am a business owner in Downtown

I attend school in Steamboat

Other

490

552

230

422

461

291

430

403

5

41

Shop

Dine

Work

Attend cultural events

Walk/ pass through

Sit/ relax

Socialize

Attend festivals

I do not visit Downtown

Other

158

179

204

43

2

Retail and restaurant

Retail, restaurant, and office

Depends on which street

Any ground floor use should be allowed on any street

Other
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358

253

165

136

129

83

23

89

45

26

Lack of parking for business customers

Lack of parking for business owners and employees

Lack of sidewalks/ disconnected sidewalks

Lack of bike facilities/ amenities

Dangerous intersections

Sidewalk maintenance

Street maintenance

Snow removal

Infrequent bus times

ADA accessibil ity

4. What uses would you like to see added or more of in Downtown? 
(Select top three)

5. What are the biggest connectivity/ mobility challenges in Downtown? 
(Select top three)

241

181

220

38

87

245

281

34

93

34

Specialty retailers, like a local jewelry designer

“Daily needs” retailers, l ike a small grocery

Restaurants and bars

Office space

Lodging, hotels and/or conference meeting facilities

Destinations like theaters, museums or community
centers, etc

Plazas, open space and/or parks

Civic facilities for the city, county and public safety

Residential

Other (please specify on a comment card)

6. What causes real or perceived parking problems? (Select top two)

96

218

161

293

66

20

76

Parking is not in front of my destination

It takes too long to find a space

Its too hard to parallel park with traffic

Not enough parking spaces

Timed parking is too short

Timed parking is too long

Other

7. Is there an area of Downtown most appropriate for housing? (Select 
all that apply)

26

228

73

141

238

170

Lincoln Avenue

Oak Street

Yampa Street

Cross Streets

East of 5th and West of 9th

Anywhere
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8. What are the greatest contributing barriers to developing housing 
diversity in Downtown? (Select top three)

9. Which of these housing market types belong in Downtown? (Select all 
that apply)

10. What kind of housing do you prefer in Downtown? (Select top three)

11. During summer, what statement best describes the number of 
programmed events/ activities in or adjacent to Downtown? (Select 
one)

12. During winter, what statement best describes the number of 
programmed events/ activities in or adjacent to Downtown? (Select 
one)

16

131

141

328

18

83

282

18

108

Building code restrictions

Zoning restrictions

Development review process (time/ convenience)

Development costs

Inadequate transportation services

Inadequate infrastructure

Cost of construction (materials/ labor)

Lack of demand

I don't know (added for PM Workshop only)

Note: on question 8, the questions provided to each set of 
participants varied. In the online forum, the answer “development 
review process (time/convenience)” was not provided. In the 
morning presentation, the answer “I don’t know” was not provided.

165

132

292

378

246

Seasonal

Low income

Entry level

Move up

High end/ second homes

110

277

174

325

117

303

Townhome/ duplex (high end)

Townhome/ duplex (attainable)

Condominium (high end)

Condominium (attainable)

Apartments (high end, for rent)

Apartments (attainable, for rent)

178

270

69

Downtown has too many

Downtown has the appropriate number

Downtown does not have enough

44

310

162

Downtown has too many

Downtown has the appropriate number

Downtown does not have enough
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13. What amenities best contribute to the history/ heritage of 
Steamboat and should be preserved? (Select top three)

14. What is your opinion about public art in Downtown? (Select one)

15. How satisfied are you with the current physical conditions of 
Downtown? (Select one)

16. Which physical elements contribute most to Downtown’s identity? 
(Select top three)

17. What, if any, physical elements should be improved? (Select top 
three)

448

24

227

357

255

120

Historic buildings

Other buildings

Local businesses

Surrounding parks/ open space

Street trees and landscaping

Public art

36

300

139

16

17

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

No opinion

219

30

265

There is the right amount

There are too many

There should be more

64

157

84

405

23

268

30

421

Streets

Green space

Sidewalks

Historic buildings

Other buildings

Local businesses

Signage and wayfinding

Views of Howelsen, Sleeping Giant, or the ski area

185

275

200

271

205

76

112

Streets (width, speed, frequency of stop signs/lights)

Green space

Sidewalks

Street furnishings (benches, planters, banners)

Historic buildings

Other buildings

Signage and wayfinding
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18. Are you interested in adding any of these elements to Downtown? 
(Select all that apply)

19. Pop Quiz! Which building do you think is taller? (select one)

20. What statement reflects your view of a 3 or 4 story building in 
Downtown? (select one)

21. What criteria should apply to new or redeveloped buildings in 
Downtown? (select all that apply)

286

186

156

218

100

185

258

70

259

232

Benches

Shade

Lighting

Bike storage

Play features

Water features and/or fountains

Plantings

Signage/ Banners

Central gathering space

Public art

2

5

6

8

23

Aspen Art Museum is way taller

Aspen Art Museum is slightly taller

Aspen Little Nell is way taller

Aspen Little Nell is slightly taller

They are the same height

Note: question 19 was only asked of 
the presentation participants because it 
launched a discussion about building height 
and design strategies.

76

167

231

17

Additional “sellable” floors could make street level retail  
less expensive

An additional floor could increase housing diversity

Buildings with an additional floor are out of character with
downtown

Other

376

351

185

226

330

18

Does not block any key views to the surrounding
mountains

Is designed in a context sensitive manner

Allows for more attainable retail rent prices

Offers diversity in housing options

Required parking be accommodated on site

Other
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22. Should the County Courthouse be the tallest building in Downtown? 
(select one)

24. Do you have other thoughts you wish to share? (Write in)

23. What are the most important recommendations for the Downtown 
Plan to include? (select top 3)

124

173

120

78

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

289

143

113

363

81

44

32

134

212

Support for existing businesses

Opportunities for new businesses

Barriers to development are addressed

Historic character is preserved

Improved transportation

Expanded programming, events and activities

More job opportunities

Better pedestrian and bicycle connections

More trees, parks and public gathering spaces

Responses from Public Workshops - AM and PM

Housing (locals and workers otherwise) not a priority in Downtown with all the others - retail, 
restaurant, museums, galleries, parks, parking, transit, etc.

Without appropriate restrictions, affordable housing for locals doesn’t work, but locals housing a 
priority town-wide.

Public gathering places needed - fountain, kids, play.

More focus and support of arts and cultural vitality.

Events appropriate but sometimes too many at once

Lack of community gathering places

Alleys can be improved; lighting is good; good response on maintenance lately

Conflicts in alleys

Pedestrian crossing times - they are too short, particularly in summer

Pedestrian and vehicle conflicts at intersections

Cross streets get narrow in the winter

Not enough room for all the stuff we would like

Not enough opportunity to advocate for arts in survey questions

Daily needs retailers serve local population: small grocery, drug store, hardware, hair dresser. It 
makes it a “real town”

Big connectivity challenges - most people drive so they don’t have walkability perspectives

Parking is difficult to find during festivals

Not enough parking facilities - people like the parking garages in other resort towns

Seasonal changes in parking demands because there are more cars in summer

Snow pile in parking spots in downtown - opportunity to police parking

Use downtown services to build upon ski races and hockey events

Too many people gather at the Space Station

Back door retail opportunities in alleys but the areas are used primarily for deliveries

Participants dissatisfied with the trash collection

Opportunity for signage and wayfinding - restaurants, shops, parking, etc

Street furnishings are difficult to plow around in winter

Opportunity for public restrooms in Downtown

Beware of the “canyon effect” when buildings are built to the sidewalk and very tall

Opportunity for a nice hotel in Downtown

Public/private partnerships can help achieve more available parking such as parking overlay district

Takes a long time to find a parking space

Need more open space, but what we have is good

Alleys could be cleaned up with an options for a “back door” retail

Murals for public art

Trash is a problem
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Improve wayfinding including directories and distance to destination to promote a “park once and 
walk” approach

Outcomes should include housing, trash management, and defining historic character

Businesses want customers, but if you degrade the downtown with more development, 3 stories 
building becomes for commercial than you kill the crucial downtown feeling and character

The real question is: when is enough, enough?

No matter how much parking you provide it will never be enough leading to more traffic... offsite 
parking with shuttle bus every 5 minutes

Do not let developers to max building height and FAR... result we will look like other towns and 
where people come from when they are visiting

Signage is important but you need to revise your transportation plan first. Off site parking, shuttles, 
and easy walking routes

Retain what we have, not a “no change” approach

Property tax for city = money for parks, trails, shuttle buses

Maintain and retain does not mean “no change”

Missing vitality in downtown

Downtown just dies off after 9th street (missed opportunity); have to get people to these areas; 
development needs to happen on the West side; something to draw people West

Views are most important to the South (keep views of ski hill); preserving views is character of 
downtown; Yampa River side

Parking - no one can afford to build underground parking

Waste management in alleys is an issue; service and deliveries struggle; can alleys open up for 
retail?

FM Light is historic

Use courthouse lawn for events

Need a shuttle bus for tubers

Is the rodeo grounds area considered for parking solution?

I live in a small town because everything is close

Vacancy rate is low

Downtown really only feels like 5th to 9th streets. West doesn’t feel like Downtown still. 10th Street 
needs alight to help with this.

Parking

1999 last time there was a plan for Downtown

Parking problems?

Housing downtown?

I can’t answer the housing downtown situation

Width of Lincoln Ave and new bump outs make it hard to turn right on to Lincoln

Identity is important to define our “brand” as a city/ town - western heritage and ski town USA

The narrow width of Lincoln Avenue cause people to damage their side view mirrors when parked

Not enough signage for parking

Housing not appropriate Downtown because there is no available parking

Events frequency - how many at one time? can be overwhelming; should provide communication to 
Downtown businesses regarding event schedules

Gathering spaces are limited. Plaza spaces would be helpful and more open space

Alleys are an opportunity for pedestrians

Lighting and tree replacement is positive

Difficult to see around corners on Oak Street especially (sight triangles)

Numbered streets are basically one way in winter because of the snow narrowing the roads

Alleys, stop lights get jammed, parking too narrow

3rd and Oak + 3rd and Lincoln get so busy with traffic

Bump outs difficult to turn right because of so many pedestrians

Love the fountains in For Collins

Amenities are difficult to sustain in Downtown difficult in winter with plowing

Don’t add amenities at the expense of parking spaces

Parking at Howelsen is an opportunity

What is vacancy rate for Downtown? low

Anything we do in Downtown will cause parking problems

Downtown from 5th to 9th Street - expand Downtown with an anchor

10th is not lighted, pedestrians can’t cross

Signal at every corner? crosswalk at every intersection will slow traffic - US highway and Main Street 
tradeoffs

Steamboat is a great example of a mountain community. What makes Steamboat so admirable? 
Define this in the plan and how to cherish the town moving forward

Responses from Public Workshop Online Forum

Overall, I think the City has done an excellent job managing downtown and I would prefer minor 
updates not major changes to policymaking.

no matter what, address housing for the workforce.  All other problems pale in comparison to the 
lack of workforce housing!

Many of the questions need an answer of "none of the above".

PLEASE do not add any additional bridges across the Yampa or add boxy contemporary buildings 
that are out of context with the historical western appearance of most of downtown.

Better tie in to the CMC College for conferences, residences for students/seniors wishing to take 
classes -LifeLong Learning (a more appealing "gateway" to CMC Campus from downtown).

I want my family to feel safe on a bikes getting places and I don't. Some sort of entry level housing 
and/or staff housing necessary. 

Need public toilets to accomodate visitors to downtown

Thank you for taking the time to ask. Steamboat Springs and downtown in particular is reaching a 
new level of growth and pressure. There is greater need for employee/modest housing to keep our 
social capital local. Although I favor views, thoughtful design, zoning, etc... moving less than 300' 
in any direction would reveal those views and if I had to trade height/views for more reasonable 
housing I'm going to support housing. This can be combined with high-end projects and should 
be visually stimulating but the need for more reasonable housing is likely to increase. Without 
downtown housing, we end up with more traffic, the quality of employees declines which in turn 
lowers service levels which ultimately impacts the Steamboat experience. That to me is the stake in 
the heart...

Stop development that is too dense and decreases views of the river from Lincoln Street. Limit the 
number of mixed use residential properties, they are to dens and create a parking nightmare.
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Do a better job of maintaining what we have.Need a nice public restroom on the core trail 
downtown. Need more trash cans downtown and on the trail.Get rid of Lincoln Ave bump-outs.
Maintain our sense of breathing room, not a closed in and congested downtown. Height and mass of 
buildings should be restricted.

The biggest hurdle for downtown for the last 20 years is only one way through town for cars.  This 
has only gotten worse and should move to the top of the priority list to avoid a bumper to bumper 
summer congestion situation

no

what parking problem?  

Do not block ANY views of Howelson.

Stop the brutal Bicycle campaign We are a ranching town

Viewsheds belong to everybody. Access to the river, both physical and visual, is critical. Light and 
noise pollution are a byproduct of high rise density and building decisions, and this has a negative 
impact on all residents on all the neighborhoods of Old Town. Keep city government offices 
downtown.

Building up vs building out. Lets try to avoid the sprawling, SoCal feel and keep life in downtown and 
pedestrian friendly for the long term. 

Idea 1: The evolving and expanding through-traffic on US HWY 40 has not been addressed at all.  
This detracts from the downtown area most and will not be better in the future.  20 years ago I had 
the idea of a tunnel under Lincoln Avenue.  The tax revenue from the real estate foot print created 
above the tunnel would pay for it.  Downtown could be transformed into a quiet nearly pedestrian 
street.  Would love to share this vision more.  My email is mail.david.bradley@gmail.com.     Idea 2: 
rotate the public art periodically (saw this in Grand Junction)

Add a light on 6th/Lincoln next to Old Town Pub

Traffic congestion and inadequate parking immediately ruins any Steamboat experience for locals 
and tourists alike. Shuttle stops must be a part of any plan.

no; but thanks for doing this

How about some 2 or 3 level parking garages where parking lots already exist? And thanks for this 
survey!

Please, please loosen building and zoning regulations downtown.

No

With Steamboat being such a "dog friendly" town, it would be really nice/convenient to have a 
fenced in dog park, where dogs can run free off leash and not go run off somewhere they aren't 
supposed too. We would also love to see the sign codes change to allow outdoor neon signs and to 
see some of the old classic neon store front signs to be restored. Would love to see an outdoor kids 
splash/sprinkler area with a big updated park (similar to something like Rainbow Park in Silverthorne, 
CO). Thank you for accepting feedback.

Use Rodeo as additional parking. maintain Historical character of Downtown.Affordable housing 
does not have to be downtown.The high end condos downtown are a fact of life in every tourist 
town. We should not overdo it. Improve the per night lodging capacity downtown. Employee 
housing should not be in the middle of downtown like The Alpiner. It reeks of pot when you walk by..

I believe that downtown does not have to be the fix for housing. Downtown is and will be very 
expensive, and that does not lead to responsible governance of this area.

I don't think the downtown area is the best area for affordable housing projects.  But on the other 
hand, I don't want downtown to be only high end/very expensive housing, that only rich second 
homeowners can afford, as those properties tend to be vacant/empty for most of the year.     

tax airbandb/vrbo like hotels, do not allow any additonal airbnb/vrbo lic,  These have turned 
residences into buisnesses

Patio dining on Lincoln is loud and impacted by diesel exhaust. Eliminate cars from Yampa to create 
more pleasant outdoor experiences. Build a paid parking garage! 

Create a bypass for large trucks and pass through vehicles

New construction should be compatible with the historic architecture and include natural stone and 
other materials.  Do not build higher than 3-4 stories.  Would love more public gathering areas and 
enhanced river walk.

I'd like to put in one more encouraging word for plaza's / green spaces  connecting with the shops/
places to have a bite to eat and the core trail and river.  Thank you for this thoughtful survey.

Add a Core Trail Bridge over the Yampa at 3rd Street.

the biking is getting out of controll there is no enforcement of laws and the attitude is the have the 
right of way in every situation. I'm supprised that there hasn't beed a biker run over yet

Preservation and Natural Character is Important!

The downtown is obviously dated, in a bad way, with zero place to gather/meet/hang-out, poor 
traffic flow, and scarce parking. Downtown needs greater density to open some areas up, and to 
create parking. A public parking garage (county courthouse parking lot - current employees take 
100% of it) and a public square with seating and water feature seem to be the norm rather than the 
exception. Shut off the street between the county annex building and department of human services 
and turn it into a gathering spot.

Parking, Parking, Parking! Install paid curbside parking with delineated spaces and build a parking 
garage!

Like many "nice" neighborhoods, not everyone can afford to live in downtown Steamboat.  I don't 
think this is a problem.  Frankly it's a benefit.  Low cost housing has it's place, and is necessary...but 
the jewel is small.   

Save the history stop downtown bldg. paintings 

the previous question should have included residential.  It is very important to continue to build 
downtown residential

This was a preposterous and too much to read, too little to respond to survey.  No option to add own 
comments as part of each question.  I am not in favor of additional or any housing in the downtown 
area.  We should support current downtown businesses, not allow tall buildings and promoste 
historic preservation.  It appeas to me this entire survey was too biased toward building more 
housing downtown.  A very poorly written survey. 

Downtown connections to Oldtown, theYampa River, Howelsen, and the Mountain need to be 
considered. Yes, Downtown should be the center of the community but it is the hub but the 
spokes should be direct and accessible. The quanity andquality of tourism needs to be addressed. 
There isn't a chapter in the Community Plan regarding tourism. There needs to be criteria set for 
repermitting existing events and for new events. Dountown should be focused on the locals. Visiters 
will come!

Survey took way too long to complete.  It's critical to continue to have the planning process 
represent the citizens of the community even if that results in increased costs to development.  If 
we want to encourage specific development, e.g. affordable housing, then exceptions can be made.  
Future development will likely have a STRONG outside investor component, we don't need to make 
it affordable for out of town investors to profit if it diminishes our community character.

We need to support our existing community and be conscious of the people and businesses that 
currently exist downtown

Keep it pedestrian friendly, keep access to river

It is nearly impossible to find parking- need to make a "hidden" garage or underground parking to 
encourage visits

Residents are struggling with the frequency of summertime events.  I regularly avoid downtown all 
summer due to the extreme crowds.  Side note: 3rd and Oak intersection REALLY needs a stoplight.
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Remove parking on Lincoln and add sidewalk space for restaurants and stores

Question 22 did not have a housing option. Affordable/attainable housing needs to be considered. 
Sky high condos in downtown don't help the housing problems. Also, having the only way through 
the Yampa Valley, highway 40, run through downtown can be very frustrating at times. A bypass 
needs to be considered, Glenwood Springs has done.

Could we design with a Western Theme...nothing modern

Commercial property taxes are so high, and get passed on to renters.  Renters are going out of 
business because of the high rent.  This has to be fixed to keep long term tenants.

Need room for trailers to be able too drive thru downtown. This was/is a ranching community.

Traffic is way too congested downtown!  People need an option to just get through. It won’t take 
away from downtown businesses because those needing to “just get through” aren’t shopping 
downtown anyway!  Preserving the history is vital — but progress is inevitable. I answered “higher 
end” on housing - not because I’m a snob or want to see prices in Steamboat go up — but rather 
because downtown should be protected from becoming a slum for seasonal works who don’t give a 
rats ass about our town or valley!

Provide more public restrooms and fresh drinking water. 

There are plenty of outlying communities to support housing needs. Perhaps transportation to 
and from surrounding towns should be considered. Major employers in the area needing seasonal 
enployees could support basic transportation.

Height and set back restrictions as to not block the views of what we came here for

No

Move the Post Office out of downtown. No 4 story buildings.  No parking meters please

Transportation is vital for a busy tourist town. City should find a way to run bus to later to 
accomodate the many many bars it supports. 

The most expensive ground is not the place for "affordable housing".  If you want affordable housing 
build it in more affordable location and add a bus route if needed.  The old town charm is what 
brought us to steamboat and tearing it all down so the developers can make more money should not 
be the goal of downtown.  We have a great downtown now... don't screw it up with a bunch of high 
rise modern buildings.

Steamboat is special.  Build a long term plan that preserves its character.  Development needs to be 
a secondary priority.

Thank you for this survey. Seems like the planners are already doing a lot right since so many people 
are re-locating here!

Widen Lincoln Avenue for pedestrian safety and lessen traffic congestion.

Traffic is bad because we have approximately 18,000 people living in Steamboat and the immediate 
area. With a big vacation week or weekend we increase that by approximately 12-15,000. So we 
have approximately 30,000 people using a road system designed when no one ever thought 3,000 
people would live here! Everything else done to promote and grow Steamboat without honestly 
addressing the traffic issue is nothing more than passing the problem on!

Traffic in downtown is an increasing concern as is parking

affordable housing in steamboat proper. apartments, condos, efficiancy or studios. 

Do not budge on building codes just to accommodate a greedy developer. Parking is fine if 
downtown business would park over by Howelsen hill and walk they would be fine. Seasonal 
workers don't need to live downtown and any dreams of you making actual affordable starter homes 
in this town is BS , until developers stop cashing out on 2nd homes this town will continue to 
become the new Aspen. 

Thanks for asking.

Please no more tall buildings two story maximum

Preserving the downtown historical character and charm is what makes Steamboat unique. Stick 
with the existing height restrictions and leave high rise developments for outside of the downtown 
core. Additional Peking space and green spaces invite visitors to linger downtown. 

I strongly recommend that we learn from the mistakes of other tourist areas.  Visiting Tampa, one 
cannot see the ocean/beaches unless one stays at an oceanfront property.  Howelsen and Mt 
Werner are essential characteristics of Steamboat that must not be blocked by high buildings.  KEEP 
STEAMBOAT WITHOUT CHAINS!  Local businesses that are quality and unique are essential for a 
tourists experience.

City should take over snow removal on sidewalks in this original area so all properties are safe and 
walkable. Cdot plows snow back on to the sidewalk and it is very dangerous and progressively 
getting worse

Bus stops take too much parking spaces

Spend money where it will attract visitors and bring in revenue.  don't waste money on stupid things 
like moving a barn.

I would like to see a mix of bigger businesses, along with local businesses to intermingle downtown.  
Bring more jobs to locals, support existing.  Bring more tourism in, conventions, yet let the locals still 
have room to go to the restaurants and not get pushed out when the seasons pack the tourists in.

We need more affordable housing

Steamboat should consider a county wide transportation system that would allow more low-income 
housing in Milner, Hayden and Oak Creek.  Downtown should have more housing but it is a prime 
real estate and should be used for more "move up" housing.

Too many events thus too many people and cars

no

Need a lot more public bathrooms!! And trash pick up on busy weekends. Sidewalks need to be 
redone. 

The traffic, parking, and maintenance issues in downtown area are reaching a breaking point. Lincoln 
Ave. is the only uninhibited path thru downtown; and people passing thru on Hwy40, semi trucks, 
delivery trucks, and workers, all are impeded by the constant traffic, pedestrians, and events/
closures on a daily/weekly basis.

Embrace housing diversity including prefab qnd mqnufactred homes. 

Downtown should not be the place for affordable housing. Yes, we need affordable housing for our 
town to function. No, we do not need to provide affordable housing in one of the most expensive 
and sought-after neighborhoods. It is okay that we cannot all afford to live downtown or slope side 
or off of Steamboat Blvd; this is actually a positive thing for our market. It is okay that many of us 
have to find other neighborhoods or even neighboring towns to purchase/rent homes in. We are a 
diverse town, with diverse backgrounds and diverse incomes. This is more than okay. This is what 
what we want and need. This is what makes the economic wheel go round. Affordable housing 
does not belong downtown. 

Yampa street should be pedestrian only for certain hours 8am - 8pm

Bigger is not always better. Stop the brutal marketing.

A few items not covered:  Trash, we need more frequent pick up of public containers, they needed 
to be power washed and cleaned, and  we need more of them, especially on busy summer 
weekends.  Parking:  stripe the parallel parking spots - people are awful at parallel parking, and we 
loose so many available spots, because no one can tell the start & end.  I'm not opposed to meters.  
Owning a business on 9th street, most of the people who park in front are employees/business 
owners.  If meters are implemented, we still need to have a loading zone on each block to facilitate 
deliveries.  Infrastructure:  Bury the utilities in the down town core!  The overhead lines are greatly 
restricting going up on several one story buildings.  They're a real hazzard for the fire department, 
and for construction as density increases in the downtown core.  thx.  Katie Kiefer
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Quit wasting money on downtown fixation while completely ignoring other businesses within city 
limits. Remove bumpouts at intersections—this is biggest cause of traffic congestion. Rethinking 
sales tax only model for city revenue would cure tunnel vision of development issues and address 
real issues facing actual locals instead of vacation home owners who contribute NOTHING to local 
economy

Local traffic flow should be considered. For example vacating the yampa and 4th intersection has 
greatly increased the traffic in the alley. The alley was not designed to accommodate two way traffic. 
The bump-outs on Lincoln have made right-on-red almost impossible adding the more congestion on 
the side streets.

No

there are too many nightly rentals that cause housing shortage & degrade neighborhoods

don't do what Aspen did with huge bldgs blocking sunlgiht, address parking now before land is too 
valuable

Keep downtown beautiful. Clean streets and sidewalks, flowers in summertime

Encourage seasonal rentals on all downtown buildings. Give property owners breaks on codes and 
fees if the supply seasonal housing for a restricted rent per room for a certain amount of time. Let's 
also use the lodging tax to fund parks and rec. This fits right in with the lodging tax mandate. More 
tourists come here Year after year because of all the facilities and parks the Parks and Rec Dept 
maintains. 

The improvements to Yampa Street are wonderful, as well as the additional sidewalks on Oak.

NO PARKING METERS!!!

The river is downtowns the best asset, utilize it. 

If the sidewalks ever need re-doing, the bump outs at intersections should be removed. They cause 
many vehicles to drive over them, and put pedestrians too close to traffic 

I like the idea of mixed use structures for downtown with higher traffic businesses at floor level, 
office space above and residential above that. I think the preservation of the look and feel of our 
historic downtown is important.  We really need more parking - parking at Howelson could be better 
utilized if we had another path over the Yampa (footbridge) or maybe a parking garage on Yampa or 
Oak around mid-town. I love our free bus service and I utilize it but I still think we need to improve 
the downtown parking situation.

anyway to get heavy traffic off of Lincoln with a bypass?

The number one goal should be more housing in the downtown core, even if that means loosened 
building codes or zoning.  More density please. 

Public bathrooms

No

An alternate route across town would be nice, and more diversity would add to our colorful Colorado 
theme.

PARKING!!!!!  are you kidding me???  I've lived here for 25+ years - downtown is a joke anymore. 
Preserve the spaces along the river. Get rid of offices on the ground level of Yampa and Lincoln. 
Make Oak a 1-way street and Yampa a 1-way in the other direction!! Enough already with all the 
studies, etc. Steamboat Springs is more than just the downtown corridor with a HWY running thru 
it! 

WHile the parking conversation usually focuses on supply of parking, it is the demand for parking 
that doesn't seem to get the appropriate atttention. Smart cities today are focusing on limiting 
parking, and often pricing parking, to drive wiser use of existing parking and greater access of busy 
downtown areas by alternate methods. Focus on publictransporation,a s well as private shuttle 
traonspration, more walkability, renwed effrots to move downtown workers to aprk a few more 
steps away from the busies corridors (or stop using private vehicles altogether), more bikability etc 
are some of the tehcniques that could be used. Despite the challneges posed by our main street 
being a US Highway I am confident that if we choose as a community to make downtown a more 
inviting place, it must inclde a move away from more parking and instead to alternate methods of 
access, as well as more inviting spaces and sitting areas.

Keep the town as dog friendly as possible 

Parking MUST be addressed. Maybe a permit for business employees.  I think Downtown can 
responsibly grow and be active and if parking is addressed. Summer tourism has gotten out of 
control and and takes away from local's enjoyment of their own town. Maybe if I could find a parking 
space to get to work in the summer, I'd feel differently...

Please don't take away parking, i.e. 11th street.  Summer is getting so busy that I don't patronize 
businesses I would like to visit

Public restrooms are needed in the downtown area!

arts, culture and heritage are critical to Steamboat's authentic identity

The lack of convenient (not necessarily right in front of the business I want to go to) is a 
consideration for people wanting to shop or dine downtown.  Despite the cost of a parking structure 
(or two) now, it will only get worse in the future and any available opportunity for such might no 
longer be available.  Lack of parking is impacting business and, thus, tax dollars, when people give 
up and go home or shop in other parts of the community.  Paid parking, although not ideal, may be 
a necessary evil.  It could be suspended in the slow seasons by bagging the meters (or whatever).  
Without increasing the availability of parking, all of the other development and expansion of business 
opportunity is a moot point.  This is not New York.  Public transportation will ease some of the 
burden, but the fact is, most people have and will use their vehicles to get to town, around town, 
and out of town.

One thing I feel that is not addressed is the amount of shuttle pull outs and shuttle stops downtown. 
They are extremely integral in bringing guests downtown to local businesses. 

I saw Aspen in the 1970s, 5 years later, the mountains weren't visable from the main street. Please 
don't let this happen tonSteamboat.

Need more  off street parking!

Better traffic flow would be great - perhaps removing those 'bump-outs' (not sure what the term is) 
that prevents making a right turn at a red light, such as Lincoln and 11th street.  Seems to back up 
traffic.

I'm not sure i think increased housing apts, condos, etc is appropriate for downtown; specifically 
lincoln ave.  I vote no on more housing development.  I'd prefer a focus on improving gathering areas, 
open space and parking.

I am a senior citizen who lives (in - ha, ha, ha - affordable housing) and works part time downtown. 
I’m a walker and find that the sidewalks are extremely dangerous in the winter time. Additionally, 
drivers lack of respect for pedestrians creates a hazard every day. Lighting on side streets off of 
Lincoln is horrible - both main streets such as Oak and Pine, etc. and cross streets.

Grow gracefully and intelligently 

No, just better parking options
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We need to allow business, including big box type business in. Local businesses are not capable 
nor competitive enough to handle the needs of our growing population. Most are shopping online 
and both the people and the city suffer because of it. We have way too many art galleries and not 
enough consumer business. We also need small chain restaurants like Chipotle, 5Guys, etc to make 
food more accessible and affordable. Allowing Target, Home Depot/Lowes, Trader Joe’s, etc would 
benefit and bless the people who call Steamboat home and the city of Steamboat itself greatly. We 
need young forward thinking minds contributing to the conversation moving forward, not people 
who want Steamboat to just stay the same. Steamboat is changing and we need to change with it 
thru vision and planning.  

Public art needs to be carefully selected to be timeless. Thank you.

parking garage!

Downtown really is not the place to add housing

The massive re-build years ago downtown took away fromthe charm. Please be selective when 
approving new projects. We are starting to look just like other ski towns. It's becoming a sterile ski 
resort town.

Public restrooms are needed somewhere on Lincoln

Partner with Alterra to get the condo shuttles off the streets with a mountain gondola like Telluride. 
Get Alterra to help build downtown parking garage near downtown gondola base.

more parking

no

More lights on the core trail downtown would be awesome!

The last 5 years have gone in the right direction.

You will never please everyone, but planning dictates the downtown should be dense!

Downtown is on a good trajectory; not supporting the approved project at 11th Street was a serious 
mistake that will undermine ambitious development efforts.

Need to stop allowing seating area on the main street sidewalks, need more free public parking, 
need to stop allowing nightly rentals in residentially zoned neighbors!!!

Need a parking structure  8th and Oak?

There should be an alternate routing to Hwy 40 to alleviate traffic jams of thru traffic.  Lincoln Ave 
could be a "Business loop" & reroute the main flow of highway traffic elsewhere

public restrooms need to be addressed ASAP- there are no easy to get to public restrooms 
downtown between 5th and 9th unless you use the gas station or restaurants

Question 22 did not have "parking" as an option. Other questions forced answers where a "none" 
option was not available. Thanks for all the good info, please note that data is likely skewed on 
questions that forced response - given some people may have wanted "none".

The city needs to stop closing down Lincoln for every festival and event. Everything should be 
moved to Yampa at best or Howelsen or elsewhere. West and East residents should not have to be 
inconvenienced for each event as their needs are regularly overlooked. 

Simplify and shorten the planning proceess, Focus on the economic difficulty of redevelopment in 
Downtown, get rid of most of the very dated code requirements.

This survey is a joke. It steers to be bias.

Survey seemed to steer answers to statements which did not agree with my thinking.

Keep western vibe in any new development. 

The last question should include parking as an option.

I don’t agree that new buildings should be distinct from historic buildings.  I like new buildings that 
mimic the character, scale and materials of historic buildings.  I wish you hadn’t made a blanket 
statement that “new buildings should be distinct” and “this is best.”  I think this approach should be 
reconsidered.  You should have asked people their opinion.  

it would be nice to have speakers along Lincoln Ave for July 4th parade and winter carnvial

Educate the public about the true costs of parking before we pave the whole town in asphalt and 
turn into Los Angeles.  

I think we should take a lesson from the town of Salida.  They have chosen to make their river the 
focal point of their town.  We have porta-johns, dumpsters, and discarded items along the bike trail.  
They have public art, amphitheatre, grassy gathering places, etc.  for a town similar in size, they are 
much more forward thinking.  I think we can learn a lot from examining communities who reside 
next to a river....or a large lake, ie: Dillon's new amphitheatre.  

Build a parking garage.  

This survey is well designed and an excellent learning experience about the issues and options. Are 
the background details available for reading outside the survey?

There is not enough space/parking to add new living units downtown. It is already much too 
crowded. 

What is a PUD? Did not see this defined. 

I like the historic appearance of Lincoln.  I think that Steamboat being a real town with a strong 
history and present day life sets it apart.  I hope that the planners can somehow hold on to that.  I 
think that "views" are important, meaning limiting height/most filled footprint options.  That said, it 
makes downtown less appealing for developers due to cost/profit ratio, tough question.  I think the 
improvements done the past couple of years to Oak and Yampa are wonderful.  Thanks for providing 
the detailed information and charts in this survey.  

we need more 8 hour parking

We need better parking

Make zoning and building permits more streamlined and less expensive to adhear to

Tyler Gibbs, you are an asset to our community!

Parking meters and parking structure

We seriously need retailers that will keep our purchases mad in town vs watching it all go to online 
purchases.   In order to do that we need a store like gap or Old Navy to go into the sports authority 
building to keep our money in town. We also need to target for the same reason. Walmart does not 
cut it at all, as no surprise to you these type of businesses will greatly greatly greatly improve us

Get rid of the sidewalk bump outs at the cross streets

A long term plan for improved traffic flow, a bypass, better parking, etc is essential.  Doing all of 
this work to try to make downtown a better place that just becomes a place that is impossible to 
get through, find a place to park, etc, is putting the cart before the horse.  Figure out how you're 
going to get people through town in a more efficient manner, find a central location for a larger 
scale parking structure and build it, then worry about how to make it more appealing.  I already use 
downtown much less than I did 20 years ago because it is generally a hassle to be there.  I know 
many locals feel the same way.  It may still appeal to tourists who don't know better and if it is only 
about sales tax revenue then perhaps the track your on is ok, but if you want downtown to continue 
to be attractive to locals as well you have to deal with the infrastructure issues.

DO SOMETHING MEANING FUL but please do not let it get so hung up in the public process that it 
takes another 20 years to implement. It will be too late by then...

Make Steamboat Better!

Please do not make historic preservation a top priority.  Use money to move forward not preserve 
the past.
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Parking isn't much of an issue, even though it's often a source of complaints. Interior courtyards, 
especially multi-level, are deadening--keep it simple. More housing is critical to drive activity and 
day to day retail demand. A pedestrian river crossing at 7th Street could greatly enhance the viability 
of satellite parking at Howelsen Hill. A strong, well-funded downtown management organization is 
essential. Great to see Design Workshop on the case!

move the library parking lot to the lincoln side of the library and create a park on the river side.

Public sidewalks should not be obstructed by dinning tables!  Building height variances should be 
prohibited in the downtown (including within a PUD).  Employees, as a condition of employment, 
should be required to park in a parking structure or remote surface lot.

Public Art is a must. Murals and sculptures in the green spaces would be really great!

I didn't see how any of this will improve traffic.  Traffic is a big problem downtown in the Summer.  
We don't go downtown on summer weekends.  Even on our bikes.

Downtown Steamboat has to be able to compete with other towns in Colorado, while maintain its 
unique character.  New developments are a essential part of this equation, it will create better and 
more employment while increasing the town quality and visibility to residents and visitors alike.

Low income and entry level housing should be developed in areas other than downtown.  Additional 
parking must be developed for the downtown area. (even if it is a multi level garage style that 
accomodates up to 500 additional spaces for the downtown area.) Oak creek area must allow more 
multi level commercial development).  Sidewalks must be completed on Oak Street.

Parking is our biggest issue.

While not compromising safety, lighting should be downward facing or on timers to reduce light 
pollution and to preserve and enhance views of the night sky

I have lived here for almost 30 years  and this town still has not addressed the problem of public 
parking.  I would like to see some kind of aq parking garage built somewhere close enough to the 
downtown area so that tourists and locals can get to the places in  the downtown area that they 
would like to visit.  Thank you

increase building height, reduce parking requirements, parking is not an issue, difficulty in finding a 
space means we have a successful downtown, keep it that way, but we should develop an off site 
lot or plan for parking to address percieved concerns and add paid parking to make it more availlable. 
require housing for extra density, or require reasonable rents for local businesses for extra density

Housing is a major problem but affordable housing does not belong in downtown. Require any new 
residential complex to provide affordable housing within a couple miles of downtown like the west of 
town like the earlier plan pre 1999 called for. 

One of the biggest obstacles to parking downtown is drivers with terrible parking skills who takes up 
2+ spots, leaving gaps other cars can't fit into. Give people tickets for parking like assholes!

traffic is very difficult so traffic low key to any solution

parking is a more serious problem than addressed, A parking structure or better underground 
parking close to downtown, not a mile out of town, that people, visitors and locals would use, is the 
most important issue. If you can't park the car, then you keep going or don't stop.

Downtown is getting so congested with all the tourism so there needs to be more parking. A low 
leveled parking garage on the corner of 8th and oak instead of a parking lot would offer a lot more 
parking. When it snows the people of downtown aren’t allowed to park in the streets because it 
interferes with snow plowing so offering another place to park during these times would definitely 
benefit the people who live downtown. 

 Public restrooms needed. Too many non-essential city signs create visual clutter.  Too many building 
variances (like the Boomerang Bldng project] defeat the intent of the downtown design standards. 

Affordable housing is #1 priority

Do something not nothing.  The town is going to grow if we like it or not we can embrace the 
growth or put our heads in the sand if we do the latter you will not like this town in10 years let’s do 
something  

IF PUBLIC ART IS INSTITUTED BE SURE FUNDING IS IN PLACE FOR PERPETUAL UPKEEP.

Until the east/west corridor is fixed to allow better flow there should not any more causes for 
downtown congregation to exist.

We desperately need a performing arts center that is affordable to local groups. Other local venues 
are extremely expensive and are killing the presentations of performing artists in Steamboat. Our 
town focuses so much in visual arts and nowhere near as much insupporting and protecting 
performing arts!!

Preserve the historic buildings. 

Multi modal transportation, bike and pedestrian concept will help with parking and traffic.  If it’s 
easier people will use.  The city is only over capacity a few times a year, so developing parking lots 
is expensive, leaves land unused and requires maintenance.  Underground parking may be expensive 
to build, but maximizes land use.  Annexing land close to town will reduce sprawl and congestion as 
residents can use other forms of transportation to move through town instead of automobile.

Find a way to get through traffic off of Lincoln. Or we’ll live in Traffic townUSA. 

No

I think you've done a great job with downtown. I would like to see Oak Street as a more retail space 
with business and restaurants (like Yampa st.) to help expand downtown slightly without over 
loading Lincoln.  I love our mountain vibe.  I would like to see any new construction exterior match in 
similar context

Enforce non smoking code in down town -go with smoke free downtown

I don't think residential belongs in the main downtown core area

Lincoln ave is terribly busy.  No solution in site.  I prefer yampa streets feel and believe automobile 
traffic should be limited on yampa.  

So long as the city continues to not acknowledge their role in driving up building costs downtown 
will never thrive or be attainable for lower income families.      Also Bypass is needed!

Old Town Hot Springs should have to provide better parking, Any development on 3 Street and 
Yampa absolutly must provide parking options.

Traffic flow with better timing of lights is needed.  Rental apartments are needed such as what was 
built at Elk River Rd & Hwy 40. And downtown is not the place for them.  More parking is needed....
do not take away for bike lanes. 

increased parking structures.  There is nowhere to park in the downtown area when tourists are in 
town

I like that Oak street has smaller buildings with hair salons and the like - very historic and non 
industrial to me. 

The downtown master plan really needs a master transportation plan.  The only way to seriously 
manage constant growth in traffic is to get people out of cars but not in downtown.  More creative 
solutions are needed before downtown seems like a constant rush of vehicles and everything else is 
ancillary.

I believe it is extremely important to to at other mountain towns and how they have expanded learn 
from their success and pit falls. Parking needs to be addressed trying to find a spot during peak 
times is like being in Aspen or downtown Denver no one wants this. 

Eliminate some of the HUGE bus pick up spots that have elimated parking spots. Need the parking. 
Let people walk farther to the free bus! We need the parking. Build a pay two story lot on 8th and 
Oak, geez, and build a public bathroom there. Why is this so difficult to get done?

Please include some public restrooms in your plans

Free Parking garage and if affordable housing, make a zone where dogs are allowed forever. Dog 
town USA ! That is the biggest pressure against having new talent move here.
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Affordable housing for the working class cannot be stressed enough. We need more affordable 
housing options for those of us who make this town run.

A parking structure on the 8th and Oak lot would relieve some parking pressure and generate 
income

Thank you Tyler G

We are an isolated destination town and we need to make it viable for people to live and work in our 
community. Aspen has a great plan in place and people don't have to live in rundown communities 
that are an hour to a half hour away and commute to work. If we want to be green and sustainable 
we need to develop closer to town so people can bike or take a bus quickly from home.

Affordable Housing

It's a wonderful downtown to walk around, do some shopping, see friends, and have a meal. 
Steamboat Springs truly has it all and is welcoming to visitors and locals.

Parking is the greatest concern that the downtown faces at this time. 

x

Maintain Steamboat's uniqueness as that is what attracts many here.  Please preserve the scenic 
areas, including the Yampa river so all can enjoy, rather than allow housing along the river to the few.

Limit the huge buildings like the ones on 7th and Lincoln and 10th and Lincoln (The Victoria). Don't 
let them take over Lincoln.

Put in a curling ice sheet someplace

No
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PUBLIC WORKSHOP 1 - STORY CARDS
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C. Public Workshop 2

SUMMARY OF 
COMMUNITY INPUT

July 2018City of Steamboat Springs Downtown Plan

VOTE HERE

Downtown 
Steamboat 
Springs should 
continue to 
offer a diversity 
of land uses 
including 
commercial 
retail, 
restaurants 
and bars, 
housing, 
cultural 
amenities, and 
civic uses for 
residents and 
visitors.

ISSUE: Retail offerings need to be locally distinctive, unique and 
engaging in order to be competitive in today’s market.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Preserve the retail land use as the only allowable ground-floor use in 
the zone districts on Lincoln Avenue and Yampa Street between 5th 
Street and 10th Street. 

ISSUE: Diversity in land uses is essential for a vibrant downtown and 
secures a competitive advantage in the future.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Allow other types of complementary land uses east of 5th Street and 
west of 10th Street that contribute to local and visitor services, which 
can’t be bought online. 

 » Create multiple experiences for customers in downtown including 
cultural anchors, residential, hotel and office uses by allowing non-
retail ground floor frontages in some areas of downtown.

 » Continue to locate city administration offices in Downtown to 
encourage a sense of transparency, approachability and interactions 
with the community. Employees in Downtown provide customers for 
restaurants and retail year-round.

 » Ensure that retail that serve daily needs continue to be located in 
Downtown such as a grocery store, post office, and a drug store.

ISSUE: Locals housing in downtown is essential for encouraging 
vitality, supporting local businesses and addressing a region-wide 
issue, however, current sales prices do not support the construction of 
attainable or even market-rate housing for the local community

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Update the Community Development Code to allow for multi-family 
attached residential in the Oak Street Two and Oak Street One zone 
districts.

 » Require top floor residential for all new buildings in Downtown zone 
districts.

 » Incentivize attainable locals housing through a density/ height bonus. 

ISSUE: Retail offerings need to be distinct in order to compete with 
online shopping trends.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Allow and encourage retailers to partner in festival and event 
programming of downtown. For example, encourage retailers to stay 
open for First Friday Art Walk. 

 » Ensure that retail uses reflect the lifestyle and shopping habits of the 
community by conducting a needs assessment every 5 years. 

 » Allow retailers to offer limited smaller uses within their store for 
example, artist in residence, startup entrepreneurial work space or 
opportunities to play a role in the community.

 » Encourage pop-up stores as temporary uses in vacant spaces.

ISSUE: Lodging options in Downtown are limited and there is a need 
for more hotels ranging from limited service to luxury.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Eliminate the conditional use requirements for lodging in the 
downtown zone districts. 

 » Encourage lodging uses by providing incentives for hotels and short-
term accommodations to be located downtown.

Maintain land uses that contribute to 
vibrancy.

Encourage a diversity of land uses that 
support locals and tourists. Encourage experiential retail.

Encourage additional housing in 
downtown.

Increase opportunities for lodging.

In your opinion, which Potential Actions best achieve the vision?

PICK TOP 3

WHAT WE HEARD: When Workshop One participants 
were asked about what the primary street-level uses in 
Downtown should be, retail uses received the highest 
cumulative responses. (Question #3)

WHAT WE HEARD: 33% of Workshop One participants 
believe that Oak Street is an appropriate location for 
additional Downtown housing options. (Question #7)

WHAT WE HEARD: “A small community cannot support 
expansive retail use; consider identifying a commercial 
core where ground floor retail/restaurant is not required.” 
(Downtown Work Group member comment)

WHAT WE HEARD: When Workshop One participants 
were asked about what the primary street-level uses in 
Downtown should be, 30% of respondents said primary 
street level uses depends on location. (Question #3)

WHAT WE HEARD: Workshop One participants were 
open to additional lodging uses in Downtown. (Question 
#4)

VOTE HERE

VOTE HERE

VOTE HERE VOTE HERE

Vision
Land Use

tax credits
waiver of permit fees

Goal Total: 18

1

6

6

2

5

Goal Total: 5

Goal Total: 20 Goal Total: 18 Goal Total: 15

13

2

3

4

8

5

3

7

Nicole to reformat project boards to be legible in this 
appendix + add finalized summary of input
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July 2018City of Steamboat Springs Downtown Plan

In your opinion, which Potential Actions best achieve the vision?

PICK TOP 3Vision
Connectivity 
and Mobility

Downtown 
Steamboat 
Springs will 
welcome and 
accommodate 
multi-modal 
users – transit 
riders, personal 
vehicle drivers, 
cyclists and 
pedestrians 
in a safe and 
comfortable 
environment 
throughout the 
year.

ISSUE: Although recent parking studies identify an adequate 
parking supply, community members express strong concerns over 
inconvenience.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Implement a Downtown Parking District to increase the supply of 
available parking by supplementing with private parking lots available 
for public use. Include the County Courthouse and City Hall lots to 
increase supply.

 » Create public and private partnerships to building additional public 
parking into new private developments in a variety of locations 
throughout downtown.

 » Introduce and enforce metered parking on Lincoln Avenue to 
encourage parking supply turnover.

 » Improve directional signage to parking supply.

 » Introduce a mobile app to indicate available parking spots in 
downtown.

 » Avoid snow storage in parking spaces by coordinate winter snow 
removal on Downtown streets and Downtown parking lots to 
maximize winter spaces.

 » Review the existing time-limited parking system and update to 
reallocate the 2-hour, 4-hour, and 8-hour spaces. Consider increasing 
the number of 2-hour and 4-hour spaces.

 » Enforce current time-limited parking.

 » Expand time-limited parking to 7 days per week.

ISSUE: The frequency and convenience of transit service has the 
potential to decrease the demands on traffic and parking supply in 
downtown.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Introduce and/or promote the use of interceptor parking lots located 
outside of Downtown.

 » Adjust the transit schedule to ensure that the schedules of Downtown 
employees are adequately accommodated (i.e. – late night restaurants 
and bar employees).

ISSUE: Without connected and clearly identified bicycle routes or 
amenities like bike racks, bicyclists do not have the infrastructure to 
commute safely and conveniently in Downtown.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Complete the Downtown bicycle loop including Oak Street between 
10th and 11th and 5th Street between Lincoln and Oak. 

 » Introduce spur trail markings to connect the Downtown bicycle loop 
with the existing Core Trail, Old Town residential, Colorado Mountain 
College, and Lower Spring Creek Trail.

 » Winter biking is growing in popularity. Ensure that bike lanes are 
plowed in the winter time so that year-round cyclists can continue to 
commute or recreate on the routes established in Downtown.

 » Launch a pilot bike share program.

Improve the experience of parking.Support the Transit Authority’s 
services. Improve bicycle routes and facilities.

WHAT WE HEARD: “Transportation is vital for a 
busy tourist town. City should find a way to run bus 
to later to accommodate the many bars it supports.“ 
(Workshop One participant comment)

WHAT WE HEARD: 19% of Public Workshop One 
participants selected “dangerous intersections” as 
the biggest connectivity and mobility challenge in 
downtown. (Question #5)

WHAT WE HEARD: “Multi-modal transportation, bike 
and pedestrian concepts will help with parking and 
traffic... if it’s easier for people to use.” (Workshop One 
participant comment)

WHAT WE HEARD: Public Workshop One participants 
noted the lack of parking for business customers, 
business owners and employees as the biggest 
connectivity and mobility challenges in Downtown. 
(Question #5)

VOTE HERE

VOTE HEREVOTE HERE VOTE HERE

ISSUE: Downtown does not offer enough visual cues when entering 
the historic district.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Re-envision the intersection of 5th Street and Lincoln as a focal point 
that functions as a welcoming gateway to downtown. Create the 
gateway at 5th Street until the blocks between 3rd and 5th redevelop 
with stronger downtown uses and street frontages.

 » Engage with Routt County about formalizing the use, programming 
and site design of the County Courthouse as a Steamboat Springs 
public square, gathering and event space.

 » Coordinate with CDOT to reduce the speed limit on Lincoln Avenue to 
20 mph.

Strengthen the sense of arrival.

WHAT WE HEARD: “[Provide]...a way to remind 
motorists that they are entering downtown, that 
there are lots of kids and pedestrians on the street.” 
(Downtown Work Group member comment)

VOTE HERE

ISSUE: Walkability is a critical component to the success of downtown. 
Increased foot traffic could result in additional customers and sales 
along the corridors where pedestrians are walking. The connected 
pedestrian networks will support the “park once” zone in Downtown by 
introducing comfortable routes from parking areas to destinations.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Complete the sidewalk projects as identified in the Downtown 
Improvement Plan (2016).

 » Integrate designated and safe pedestrian crossings at all intersections 
throughout Downtown.

 » Work with CDOT to add a traffic signal and pedestrian crossings at 
6th and Lincoln and 10th and Lincoln. 

 » Support the concept of a “park once” strategy and provide clear 
directional information by adding pedestrian-scale signage indicating 
the walking distances to various Downtown destinations.

Improve comfort, convenience and 
safety for pedestrians.

NO

Goal Total: 16 Goal Total: 16 Goal Total: 11 Goal Total: 27

Goal Total: 9
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VOTE HERE

VOTE HEREVOTE HEREVOTE HEREVOTE HERE

In your opinion, which Potential Actions best achieve the vision?

PICK TOP 3Vision
Character 

and 
Preservation

As Downtown 
continues 
to develop 
and change 
over time, 
the existing 
spirit of the 
arts, culture, 
history and 
heritage will be 
preserved and 
celebrated.

ISSUE: The architecture of new construction should be complementary 
to the historic district and nearby historic structures.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Update the CDC to align with the concept of context-sensitive design 
that may include a pre-approved list of materials and colors, increased 
allowable heights and the removal of top-floor setbacks.

 » Make adherence to the City’s Historic Preservation Ordinance 
and Design Standards mandatory. Allow the Historic Preservation 
Commission authority to grant variances.

 » Require a historic preservation planning credential to at least one City 
planning staff member.

 » Work with private and institutional organizations to increase 
awareness of economic, cultural and environmental benefits of historic 
preservation.

ISSUE: The historic buildings are a critical component to the downtown 
character that people love, however, preservation is not a mandatory 
condition.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Create a Steamboat Springs Historic Register program with 
mandatory compliance and funded incentives for the maintenance and 
renovations of contributing structures.

 » Determine criteria for the most historically significant buildings and list 
the structures meeting or exceeding the criteria on National Registry 
of Historic Places.

 » Promote the historic district in tourism and marketing materials.

ISSUE: A public art program requires ongoing attention, maintenance, 
and curation efforts.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Provide support to the Steamboat Springs Creative District in the form 
of financial resources or organizational/capacity resources.

 » Continue administering the mural program in the downtown as a 
public art strategy. Murals are an asset to diversify the collection 
and reduce the conflicts between sculpture and snow maintenance 
requirements.

 » Encourage privately sponsored artwork on private property along 
Yampa Street. A robust collection in this area of downtown will 
support the concept of Yampa Street as a public promenade that 
connects a series of pocket parks along the riverfront.

ISSUE: Existing and potential local retailers are threatened by increasing 
operations costs and lack of resources.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Identify existing business clusters and interview owners to understand 
the reasons they continue to operate from Downtown and the 
challenges they face. Use this information to retain existing business 
assets.

 » Identify additional local clusters, such as outdoor manufacturers, that 
could be a part of a “only in Steamboat” local business experience.

 » Add distinct Historic District marker signs (interpretive or plaques) to 
better define the district for visitors.

 » Complete the planned downtown public restroom facilities to support 
the needs of local retailers.

ISSUE: Providing consistent ongoing support for events is critical to the 
local economy by attracting visitors and tourists.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » A single entity should schedule events on a centralized master 
calendar to avoid over-programming.

 » Each Downtown event shall require an approval process prior to being 
scheduled to reduce the conflicts of concurrent events.

 » A single entity should assist event organizers with promotional efforts.

Consider historic structures during new 
development.

Preserve and protect historic 
structures.

Support, enhance and diversify public 
art.

Support existing and potential local 
downtown retailers.Support and promote downtown events.

WHAT WE HEARD: When asked about criteria for new or 
redeveloped buildings in Downtown, 51% of Workshop 
One participants prefer that it “is designed in a context-
sensitive manner.” (Question #21)

WHAT WE HEARD: “Historic preservation is critical to our 
economy; people come to visit Steamboat for its heritage 
and character as well as its amenities.“ (Downtown Work 
Group member comment)

WHAT WE HEARD: “Public artwork should be a priority 
and include an endowment for maintenance of public 
art pieces as well as measures for cooperating with 
private landowners...” (Downtown Work Group member 
comment)

WHAT WE HEARD: “Operating a restaurant is a tough 
business, especially when your restaurant is in a seasonal 
resort town.” (Downtown Work Group member comment)

WHAT WE HEARD: “There needs to be criteria set 
for repermitting existing events and for new events.” 
(Workshop One participant comment)

ISSUE: The existing lighting, seating, bike racks, trash receptacles, and 
signage in downtown are uncoordinated and cause visual clutter.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Establish a Business Improvement District.

 » Reference the downtown’s historic district with marketing efforts.

 » Complete the Downtown Improvement Plan.

 » Improve the consistency of lighting fixtures in downtown.

 » Coordinate the furnishings and planting displays along each major 
street (Lincoln, Yampa, and Oak).

Establish a distinct look and feel.

WHAT WE HEARD: “Too many non-essential city 
signs create visual clutter.” (Workshop One participant 
comment)

VOTE HERE

ISSUE: The current approach to Downtown operations and 
maintenance relies on the individual participation of each property 
owner to complete sidewalk repairs, snow removal and cleaning of 
public sidewalk areas.

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Implement a Business Improvement District to assist with sidewalk 
cleaning, maintenance and snow removal.

 » Coordinate the deliveries and waste management services.

 » Organize, repair and clean alleyways so these passageways can be 
used for pedestrian routes and potential micro-retail destinations.

ISSUE: The Yampa River is a critical component of Downtown 
character and should continue to be emphasized and integrated into the 
urban fabric. 

POTENTIAL ACTIONS: 

 » Continue to develop pocket parks at end of each cross streets to allow 
views and access to the Yampa River. 

 » Prioritize a riverfront park at the intersection of 9th Street and Yampa 
Street where an existing pedestrian bridge connects to the Howelsen 
recreation area.

Improve operations and maintenance. Celebrate the proximity of the Yampa 
River.

WHAT WE HEARD: “[Please provide a] ...policy on 
alley use, such as trash and grease disposal... including 
enforcement.” (Downtown Work Group member 
comment)

WHAT WE HEARD: When asked about the uses could 
be added or more of in Downtown, Workshop One 
participants selected “plazas, open space, parks” more 
than any other option. (Question #4)

VOTE HERE VOTE HERE

NO
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Comments from Public Workshop Two

We need places for the next generation.

I’m interested in office uses right on Lincoln. 
Multi-use is good. Office is not a negative use. 
A busy office generates energy - special use.

Better Christmas lights.

Yes. Work should be done in the alleys to 
promote recycling and waste diversion. Shared 
structures.

This is the biggest game changer to address 
character and authenticity. [Make sure it] is 
protected.

As we develop, night sky is so important, full 
cut-off

Way too subjective

Preserving historic buildings #1 on survey as 
what gives our community character.

And its pre-history

Recycle town USA

“Ruin” businesses of pop-up retail is popular in 
Europe and some American cities and towns

ADA routes to the river. Maintain clear 
pathways.

Yes, as long as it looks historic.

Create a public fountain for summer play by 
kids - recycle water of course

Ban styrofoam and plastic straws

Build a rec center with pool for visitors and 
residence fund it with collection of “tourist tax”

If residential is in Downtown, consider noise 
and light regulations

I wouldn’t trade density for housing

Attainable has to be a mandate or requirement

“Attainable” should be defined by the housing 
authority.

Oak Street One must maintain a lower FAR, 
height and intensity - its traditional

Recycling and waste diversion

Right blocks to do this

Noise reduction from highway

Acknowledge the tension between too many 
tourists and a living, working downtown. Don’t 
crowd out local professional office

Need for a place in downtown for youth

This is very important - a given of the plan

Residential density. Small units to support 
local business, international, “cool” and 

“kickbutt” hostel for Olympic athletes level.

I love mixed use because it brings energy. 
Housing in downtown very important.

Boutique hotels

Plan for compost bins Downtown once we 
have compost [facility]. [Locate compose 
receptacles] in alleys

Restaurant, recycling

Recycling, a waste diversion

Steamboat has some lovely welding

Historical photos or artwork on electric boxes, 
etc. Yes!

Have a downtown vision tie into our 
environment

Trees

The underlying... to all of this is to have 
everything look the same. That is NOT my 
vision for SBS!!

Clean up the alleys to encourage trash/recycle/
compost (some day) on alleys - businesses 
work together to... bins in alleys and protect 
stormwater drains.

Green town USA

Don’t do all events downtown. Please

Misleading statement - “context-sensitive” 
and “allowing additional height and no third 
floor setback” are conflicting - Do not change 
CDC to allow more height or less setback.

Must maintain existing character (scale, 
repetition and especially height). Keep current 
setbacks and height in place.

Variety of height adds interest and character

Use existing buildings... to “calibrate” 
downtown and refer to when reviewing new 
projects. Current zoning regarding massing 
and height works - keep it!

Ugh! You want “Ye olde western towne?”

Require effective waste management with 
goal to reduce waste at all events enforced by 
city

Height is the most critical character defining 
feature of downtown.

Setbacks are beneficial to stay
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Incentives can’t allow additional building mass/ 
height. Maintain current character.

Conference facilities

No employee housing in Alpiner Hotel. 
Downtown employee housing is the 
responsibility of the employer and not on 
Lincoln St = “eyesore”

A hostel would be good. Better for a younger 
generation/ ski races

Olympic tradition is diluted. Needs to stay 
World Class

We are strong on restaurants but not in 
lodging. Smaller units so more people in 
Downtown.

Bicycle loop is good if parking is maintained.

Create on-street bike parking stalls

Extend bike path to South of town to the 
hotels already there.

Increase/maintain bus frequency. [Bus 
frequency] especially night in summer (1 vote)

Historic district signage and education and 
outreach marketing (1 vote)

Better transit to Denver. Make it easier for 
Denver visitors to get here (2 votes)

Multi-modal transportation

I’ld like to charge for bus rideshare. Visitors 
should pay to ride system.

Affordable bus options to Denver Union Station 
from Downtown.

3rd Street as gateway/. Keep focused energy. 
Focus on improving traffic problem.

Street signs like 8th Street are often 
improperly placed (i.e. invisible to drivers)

No parking meters (2 votes)

Bike... etc, walk move and ... parking for ADA 
accessibility

Yes to meters... will not work without it

Business should buy parking spaces for 
employees

Pedestrian “walkway” - 9th Street - narrow 
traffic - add benches/planters - tie Oak to 
Yampa - Direct people to Howelsen

Sidewalks on all streets downtown

Pretending downtown won’t change is a threat 
to character. Must be intentional

Assuring access to river for residents, not just 
tourists. Viewshed important... at event cross-
street is good.

We are interested in community forums on the 
topics - speakers

Is it feasible to create a pedestrian/retail zone 
like Pearl Street in Boulder?

Employers work with employees to designate 
old town residential parking versus downtown 
Main Street

Love all these actions above

No changes. No 2-3 stories. Parking... for free 
only with no parking fee. We do not want to 
loose on Steamboat Western character. Please 
do not wall us in! We love views and natural 
scenery. Historic views of Howelsen Hill, etc. 
Sunshine is also very important!



DW LEGACY DESIGN®

We believe that when environment, economics, art and community 
are combined in harmony with the dictates of the land and needs 

of society, magical places result — sustainable places of timeless beauty, 
significant value and enduring quality, places that lift the spirit. 

Design Workshop is dedicated to creating Legacy projects: 
for our clients, for society and for the well-being of our planet. 

www. d e s i g nwo r k s hop . c om


